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Nothing can eat away profits like a herd of pigs.

‐‐‐

That’s why farmers in 47 countries manage swine production with
PigChamp: And that’s why PigChamp protects their revenues

ith

™

Sentinel;”from Rainbow

ee

Technologies.

Asa developer, you know the importance of profit margins. If you sell software, you’re probably losing revenue to
piracy. Protect with Sentinel, and get the revenue you deserve.
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“Our clients produce everything from footballs to kielbasa, and
they all get better software at a lower price because we protect

with Sentinel.
ae

,
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“Illegal duplication can drive the cost of software sky high.
Sentinel lets us sell our products inexpensively worldwide,
’ ‐ allowing usto serve our customers bette,” explains PigChamp’s
Steve Abrams.
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Steve Abrams,

PigChamp Software

Only Sentinel meets the industry’s toughest quality standards and is
supported by the industry’s largest technical and R&D staff.

Over 11,000 developers protect their software with Sentinel. For
Macintosh, DOS, Windows, NT, OS/2, UNIX, or any platform ‑
Sentinel is the most advanced protection available. It is the

So, watch your profits go hog wild. Protect your revenue with
confidence. Protect your software with Sentinel.
Order your Sentinel Developer’s Kit today!
ine

worldwide standard in software protection.
Getting started with Sentinel is quick and easy with a variety of
installation options. What’s more, Sentinel is truly transparent to
your end users. Once installed, they’ll never notice it again.
-
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SENTINEL
Securing the future of software.

Tre
CASE
tools, c o m e in all
shapes and sizes and vary
in cost from the sublime to
the ridiculous. GeSystem
Architect offers ZS y o u the
features of m o r e expensive
CASE t o o l s f o r a
fraction of the
cost.

©PC based-Windows and OS/2 ¢ Multi-method s u p p o 1
includes: Rumbaugh O M T, Coad/Yourdon, Booch a n )
SSADM® Reverse Data Engineering ® Interfaces to clier
server development tools ® Powerful documentatio
facilities © Multi-user ©Customisable ¢ Easy-to-us
¢Technical Support ©Training Courses

RT&M
118-120 WARWICK STREET, LEAMINGTON SPA,
WARWICKSHIRE CV32 4QY. FAX. 0926 422165

0 9 2 6 4508608
SYSTEM A R C H I T E C T
right tool, right prici
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In the movies, in the media and in popular fiction, people
who work on computers, are depicted either as whizzkids,
geniuses or freaks, stemming from stereotypes dating back
to the 60s. A rethink is long overdue...
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Not SO OPEN SYStEMS......sscsssssessssssssssescseeeeees OO
Peter Collinson will go to any length to prevent intruders
from hacking their way into his system. In this month’s
column he presents practical advice on being secure.
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Pressure from US Department of Justice and European
Commission forces MSto step down on controversial
operating systems’ licensing for OEMs.
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When the going gets tough, the tough hit Ctrl Break, our
new regular column for those who needa bigger jolt than
Jolt Cola.
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Let’s face it: bugs do exist. But keeping a record of their
status can cause serious headaches to overworked
development teams. David Mery goes bug tracking with a
roundup of four development tools.

Spreading the N@WS.......ssssssssseeeseeeeees OO
Paul Richardson explores, UseNet, yet another wonder in
his monthly trek through cyberspace.
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By reducing a program into a series of mathematical
formulae it’s correctness can be proved. David Moss
explains how it works in practice.
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Quality Management is just an exercise in paper
generation. A bureaucratic nightmare. Tracy Hall thinks
not.
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SOFTWARE TOOLS & TECHNIQUES
s e c a nvcaccsctarentsaavenserarevs
Symantec C++ 7.0 for the Macintosh and Apple System 7.5
are the subjects of this month’s Apple column. Paul Smith
puts into perspective the implications both will have on
software development for the Macintosh.
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Les Peck encourages employers to train technical staff.

l

SyMbolic EXECUTION .....ssssssssessssssesee
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Career Development ......::s::ssssssssssesseenes 96

Charles Wier examines a technique for modelling status
and decision making within a C++ object.

LOOKING AHEAD

e

And videos too! David Mery delves into viruses and other
‘living’ programs; Edward Kenworthy polishes up on
Windows and Sarah Allen ejects the latest blockbuster and
pops in a C video tutorial instead.

In the final part of Laine Stump’s foray into ftp, he creates a
Windows NT utility in C++ for performing remote file
transfer between two machines froma third.
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Acquisitions, strategic partnerships and the recent trend in
upgrades instead of new sales spell disaster for an industry
which has thrived on innovation. Jules prophesies
imminent disaster...
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Telecommuting on reflection: human beings can’t really
handle working in isolation.

Towards ISO C++ ...sssssssssscssssssssssssssssssssssenseese
DO
Why is it taking so long to produce a C++ standard?
Francis Glassborow explains technically
what it will mean to C++ developers
when it is finally here.
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convince developers to abandon their traditional database
design tools. Ian Murphy investigates whether they will...

When Apple abandoned the 680x0 in favour of the
PowerPC, it took a brave step into the unknown with Risc.
Cliff Saran reveals how it intends to maintain its existing
loyal customer base.
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Gupta hopes the recent release of SQL Windows 5.0 will

Cover Feature: Two processors, one box....16
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Finally, Niall Mansfield completes his introduction to the
art of Motifprogramming.

PROGAG! NOW o o o
accttitinpeamencanun
lO
A DLL for PKZIP plus a new replacement for Clipper 5.2’s
CLD debugger.
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Some people will do anything to get to Brighton.
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COMMENT

A day in the life
Woke up, fell out of PA

bed. Plugged the PC VE=ai

into my head. Is that really the
way people who develop
software for computers

conduct their lives? Hollywood,
popular fiction and the media
would have us believe it is.

Own up. It’s happened to you, hasn’t it? The
summer season; garden parties, barbecues
and you’re making polite conversation with
a pretty stranger. Finally the question
arises. ‘So what do you do then?’ Amomen‑
tary hesitation; quick, quick. Your mind
buzzes almost audibly as you whirl through
a carefully prepared, alphabetically ordered
list of glamorous occupations. You’ve got up
to ‘S’: surgeon; stockbroker. No, she'll never
believe you. It’s no good; time has run out.
And the truth is, you really are only a Sys‑
tems Analyst.
If you’re lucky she'll pick up on the ‘ana‑
lyst’ bit first. That’s kinda like business ana‑
lyst isn’t it...’ But invariably the reply will be:
‘a Systems what?’ Rather than bore the poor
girl with data flows and state diagrams you
decide at that moment it would be better to
summarise: a gross oversimplification. ‘So
you’re in computers?’ Recital of that innocu‑
ous little phrase is a deadly blow to your
confidence. Is she impressed. Hell no. Your
esteem free falls to new depths. You’re in

the underworld of cyberpunks, hackers,
nerds and geeks, exhibiting anti social hab‑
its and eating pizza with garlic bread and
onions.
It'll be the same with whosoever you
speak to, of course. It always is. They just
can’t accept that the lovely Elaine is in your
arms and not theirs. The media and books
like Cringley’s Accidental Empires are
largely to blame, depicting computer people
as socially inept, heavy metal headbangers
whose idea of high fashion is soiled t-shirts,
trainers past their wear-by date and natu‑
rally faded denims; whose idea of a good
time is sitting in front of a terminal ’til the
early hours of the morning sipping cocoa,
playing Doom. Who are they to judge? They
shouldn’t criticise what they can’t under‑
stand. Tell them you make the Tri‑
dent fly or you help the Inland Reve‑

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

nue weed out the tax dodgers. Tell them it’s
your software that issues their speeding

tickets; it’s your software that tots up the
‘Amount’ in the brown envelopes they so
hate.
People’s misconception of computer folk
is bewildering. Either you are a teenage
weirdo pumped full of Jolt Cola or you’re a
boffin, bespectacled and in a white lab coat.
And God help you if you are of the latter va‑
riety. Next thing you know they’ll be phon‑
ing up, day and night, with dire questions
and brainless problems. ‘Why do I get the
Insert System Diskette in Drive A: message
whenI insert a disk in the drive and switch
on?’ T’ve lost all my files!’ It’s all right help‑
ing them out once. But once they know you
can fix it, they'll be round again and again
and again. ‘Can you spare a moment? I’ve a
little problem.’ How do they know how long
it will take? How big is this ‘little’ problem?
How stupid can these people be? Per‑
haps as ill-informed as the lady who con‑
fused computers with typewriters; who
thought that software developers were re‑
sponsible for manufacturing the floppy disk
to insert into these typewriters... Hmmn,
these software developers must have huge
industrial machines for stamping out those
disks. No doubt a refugee from planet Jupi‑
ter where computers and typewriters have
yet to be invented. But there really are peo‑
ple you will come across who genuinely
have no idea of computing: they live their
cosy lifestyles, their minds never venturing
far from the safety of their doormat. These
are the people who would have been the last
to descend from the horse and cart. These
are the people who eye you with mockery at
the garden parties: a veil for their arro‑
gance. Secretly they know they have the
most to lose from technology, from your
knowledge.
So the Computer Industry has its share
of eccentrics but so has every other. That
doesn’t mean we are all like that though. If
we were we'd all be billionaires. Some
hope... Today the Computer Industry is be‑
ing moulded by each and every one of us.
Differing backgrounds. Differing lifestyles.
There’s no such thing as the ‘computer
type’, not any more. But the 80’s stereotype
still remains. It is the mass media which
has popularised these images of people who
work with computers. No doubt a middle
aged Systems Analyst in a grey suite has
less visual impact that the kid hacking into
the US DoD. In the movies computer scien‑
tists wear white lab coats...
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C &C++ FOR DOS
Comms

Async Prof for C/C++ 2.0
C Asynch Manager

C Comms Toolkit
COMM-DRV
Essential Comms
Greenleaf CommLib 4.0
MagnaComm/DOS
SilverComm “C” Asynch 4.0

Memory Managers

£170

Heap Expander 3.0

£130

£175
£215
£145
£265
£225
£215
£195

MegaHeap
MoreHeap 3.0
PowerSTOR
VMData for DOS

£115
£135
£99
£665

Database

Btree Filer for CNetwork

£170

C-Index+ Pro

£365
£349

Btrieve

c-tree Plus 6.4A

£565

CodeBase 5.1
CodeBase++ 5.1
D-ISAM
d-tree
DataBoss 3.5 (Special Offer)
Greenleaf Database Library
Paradox Engine & DFX 3.0
POET SDK 2.0
r-tree
Raima Database Manager
Raima Object Manager

£259
£259
£325
£490
£79
£180
£125
£360
£305
£360
£360
£75
£255
£260

SoftFocus Btree/ISAM

Topaz for C 4.0
Watcom SQL Developer's
Graphics

3D-Ware Std
3D-Ware Prof
Accusoft Image Format Lib
dGE 5.0
Essential Graphics Kernel
Fastgraph 3.0 (Ted Gruber)
GraphiC 7.0
GX Effects 3.0
GXGraphics 3.0
HALO Professional 2.0
MetaWINDOW-DOS 4.4
MetaWINDOW-DOS/286 4.4
MetaWINDOW-DOS/386 4.4
PCX Toolkit 6.0

PCXLab-DOS/286/386
Real-Time Graphics & UIT
GUI
4Sight
Essential Graphics GUI
graphics-MENU
Menuet/CPP 2.0
MEWEL/GUI Std 4.0
object-Menu w/Source 2.7
T-Windows
Zinc 3.6 for DOS
Math & Scientific
C/Math Toolchest & Grafix
Huge Virtual Array & NAT
Linpack.h++ w/Source
Math.h++ w/Source
MIRACL
Science, Eng & Graphics Tools
.

£99
£249
£430
£205
£135
£160
£345
£125
£155
£245
£185
£260
£355
£165
£125
£225

£300
£99
£185
£310
£390
£510

£240
£505

£45
£215
£429
£257
£39
£140

er

ROSOFT

& BORLAND

P R O D

Microsoft Access 2.0
£289
Microsoft Delta
£230
Microsoft Fortran 5.1
£138
Microsoft Fortran Power Station£230
MSFoxPro 2.6 Pro DOS
£360
MSFoxPro 2.6 Std DOS
£87
MSFoxPro 2.6 Pro Win
£360
MSFoxPro 2.6 Std Win
£87
MS Macro Assembler 6.11
£110
MSMultimedia Viewer Pub Kit £230
MSVisual Basic for DOS Std
£96
MSVisual Basic for DOS Prof £230
MSVisual Basic for Win Std
£96
MSVisual Basic for Win Prof. £230
Microsoft Visual C++ Std
£65
Microsoft Visual C++ 1.5
£299
Microsoft Visual C++ 32-bit
£300
Microsoft Windows 3.1
£78
Borland C++ 4.0
£285 _
Borland Pascal with Objects 7.0£250
dBase 5.0 for DOS
£405
dBase 5.0 for Windows
£280
dBase Compiler 2.0
£245
Paradox Engine & DFX 3.0
£125
Turbo C++ 3.0
£59
Turbo C++ Visual Ed. for Win
£84
Turbo Pascal 7.0
£84
Turbo Pascal for Windows 1.5 £99
Paradox for DOS 4.5
£405
WITH FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT
0894

Printer
Baby Driver Kernel 3.0
BGI Printer Driver Toolkit
GX Printer 1.5
SLATE
Screen
C-Scape 4.0
C/Windows Toolchest
Greenleaf Datawindows 3.0
MEWEL/TEXT Std 4.0
Object Professional for C++
Panel Plus II
TCXL UI Dev Sys for DOS/Win
Vermont Views Plus 4.0

£250
£105
£240

£260
£360
£45

£225
£390
£190
£260
£140
£595

General & Systems Libraries
C Tools Plus/6.0
£135
CAD/CAM Dev Kit/2D Personal £375
Crusher! with Source 2.0
£195
Greenleaf ArchiveLib
£210
Hold Everything
£130
Interwork
£205
MTASK
£215
Multi-C w/Source
£39
Resident-C
£160
SpontaneousAssembly for C++
£95
TCOMP/Multi-Platform
£105
TTSR Ram Res Dev Sys 2.0
£105
TG-CAD Prof 5.0
£795
Tools.h++ w/Source 6.04
£259
TSRs and More
£130
Tools
C-DOC 5.0
£185
C-Vision for C 3.1
£95
Clear+ for C
£135
CodeCheck (Professional)
£495
MKS LEX & YACC
£240
PC-Lint for C
£89
PC-Lint for C/C++
£139
PCYACC Personal
£250
SourcePrint+ 5.0
£190

taxes bul do include delivery in mainiand
UK. Please check prices at time of order
as ads are prepared some weeks before
publication. This page lists some 7
products - callus fora complete |
price list. ORDER BYPHONE WITH
YOUR CREDIT CARD |

(0364) 654100
FAX: (0364) 654200 &

Assemblers

Pascal
Smalltalk

ObjectView Desktop has caused a bit of
a stir in the Client/Server development market
with bold claims about ease of use and
execution speed. Call us now to get more
details while it is still ona special offer price of
© only £339.

PROGRAMMING
t o o l s

Linkers/Locaters
Modula-2

Every serious programmer should have
access toa modem and now WINport |ets
you share a modem over anetwork. Put your
modem on a DOS or Windows machine and
access it from any other DOS or Windows
machine. It also includes a fax server for use
with fax-modems, Set up modem pools with
Stargate or Digiboard multi-port adapters,
keep track of who called what number from
which workstation and for how long. Weuse
WiINport at Grey Matter and wonder how we
managed without it! Only £235 for the first
modem, £136 for each additional modem ‑
regardless of how many users!

C/C++
Cross Dev
Database
Dos Extenders
Fortran
GUI
Lisp
Multi-tasking
Prolog

Greenleaf CommLib 5.0 now supports
32-bit DOS extenders and Windows NT,
language independent DLL for Windows,
Compuserve B+ protocol, etc. Only £235.

VISUAL BASIC F O R DOS
MSVisual Basic for DOS Std
MSVisual Basic for DOS Prof
Comms Lib/DOS
Network Library/DOS
PDQ Comm
Btrieve 5.1
CodeBasic 5.1
db/Lib Prof 3.0
E-Tree Plus

SQL

Version Control Visual Programming
Windows
Xbase
We stock m a n y items for which there |
is no space in these advertisements. }

Compilers & Interpreters
BBC BASIC-86 Plus
CA-Realizer 2.0 (Win)
GFA-BASIC for DOS
GFA-BASIC for Windows
GFA-BASIC for Win Compiler
PowerBASIC 3.0C
TrueBASIC 3.0

VB/ISAM MU
Vbtrv for DOS
Elltech’s GUI Toolkit

Fastgraph
Graphics QuickScreen
Graphics Workshop
GraphPak Pro
GXGraphics 3.0
Compression Plus
Compression Workshop
Microhelp Muscle/DOS
PDQ
Printer Plus
ProBas 5.6
QuickPak Prof 4.1
QuickPak Scientific 3.0
QuickScreen 4.0

£75
£190
£80
£80
£54
£110
£88

VISUAL BASIC FOR WINDOWS
Visual Basic 3.0 for Win Std
Visual Basic 3.0 for Win Prof
Comms Lib/Win
Network Library/Win
PDQ Comm for Windows

£96
£230
S115
£80
£99

AgilityVB

£180
£365
£140
£185
£509
£209
£270
£140
£450
£150
£180
£235
£89
£75
£135
£49
£99
£99
£220
£165
£69
£145
PA75
£120
£49
£199
£120
£135
e115
£430
£130
£85
£200
£149
£260
£75
£350
£175
£239

Btrieve for Windows
CodeBasic 5.1
Controls for Btrieve
Integra VDB/VB, Client/Server
Integra VDB/VB, Desktop
Q+E Multilink/VB 2.0
Q+E ODBC Pack 1.1
Raima Data Manager

VB/ISAM MU
VBtrv for Windows
Visual/db Network 3.0
3-D Widgets
ChartBuilder for VB
Control Palette 2.0
Custom Control Factory
Data Widgets
Designer Widgets
Formula One
HighEdit for VB
MS Visual Control Pack
QuickPak Pro for Win 3.0

Spread/VBX
SpyWorks-VB
Tab/VBX

TXText Control for VB + IC
VB/Magic Controls
VBAssist 3.0
VBTools 4.0
Accusoft Image Lib/VBX
3D Graphic Tools
Code.Print Pro for VB
Compression Plus for VBWin
FXTools/VB Std 1.5
FXTools/VB Prof

Grid/VBX
GUI Assist
ImageKnife/VBX 1.3
ImageMan/VB 3.0c
ImageStream/VBX

MediakKnife/VBX
Microhelp Muscle/Win
PCX Toolkit for Windows
uickPak Scientific for Wi

Spellcheck
£49
TMS Tools
£99
TrueGrid Prof 2.1
£120
VB Compress Pro 3.0
£99
Visual Instrument Panel Controls £150

TSRific

£96
£230
£115
£80
£65
£365
£140
£195
£165
£150
£120
£125
£160
£105
£105
£99
£155
£130
£110
£155
£110
£185
£169
£145
£105
£105
£80

C & C++ FOR W I N D O W
COMM-DRV
CrystalComm for Windows
Greenleaf Comm++
Greenleaf CommLib Pro

MagnaComm/Windows
Btrieve for Windows

£145
£130
£180
£355
£280

Watcom SQL for Windows

£365
£185
£150
£259
£259
£410
£509
£209
£125
£360
£295
£380
£305
£175
£260

Essential Graphics Chart
GraphiC/Win 7.0
Graphics Server SDK
Real Time Graphics Tools
Windows Charting Tools

- £300
£370
£205
£480
£245

Btrv++
CB/ISAM MU for Win
CodeBase 5.1
CodeBase++ 5.1
DataBoss for Windows
ntegra VDB/C++, Client/Server
ntegra VDB/C++, Desktop
Paradox Engine & DFX 3.0
POET SDK 2.0
Q+E Database Library
Raima Database Manager
Raima Object Manager

Spread/VBX++

ProtoGen+
SafeWin 3.0

TXText-Control 3.0
Win/Sys Library
WindowsMaker Pro 5.5
Zinc 3.6 for Windows & NT

A TABASE & CLIENT/SERVER
Equinox
Microsoft Access 2.0
Microsoft FoxPro Std 2.6
Microsoft FoxPro Pro 2.6
dBase 5.0 for Windows
ObjectView Desktop
Paradox for Win 4.5
Paradox Workgroup Edition
Paradox Development Edition
PowerBuilder Desktop
Watcom SQL for Win (Dev)

£279
£289
£87
£360
£280
£339
£129
£305
£430
£190
£260

C& C++ C MPILERS

Accusoft Image Format Lib/Win £430
Ad Oculos (Image Analysis) 1.0 £325
Borland Visual Solutions Pack
£59
Canvas.h++
£340
Control Palette 2.0
£135
Data Entry Workshop
£135
DataTable
£249
Diamond Toolkit
£310
IC Image Control 1.1
£325
KPWin++
£600
LEADTOOLS Prof
£520
M.4
£685
Magic Fields
£260
MS Visual Control Pack
£69
PCX Toolkit for Wind
£155
eT

> CIRCLE NO. 656

£220
£190
£1160
£105
£750
£505

Aztec Embedded C86
Microsoft Visual C++ Std
Microsoft Visual C++ 1.5
Symantec C++ 6.1 Std
TopSpeedC Prof
TopSpeed C/C++ Prof
Turbo C++ 3.0
Turbo C++ Visual Ed. for Win

£290
£65
£299
£85
£169
£215
£59
£84

Borland C++ 4.0
Borland C++ for OS/2
High C/C++ 386 3.2
High C/C++ for OS/2
High C/C++ for Win NT
MS Visual C++ 32-bit Edition
Salford C/C++ Developer
Salford C/C++ Prof Plus
Symantec C++ 6.1 Prof
Watcom C/C++ 10.0 (CD)

£285

£250
£555
£445
£445
£300
£395
£295
£310
£164

NEWS REVIEW
Developers go Solo

Another first for MS!

A recent report from Computer Intelligence
InfoCorp estimates that there’s over 15 mil‑
lion users of dBASE worldwide. In the US,
dBASE is ranked fifth on the company’s
Consumer technology Index which lists the
10 most popular software packages used in
businesses with over a thousand employees.
‘Borland is in a position to be very success‑
ful with the recent release of dBASE for

After settling with Stac Electronics (see EXE, August 1994), Microsoft has reached an agree‑
ment with the European Commission (DG IV) and the US Department of Justice. According
to aCommission official: ‘It’s the first time that a company has faced both American and
European anti-trust authorities at the same time.’ MS agreed on the 15th of July to stop re‑
quiring payment of a royalty ‘per processor’ and ‘per system’, ie for every machine containing
a specific processor or of a certain model. What it means is that OEMs won’t have to pay any‑
more for MS’ operating systems when they ship computers without them. The bottom line is
that OEMs will pay only for the OS they bundle, ie if they bundle OS/2 for example they
won't have to pay also for Windows as was the current practice.
MS also accepted to stop using ‘minimum commitments’ and duration clauses in its con‑
tracts with OEMs forcing them to buy a minimum number of copies for a certain time. The
Commission estimates that 150 million computers are in use worldwide, ie 150 millions Win‑
dows machines. Even as impressive as these figures are, system software represented only
33% of MS’ ‘channel and product group percentages’ in the financial year ending June 30,
1994.
The Commission investigation was launched last year after acomplaint from Novell, the
world’s second largest PC software com‑
pany. If MS ‘complies with its commit‑
ments’, the agreement should be valid for
six and half year. It is applicable immedi‑
ately in the Union. Legal issues take more
time in the US. The Department of Justice
took over the investigation early 1993 after a
long unsuccessful attempt by the Federal
Trade Commission. And it’s not even com‑
pletely finished yet. For the agreement to be
valid in the US, it has to be confirmed be‑
fore a USjudge, this can take up as long as
90 days.
Bill Gates is happy with the ending of the
story: ‘many of our customers do business on
a global basis and we are pleased that we
have resolved this in a manner that will en‑
able them to continue to license software
from us easily and inexpensively throughout
the world.’ Novell was expecting a tougher
action, such as the breaking of MS in two
companies: a system software one and an OS
one. David Bradford, Novell’s general coun‑
sel considers that the agreement was ‘not as
broad aswe may have liked.’

DOS and soon-to-be-released dBASE for
Windows,’ commented Chris Le Tocq, direc‑
tor of microsystems software research at
Computer Intelligence InfoCorp.

For Apple, go apltil

Gupta will give away SQL Windows Solo to
all attendees of the training seminars, which
it will sponsor throughout UK and Ireland
from September to November. The package
is a fully functional copy of SQL Windows
which can build standalone, single user SQL
applications. A limited single user deploy‑
ment licence will also be included (see the
article Taking the Fifth’ in this issue, for
more details on SQLWindows 5.0). Paul
Salmon, Gupta’s UK director states ‘our goal
is to have at least 2,000 new developers seri‑
ously evaluating SQLWindows 5.0 in the UK
by the end of 1994.’ Details of the seminars
can be obtained from Gupta (0628 478333)

Unix backing for UK
As a boost to the UK Unix marketplace,
Novell has begun a new initiative to support
UnixWare developers and resellers. Strate‑
gic partners will be encouraged to market
their products alongside UnixWare. During
the campaign Novell will be runninga series

of technical seminars with its resellers and
ISVs. Furthermore, UnixWare modules have
now been included into Novell’s Certified Net‑
Ware Engineer (CNE) courses, available
through Novell Authorised Education Cen‑
tres in the UK. Novell is on 0344 724000.

dBASE potential

Integration tightens
Cadre has joined forces with Object Design,
Rogue Wave Software and Visix Software to
ease tools integration with its ObjectTeam.
According to Cadre, integration will mean
that ObjectStore OODBMS from Object De‑
sign can be specified and created from
within ObjectTeam. For developers using
Rogue Wave’s Tools.h++ class library, it will
be possible to reuse the classes during OO
application development with ObjectTeam
Rumbaugh. And ObjectTeam for Shalaer‑
Mellor will work in conjunction with the
Visix Galaxy application development envi‑
ronment. Reach Cadre on 0344 300 003.

6

Apple is now officially providing information on Compuserve. So in addition to participating
in the several independent forums about Apple products and technology, it will now be possi‑
ble to exchange electronic messages and files directly with Apple. Of special interest to de‑
velopers is the Apple Technical Information Library, or in Compuserve jargon ‘GO APLTIL’.
This will provide a subset of the database used by Apple support. It should contain more than
4,300 articles covering FAQs and product specifications.
In the APLNEW forum, the latest software updates can be downloaded; for patches and
fixes the right forum is APLSUP. This will provide support 24 hours a day... as long as you
have a Compuserve account of course.
If that’s not enough, to ease your communication with Apple, you can write your com‑
ments and suggestions in APLFBK. Apple is supposed to enhance its support services ac‑
cording to the feedback it receives. If you’re not one of the current 60,000 Compuserve’s UK
members, then a special offer including a Mac offline reader and £10 worth of credit is avail‑
able free until the end of September. With that credit either you'll have enough time to enjoy
the Compuserve forums and subscribe more permanently or voice your dissatisfaction in
APLFBK. Compuserve is on 0734 391064.
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine
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Borland C++ 4.0 and PowerPack for DOS

The pertect team for
DOS DPMI applications
Experience the dramatic performance and memory
gains of 32-bit DOS applications with Borland’s
new PowerPackfor DOS.
‑
B o r i a n d C++ - m e m d e m o

Turbo Vision
| Glass Library

OS [16-bit DPMI}

DOS (32-bit D P M I )

Le]

code size=264

lines=41

data size=15

[ea] memdmo32 [ e x e ]

lowmem32

DDmemdemo
[.c] code size=266

“Selecta platform

lines=41 data

size=15

from those available for the current

Together they’re the perfect team

Borland C++ has the most complete and advanced tool set ever
assembled. “Just-in-time” debugging keeps your applications
problem-free, while AppExperts, SpeedMenus and ClassExperts
help speed you through your development, even anticipating
your next move. Borland C++ 4.0 has the wealth of features and
power f o r your every development need, resulting in
programming without compromise. RRP £349.95+VAT.

NEW PowerPack ‐ turbocharge your

PowerPack and Borland C++ 4.0 work seamlessly together
giving you instant productivity by plugging directly into the
Integrated Development Environment, giving you t w o n e w
platforms ‐ 16- and 32-bit DOS DPMI. Borland C++ and
PowerPack are the perfect team.

Upsizing PCapplications to Client/Server
The need to harness the vast amount of information on PCs into a
manageable, secure and reliable corporate resource has meant that
more and more companies are starting to “upsize” their PC and
PC network applications into Client/Server solutions. Upsizing
with Borland products enables seamless interoperability without
extensive application rewriting or new hardware investments.

DOS applications royalty free!

When you want the fastest DOS applications with stunning
graphics, professional user interfaces, and memory to spare, you
need PowerPack for DOS. With Borland’s 16- and 32-bit DOS
extenders, you can break through the 640K limit of DOS and
unlock up to 4 gigabytes of memory for your programs. And you
can distribute the Borland DOS extenders free of charge with no
royalties! With PowerPack’s innovative DOS .DLLs, you can
write code f o r DOS and then use it in Windows without
recompiling. You can even reuse your Windows .DLLs in DOS

Visit your dealer, or for further information call

0800
212727
or return the coupon
C Please send an information pack.

Please call with more detailed info.

Name

Position

=

Company
Address

applications. RRP £69.95+VAT.
Postcode

Borland

The Upsizing Company

Tel:

Numbers of PCs in your company

I am responsible for purchasing software. My interest is

V Please return to the address shown.

business

a
personal

AS/9435/CP

Borland International (UK) Limited, 8 Pavilions, Ruscombe Business Park, Twyford, Berkshire RG10 9NN Tel: 01734 321150. Copyright© 1994 Borland International Inc.
All rights reserved. All Borland products names are trademarks of Borland International Inc. Dealer prices may vary.
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NEWS REVIEW
Look out for objects
Remember, Object Expo is taking place this
month between 26th and 30th at the Queen
Elizabeth II Conference Centre, Westmin‑
ster. There will be eight conference streams
offering over 60 classes. For the novice to
object technology a two day tutorial has
been organised which introduces OO meth‑
ods and tools. As well as the conference it‑
self, Object Expo will also have an
exhibition of object systems, methods and
tools running on 28th and 29th. In addition,
NeXT will be presenting an OpenStep De‑
velopers Day on the 28th to explain how to
build OO applications with NeXTstep and
OpenStep object frameworks. Conference
detail can be obtained by phoning Object

Ray of hope for
Superbase developers
Computer Concepts, the new owner of SuperBase (see EXE June 1994) has established Su‑
perBase Ltd, based in London to oversee development of the product. Already, the original
UK development team has been re-hired. The company is in the process of planning a num‑
ber of worldwide programmes to kick off with a developer conference in the autumn. Robert
Savett, the president of Superbase openly invites developers to suggest what they’d like to
see in the product: ‘...we want to hear what they have to say and we will respond to it.’
Expect to see a ‘major’ maintenance upgrade to the software this month which SuperBase
says will contain enhanced image handling and a copy of Computer Concepts’ dbExpress.

Superbase Edition, a mulit-dimensional data
access and presentation tool.
As regards the company’s commitment
to the UK and European market, Ray Scott,
Managing director of Superbase Ltd af‑
firmed: ‘we’ve hired back all of the original
R&D team and are actively seeking dialogue
with European customers to help us take the
product forward.’
In October it hopes to have ready Super‑
base SuperSuites, a suite of database tools
for graphical data modelling, GIS and SQL.
Reporting and data browsing will be
achieved through dbExpress.
Looking further ahead, the company is
seeking to make Superbase file format more
widely available to developers. For instance,
there’s talk of ODBC. By the end of the year
Superbase 3.0 will be out, according to Su‑
perbase Ltd, that is. This will offer VBA-style
development environment with objects,
properties and mullet database support via
ODBC data source.

Expo Europe (0306 631331).

OORedevelopment
Following a partnership agreement between
Softlab and Digitalk, PARTS (Parts Assem‑
bly and Reuse Tool Set) will be integrated
into Softlab’s Maestro II product set. This
will provide a migration path to bring legacy
systems to the desktop, in LAN environ‑
ments. Reusable components of existing ap‑
plication, which can be isolated, can then be
migrated to OOclient/server environment.
Softlab is on 081 7422277

Personal conferencing
Lotus and Intel will develop, in partnership,
integrated data and video personal products
for Lotus Notes, based on Intel’s ProShare
conferencing technology. The first results
should be a video conferencing program for
Notes and a data conferencing product
where users will be able to work simultane‑
ously on a shared whiteboard and on the
same applications. The developments will
support the Personal Conferencing Specifi‑
cations (PCS) to provide interoperability
with other conferencing applications. Intel
can be contacted on 0793 696000.

ORBs at Object World
Object World, held in San Francisco, be‑
tween July 27 and 29 featured the ‘Network

World Live Distributed Application Show‑
case’. Chris Stone, OMG’s President, says,
‘it displayed some of the best ORBs on the
market’. Sixteen companies participated in
this live demonstration which included a
banking application, an online travel ex‑
pense report system anda distributed trad‑
ing card game. Object Worlds events are
scheduled all around the world, the next in
London is planned for June 20-22 1995.

Ready to go online to
the virtual object market?
Information Brokerage is a n e w service formed through an alliance between Con‑
nect and the OMG. It represents an online marketplace for buying and selling soft‑
ware components. The way it works in practice is that subscribers or purchasers
install Connect client software on their desktop and dial into the network. Once on‑
line, the u s e r can ‘test drive’ individual objects, or purchase and download them
onto the subscriber’s system. In addition to being a point of call for software, the
Information Brokerage additionally provides a forum for sharing information be‑
tween the users of software components and the vendors. Products are listed to‑
gether with descriptive information and specifications.
Commenting on the technology, John Slitz, vice president and managing director
of Information Brokerage said: ‘our role is to create a virtual market where devel‑
opers of a n y size can sell their products and where buyers can see up to the second
what is available.’
The OMG is hoping Information Brokerage will become a self-supporting market
for Object technologies. Prices have yet to be announced for the service b u t Infor‑
mation Brokerage plans it to be affordable both for developers and end users, with
low cost subscriptions and placement fees and time and transaction fees to ‘pur‑
chase’ objects from the brokerage.
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HA®

WINDOWS
DEVELOPERS TRAINING
VISUAL BASIC’ PROGRAMMING

EXCEL’ 5.0 VBA PROGRAMMING

This course includes many practical exercises and a
supporting case study which illustrates the practical
application of Visual Basic features and functions. The
course demonstrates; how Visual Basic can and
should be used; the strengths and weaknesses of
Visual Basic; How add-ins and other tools support the
Visual Basic Programmer. THE course for
professional programmers new to Visual Basic.
Five days: £1025 + VAT

Microsoft Excel has always had a powerful macro
facility but the addition of the Visual Basic for
Applications language allows it to be used for
developing powerful maintainable applications. This
course will allow you to create sophisticated solutions
to your business problems by showing Excel VBA’s
capabilities and how to use OLE, as well as teaching
good programming style.
Three days £675 + VAT

ADVANCED VISUAL BASIC
VB developers are building more and more
ambitious systems, integrating applications,
accessing data from local and remote sources. Our
course sets out to answer many of the questions
asked by developers who are pushing VB further.
The course includes exercises showing how
developers can use C and third party products to
extend and enhance their systems. Suitable for
developers with good commercial programming
experience and at least three months development
work using Visual Basic.
Three days: £675 + VAT

This course is for experienced commercial
programmers - no amateurs please. If you want to
make Access work hard for you in stand-alone and
client-server applications then this is the course for
you. Hands-on exercises explain and demonstrate
the most effective use of Access as a data
management tool. Learn how wizards and builders
are employed to create objects; how to modify
objects without using wizards and how to roll out a
polished and robust application.
Three days £675 + VAT

FREE to OB

WINDOWS PROGRAMMING
This practical course provides a comprehensive
introduction to Windows programming. It covers the
most relevant areas in sufficient detail to allow
programmers to quickly become efficient in producing
applications. Students learn to: understand Windows
architecture, philosophy and design considerations;
understand the appropriate use of DDE and DLL’s;
make effective use of the available features and
functions. For professional programmers with a
working knowledge of C.
Five days £1025 + VAT

developers

VB UTILITIES & D E M O D I S K
Disk containing original source code
PEEKABOO, HIDE and KILL Utilities
plus
DEMO PROGRAMS
first presented by Steve Jones during the Richfords
Training session
at Visual Basic Day in Bristol

Call Marie Brown on 071 922 8819

M i c r o s o f t |Solution Provider
Authorised Training C e n t r e

SOUTH BANK TECHNOPARK

90 LONDON ROAD

FAX 071 922 8839

LONDON SE1 6LN

All Trademarks Acknowledged
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PRODUCT NEWS
Not just a pretty face
A new version of Aardvark’s Pretty Printer
for Visual Basic is now available. Among the
new features is Connection Lines, a tech‑
nique for emphasising the calling structure
of a program. Effectively, it automatically
draws a vertical line between the two ends
of a given control block. Other features in‑
clude selective printing of functions or sub‑
routines and automatic formatting of source
code for printing. Pretty Printer v2.0 is avail‑
able at the introductory price of $59.99 from
Aardvark (01018334355).

Zip your softs
The Zip family has been extended with
PKZip/Mac a PKZip 2.04g compatible soft‑
ware for the Macintosh. The program
makes use of the Finder. For distributing
large bits of software for the Mac, it is
something worth considering. Of more di‑
rect appeal to developers, Dynazip a Win‑
dows toolkit that allows files in the ZIP
format to be read or written without having
to shell to aDOS session. The DLLs can be
interfaced with C/C++ and VB. Additional
DLLs should provide interface to more lan‑
guages and even to database’s languages.
Atlantic Coast is on 0297 552222

CMfor Windows

Putting C++ in sight
Spotting a leak, of memory that is, can bea tricky affair in C. In C++ it’s downright impossi‑
ble. To make the life of a developer a little easier, though, specialist tools are available which
analyse program source. Insight is one such tool available for Unix, which analyses C code.
Up until now a C++ version had not been available. But with v2.0 has come Insight++, target‑
ted at the growing numbers of developers who require an automatic debugging tool for C++
programs.
Insight works on two levels: for source code analysis and for runtime. At the source code
level Insight can report on mismatched variable types, argument types or function declara‑
tions. It can also detect out of range, or otherwise, invalid arguments in library calls and er‑
rors returned by library calls.
During compilation Insight adds calls to analysis and test functions to every line of source
code and builds a database of program elements such as data structures, memory usage and
pointer usage. At runtime this database is updated whenever memory is allocated or deallo‑
cated. Through this technique the manufacturer claims Insight is able to spot every type of
memory reference error as well asa number of program execution errors.
In addition to the facility for detecting memory errors using a database of memory opera‑
tions, Insight can also be made to keep a log which records the program’s actual execution
using the Invision module. Later, this recording can be ‘played back’ by animation through
the source code. Using this technique developers can visualise the execution path of the pro‑
gram which can help when tracking down algorithmic errors or spotting potential areas for
optimisation.

An alternative view of a program’s execution is available via the Inuse module. This is a
graphical utility that enables a developer to watch in real time how the program allocates and
frees memory. It is
used for detecting
leaks. This
utility also helps to il‑
lustrate the amount of
memory

system memory a pro‑
gram needs during its

execution.
User

Interface
(0223
302041) is distributing
Insight++ for popular
Unix workstations in‑
cluding Sun, IBM,
DEC, HP and SGI.
The cost is £1,199
for a three user licence
on one platform.

SQL Software is well known in the Unix
world for its comprehensive configuration
management suite of products based on an
Oracle database. The PCMS, or Product
Configuration Management Software, prod‑
uct line helps manage and build different
versions of product components, tracking
changes, locations, status and relationships
during the complete life cycle. In the last
quarter of 1994, SQL Software will launch
PCMS*PCwin, a subset of PCMS for the
Windows. SQL Software is on 0992 501414

Technologies

(0s/2)"

Catch the Clipper bug

OS/2 can now be scaled upward to SMP
system. I B M released OS/2 for Symmetri‑
cal Multiprocessing V2.11. This version is
compatible with OS/2 2.11. It increases ap‑
plication performance by distributing proc‑
esses or threads among processors. OS/2
for SMP is compatible with the Multiproces‑
sor Specification Version 1.1, so any compli‑
ant MP machines should support it right
out of the box. Up to 16processors ona sin‑
gle system are supported by this version of
OS/2. Depending on the number of proces‑
sors, OS/2 for SMP costs from £258 to
£521. IBM is on 0329 242728.
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MrDebug, from Dark Black Software, is a replacement for CLD, the Clipper 5.2 de‑
bugger. The debugger works in Protected and Real Mode and is compatible with
Blinker, Exospace and Causeway. Consequently there is no l i m i t on the size of ap‑
plication that can be debugged. Typical debugger features such as breakpoints and
watchpoints are available. There is also a Pass Point which is a sort of counter at‑
tached to a particular line of source code. Each time this b i t of source code is exe‑
cuted the Pass point counter increments. For program analysis MrDebug can time
speed of execution.
Other features include a source code window which offers colour syntax high‑
lighting; an enhanced Object Browser for viewing class hierarchies for Clipper or
Class(y) objects; ability to r u n in 132 by 60 text screen mode; a facility for tracing
the call-stack and a system e r r o r window. Dark Black Software ( 0 4 8 0 4 0 3 1 0 4 ) is
offering MrDebug for £99.
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In 1893, a new fly fastener appeared on the market.
In no time at all, it proved to be the undoing of buttons.
One effective idea was recognised and
incorporated by a whole industry. Trousers,
skirts and pencil cases - to name but a few ‑
would never be the same again.
UnixWare is having a similar impact.
Combining the versatility of UNIX with the
networking power of NetWare - Novell’s de
facto standard network operating system ‑
UnixWare is making serious inroads in the
operating systems market.
I t s p o t e n t i a l has already been
recognised by the rapidly growing body of
software developers and key systems
suppliers who support this, the definitive
(SVR4.2) version of UNIX.
There are plenty of reasons why moving
to UnixWare makes sense for you, too.

NNOVELL

It supports open systems standards, so
it protects your investment now and in the
future. And its seamless NetWare access
allows users to benefit from data, services
and protocols provided by your existing
NetWare networks.
UnixWare is powerful, offering real
speed advantages; it’s also easy to install
and with the graphical user interface it’s
very easy to use. Finally, as it makes the
most of existing hardware - and is half the
cost of other UNIX solutions- it’s extremely
cost-effective.
Say ‘Yes’ to UnixWare today ‑
simply complete and r e t u r n the coupon
or call free on 0800 666767 f o r m o r e
information.

Please send me details of

UnixWare seminars

a

I would like to become an Authorised UnixWare Reseller or
Accredited Developer

Qa

Name

Company

Address

Telephone

Novell UK, Novell House,
London Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 2UY. U
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Q

Please send me details of my nearest
Authorised UnixWare Reseller
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PRODUCT NEWS

UCSD Pascal for OS/2

Ed’s now softer
Soft As It Gets has brought out a new ver‑
sion of Ed for Windows. Enhancements in‑
clude language syntax support for six more
languages, bringing the total to 28. The
spell check offers an improved filter for
checking the spelling of strings and com‑
ments in source; there is a search filter and
new toolbar support. Excel-style ToolTips is
available and toolbar buttons can be config‑
ured through a Customisation dialog box.
Compiler support has also been improved.
DOS program output is displayed in real
time within the Editor’s DOS window. User
input may be captured from this window
and passed into the DOS program directly.
Ed for Windows costs £149 from QBS (081
994 4842).

On the case...
CaseWise has developed a new Window de‑
sign and analysis tool called Genie. Designs
can be validated against Information Engi‑
neering, Yourdon, DeMarco, Mellor, Gane
& Sarson and Merise methodologies. It fea‑
tures a repository which may be queried
through SQL and DDE links. There is sup‑
port for Entity Relationships, Function De‑
composition, Matrix and Data Flow. For
new users, it also includes cue cards.
CaseWise is on 071 722 4000.

Cabot Software will release a complete UCSD Pascal development system for OS/2 this
month. The system includes an OS/2 text mode IDE, a compiler, an editor, a library man‑
ager, a cross referencer anda library resource toolkit.

A library containing Pascal versions of most of the PM API is also part of the package.
With it, developers can program Presentation Manager applications. But one of the main at‑
traction of the UCSD Pascal is the ability to port aprogram without any modification between
MS-DOS, Unix, Mac, Vax/VMS and now OS/2. For this you have to refrain from using any
native call. To link with third party external C code, an optional C interface toolkit will be
available.
The language supports object oriented programming and event driven multitasking with
up to 255 concurrent tasks. The compiler can generate either P-Code or native code. In both
instances, even when producing native code, the application will need a runtime. So to dis‑
tribute software, licences for the runtime must be bought from Cabot Software.
To attract Turbo Pascal developers, Cabot Software publishes a conversion guide, that ex‑
plains in details all the
steps needed to port an
application to either
OS/2 or Unix versions
of UCSD Pascal. En‑
hancements such as
Turbo
compatible
OOP, new data types,
new intrisics, longer
variable name signifi‑
cance, E l s e option on
C a s e statements, etc
should ease porting.
The full Pascal sys‑
tem will cost £200.

Cabot Software is on
0272 586644.

All change to PVCS
The AllChange version control system, from
IntaSoft now provides integration with the
PVCS Version Control Package for Windows.
Readmar Systems which distributes PVCS in
the UK believes the two are not competing
products. ‘Our extensive search for a system
to compliment the functionality provided by
the PVCS series identified All Change as the
ideal solution,’ explained Mark Scott, manag‑
ing director of Readmar Systems.’ IntaSoft
doesn’t perceive any conflict in interest.
Malindi Lamb, managing director of IntaSoft
commented: ‘All Change offers a level of
functionality which is not available for any
other configuration and change management
system running under Windows, DOS or
Unix.’ AllChange will be distributed by Read‑
mar (071 625 5255). It costs £1,990.

Soft-ICE/W 1.5 for 32 bit
Soft-ICE/W 1.5 can now support source line
debugging of Win32s and mixed 16/32 bit ap‑
plications. The debugger can step through
Win32s thunks in one step. An application
sheet is also available describing how to de‑
bug VBXs. Soft-ICE/W is available at £295
from System Science (071833 1022)
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Waiting for WinDOOM?
What are the best selling computer platforms today? Game machines, of course. MS got the
message and is now doing its best to present Windows asa game platform attractive to game
developers and players. The main problem lies in the speed of graphics, especially when
compared to hardware engineered to display sprites at maximum speed. Another concern
was to maintain Windows device independence. So MS cracked the problem by developing a
library, with yet another API called WinG (Microsofties pronounce it Win ‘Gee’). Id Software
has already a working beta of WinDOOM,I enjoyed it!
Both 16 and 32 bits versions are available so it is compatible with Win 3.1, Chicago and
NT. In addition, the libraries can be redistributed freely. WinG allows the creation of aGDI
compatible HBITMAP with DIB as the drawing surface. To obtain performance similar to
DOS, bit blitting is done directly from DIBs to the frame buffer in memory. On Windows 3.1,
WinG is optimised to deliver performance similar to DOS for a 256 colour source animation.
On Chicago and NT, WinG is optimised for all colours, depths and graphic resolutions.
But the definitive game platform from MS will be Chicago (at least for some time). When
it becomes available, Chicago will feature ‘on the fly’ control of the screen resolution, some
hardware-level video functions such as off screen buffering and device independent colour
support. Chicago with WinSockets and its UniModem definition should also help the creation
of multi-player games. Another API is worth looking at is the Plug and Play API. This will al‑
low a-game - or any other application - to control external devices such as CD-ROMs or
sound cards. There are currently very few devices effectively supporting Plug and Play. 3D
support is not forgotten but OpenGL compatibility for Chicago is planned to be included in a
future version of the not yet released operating system!
WinG and a handbook entitled Writing Hot Games for Microsoft Windows can be down‑
loaded from the WINM forum on Compuserve.
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine
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Zip along here
to find out more.

Azlan Limited,
Mulberry Centre,
Mulberry Business Park,
Wokingham, Berks, RG11 2GY
Tel: 0734 890133
Specialists in networking
education, Azlan Training
o ff e r s a f u l l r a n g e o f
UnixWare courses, as well
as consultancy and support
services for UnixWare instal‑
lations. A free catalogue
o f c o u r s e s and

Do you want:
@Intuitive User Interface
@Comprehensive Error Checking
@ Powerful Data Dictionary
@True Multi-user Capability
@£495 per seat @N/W £995

schedules may be
obtained by calling
Azlan Training on
0734 894400.

For your FREE evaluation version of SELECT
Yourdon just send a diskette to: FREE CASE
Tool, CRaG Systems, 8 Shakespeare Road,
Thatcham, Berks RG134DG Tel: (0635) 873670
> CIRCLE NO. 660

Faster Development With Forth
i

*°reduce
development
time

y

Barefoot Computer Training Ltd,
235 Southwark Bridge Rd,
London, SE1 6NN
Tel: 071 407 4074

Barefoot has been offering
specialist technical comput‑
er training since 1981. As
an NAEC and Drake Testing
C e n t r e , Barefoot offers
the complete r a n g e of
NetWare and UnixWare edu‑
cation and certification to
ECNE level.

eS
+

S

es
UnixWare

UnixWare

iaculty

INTERQUAD SN

Faculty,
Unit 1, Silverglade Business Pk,
Chessington, Surrey, KT9 2NQ
Tel: 0372 729611

Interquad Limited,
653 Ajax Ave, Slough,
Berks, SL1 4BG
Tel: 0753 534421

With facilities in Chess‑
ington, Surrey and in central

Whether you need an
introductory course or y o u
wish to get Certified,
InterQuad Education has all
the UnixWare courses y o u
need. Centres at London,
S l o u g h , Newcastle and
Manchester are superbly
equipped with the
latest high-perfor- ( S S

London, Faculty was one of
the first Novell Authorised
Education Centres (NAECs)
in the UK, and offers a wide
r a n g e of Novell training
courses. UnixWare System
Administration and
Advanced Admin- |S
istration courses
~
a r e available on
es

request.

UnixWare

mance PCs, providing
an ideal training

environment.

Bie

es
UnixWare
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Windows
with ease

* create a |

window in 4

lines of code
|
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° use

ProForth for Windows
brings interactive development toe
Windows, and Windows brings a
visual operating system to Forth.
The combination is a very powerful °
tool, making ProForth for Windows
the fastest way to develop Windows
applications. ProForth is a 32 bit: i
Forth for Windows 3.1 and Windows
N T.

Windows
interactively
real time
capability
:

interactive
debug
environment

multitasking

PE

go ae

MERISEL
World Class Distribution

P 3 Training

Merisel UK,
941 Great West Rd, Brentford,
Middx, TW8 9DD
Tel: 081 568 8866

SHL Skytech,
No. 1, Golden Lane,
London, EC1Y ORR
Tel: 071 256 9996

Our courses are developed
by Novell, o u r instructors
are trained by Novell, the
qualifications are recognised
worldwide. All instructors
have vast consultancy and
development experience so
can easily relate to students’
particular needs. Contact
Merisel to find
out how we can
=
help you.

SHL Skytech is a Novell
Authorised Education Centre
with 8 Training Centres
nationwide. We offer full
course availability, with a full
range of courses to CNA, CNE
and ECNE level.

UnixWare

and timers

Microprocessor Engineering Limited

All the companies listed above are Novell Authorised Education Centres.
So you can be as sure of their training as you are of their credentials.

133 H i l l Lane, Southampton SO15 SAF

NNOVELL.
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and class libraries have made the GUI development much
easier. After all, it is only logical that more and m o r e developers
think in objects. But object orientation shouldn't end at the user
interface programming level.
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The Problem: Without POET, a C + + programmer m u s t use flat
files or aRDBMS to store objects. He has to write code to over‑
come the mismatch between the application and the database
model. This leads to design restrictions, performance penalties and
more code to write and maintain.
The Solution: POET operates at the object level, it speeds up the
development process and provides greater performance. Further‑
m o r e , the developer c a n simply take the object-oriented applica‑
tion design in C + + and map it 1to 1 i n t o the database. Without
any compromise at all!
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What’d’'ya mean you a

want it to work as well?

Tracy Hall cracks down on the
poor quality of software
I am heartily sick of hearing people in the
software industry whinging and carping
about having to think about ‘quality’. Many
of them seem to think that software quality
is just the latest fad. The current ‘silver bul‑
let’. Now I do realise that there has been a
lot of hype surrounding quality, and that it is
certainly a very fashionable topic at the mo‑
ment, but let’s not just dismiss the whole
thing as an inconvenient distraction to the
real work of software development. Some‑
thing invented by QA people (‘who probably
can’t cut good code anyway !’) to keep them‑
selves off the dole. It would be difficult to
deny that the quality of software the indus‑
try is producing at present is rather poor:
look at Wessex, London Ambulance System,
Taurus etc etc...
OK - perhaps it is true that, to an extent,
formal Quality Management Systems have
not been the success they were supposed to
be. But I suggest that this is because too
9
many
organisa‑
¥
tions have intro‑
E
q
duced a QMS for
,
the wrong rea
sons - because
they just wanted
quality certifica‑
tion or because
managers

wanted a
few extra
brownie

QA says

points. How‑
ever, there is
plenty of evi‑
dence around to
show that many of
the quality initiatives
which have taken
place have been suc‑
cessful.
Probably
more successful than
many of the previous
supposed silver bul‑
lets. After
all, have
CASE, for‑

it’s OK!
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mal methods or OO really delivered what
they promised?
Far too many people seem content to
wait for the development of some miracu‑
lous new, and preferably computer-based,
tool or methodology which will solve the
quality problems that the industry has. It’s
not going to happen. However much of a
technophile you are, it is time to realise that
it is not for want of technology that the in‑
dustry is in its present state. The problem is
lack of effective process management. And
there seems to be little point in relying on
technical innovation to solve today’s soft‑
ware quality problems, as any technical in‑
novation will be obsolete in five years time
anyway.

It is becoming increasingly clear that the
management of software development has
not kept pace with technological advance‑
ment. It is software management that is the

weak link where software quality is con‑
cerned. This proposition is supported by the
recent Capers Jones study which suggests
that whilst technical staff are, on the whole,
performing well, their management are per‑
forming consistently less well. This is where
Software Quality Management Systems
come in.
Software Quality Management is about
taking a step back from all of the technolo‑
gies that now make up the software develop‑
ment environment. It focuses on how all
these technologies are actually being used
and managed in practice. Indeed modern
software development environments are so
complex that it is only by concentrating on
improving the working and management
practices used within these environments
that software quality can be improved in the
long term. SQM simply provides a frame
work with which to introduce and manage
technologies in a controlled manner, rather
than the current hap-hazard way.
Quality Management Systems have al‑
ready been successfully used for many
years by other industries. They have also
been used for some time now by the Japa‑
nese software industry. Contrary to the be‑
lief of many people in the Western software
industry, it is not a new idea to produce a
product, even a software product, within a
quality management framework.
But if Quality Systems are feasible, why
do I hear so many whining excuses as to
why they should not be introduced? Perhaps
the following comments sound familiar? ‘De‑
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

fining quality is impossible - so what’s the
point?’ ‘We're too busy producing software
to worry about quality!’ ‘Introducing aQMS
would be far too expensive’ ‘A QMS is just
an exercise in paper generation. A bureau‑
cratic nightmare!’ ‘All these standards and
procedures don’t allow for developer creativ‑
ity’ ‘There’s nothing wrong with the quality
of the software that we already produce!’
‘My software engineers won’t put up with all
this ‘quality’ rigmarole...’
It is also interesting to note that manag‑
ers seem to demand a very high level of ©
quantitative evidence before introducing
quality working practices. Significantly more
quantitative evidence, I suggest, than they
demand for the justification of an expensive
new testing tool or a new PC network. How
ironic, when it is just this kind of objective
decision making that Quality Management
Systems promote.
Maybe it is only now, as software engi‑
neering matures froma craft to an engineer‑
ing discipline, that the industry is in a
position to adopt what are actually standard
business practices - whilst at the same time
thinking it is being revolutionary. Or maybe,
in an industry which is constantly changing
to keep up with developments in technology,
quality working practices are seen as ex‑
pendable.
Whatever the reasons for the industry’s
lack of enthusiasm for quality, or should I
say lack of enthusiasm for the means by
which quality can be improved, it is about
time the industry woke up to the quality im‑
perative. There are answers to the perceived
difficulties. Quality mechanisms can be inte‑
grated into the development process effec‑
tively. I’m not saying it’s easy, but I am
saying that, if done properly, it’s worthwhile.
Solet’s stop waiting for some miraculous
new software tool or methodology. Let’s
stop fooling ourselves that we will do it right
next time anyway, or that with a bit more
testing effort everything would be fine.
There are some people who say that lack of
quality in the Soviet Union’s products con‑
tributed to its downfall. If quality, or the lack
of it, can have such an effect on a whole
State, we would do well to think about what
effect it could have on the software industry!

Tracy Hall is a Senior Lecturer in Software
Engineering at the University of Westminster.
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Two processors,
o n e box...
Having taken arguably =
the biggest risk in its

=

history by moving to Risc, how
has Apple manged to convince
the masses that it got it right?
Cliff Saran investigates

Since its launch in March this year Apple
has sold more than 200,000 PowerMacs.
Swapping the 68k brain for a PowerPC has
been the most significant development in
the Mac’s history. Rather than market it as
a completely new machine capable of run‑
ning System 7.x, Apple chose instead to
make the PowerMac a go-faster Mac. Key
to its success would be the ability for it to
run all existing Mac software written for the
68k. Obviously to benefit from the perform‑
ance gains achievable through the Risc ar‑
chitecture of the PowerPC it would be
necessary to write native applications.
These would appear in time so long as Ap‑
ple could convince people that the Power‑
Mac was fully capable of running their
existing investment in software. From the
numbers sold it would appear that Apple’s
strategy is working. Given that, generally,
emulation software is treated with scepti‑
cism, how has Apple managed to convince
so many that it can do it right?

formance on the PowerMac compared with
the native 680x0 environment.
Essentially the emulator is a program
execution environment that mirrors that of
a 680x0 based Mac (see Figure 1). 68k in‑
structions are translated into PowerPC in‑
structions which are then issued to the
PowerPC. Upon returning to the emulated
environment, results of the emulated in‑
structions are propagated. For instance,
changes to the emulated 680x0 registers
will occur. When a 68k instruction is
fetched, the opcode is used as a lookup into
a dispatch table which comprises two Pow‑
erPC instructions per entry. If the 68k op‑
code can be mapped onto a single PowerPC
instruction the first instruction in the dis‑
patch table is executed. Otherwise this first
instruction begins the emulation process.
The second instruction in the dispatch table
then contains a relative jump to the actual
emulation code.

Bending over backwards

Obviously it would be grossly inefficient to
emulate system calls made by a 68k applica‑
tion, so instead, the emulator makes calls to

The short answer is that Apple has been ex‑
tremely accommodating to the installed
base of 68k software: so much so that issues
relating to compatibility rest with the devel‑
oper of native PowerMac applications. The
onus is on them to write software which
conforms to the runtime requirement of be‑
ing able to switch between 68k emulation
mode and native PowerPC mode ‘on the fly’.
The emulation itself models the 68040
but lacks support for floating point instruc‑
tions and paged memory management. In
fact, it is often reported asa 68020 emulator.
Even the emulation of the exception stack
frame conforms to that of the 68020. Never‑
theless Apple says it’s a 68040 and it deliv‑
ers roughly the same levels of performance
as a 25 MHz 68040. While 68881 and 68882

Making the switch

PowerPC
system software

68LC040

Emulator

Nanokernel

floating point coprocessors are not sup‑

ported, the PowerMac includesa native im‑
plementation of SANE, a library which
provides hardware independent floating
point arithmetic. Since it is written in native
PowerPC code, emulated applications that
use SANE should experience improved per‑
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

Figure 1 - Heterogenous runtime
environments on the PowerMac
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the native PowerMac system software. The
implications of this are that the application
effects a change from emulated 68k to Pow‑
erPC at runtime whenever it makes a sys‑
tem call. While this happens most of the
time, it’s not quite the whole story. Not all of
System 7.1 for the PowerMac is written in
native code. What this means is that there
will be occasions when a native PowerMac
call will need to makea call to code written
for the 68k. The situation would also arise
when using 68k device drivers and system
extensions. Of course, calls from emulated
68k applications to emulated 68k system
software and calls from native PowerPC ap‑
plications to native PowerPC system soft‑
ware should run as fast aspossible.
Apple uses the Mixed Mode Manager to
look after the business of switching be
tween instruction sets. Its aim is to hide as
much as it can of the PowerMac’s hybrid
nature. Although it has been designed to op‑
erate as transparently as possible there will
be times when an application developer will
need to force a switch in instruction set.
Since emulated 68k applications are sup‑
posed to run unmodified on the PowerMac,
developers of native applications and sys‑
tem software are responsible for making
these changes.
Whena 68k application calls, say, a tool‑
box or memory management routine writ‑
ten in PowerPC code, the Trap Manager
looks in the dispatch table for the address of
the system call’s entry point. This address
in fact points not to the system call itself,
but to a data structure called a Routine De‑
scriptor for the system call. The first field of
this data structure, g o M i x e d M o d e Tr a p ,
contains an executable 68k instruction that
causes the Mixed Mode Manager to be in‑
voked when executed from emulated 68k
mode. This then checks the remaining
fields and determines the instruction set of
the routine being called by examining the
r o u t i n e R e c o r d s [ ] field. The I S A field
o f each R o u t i n e R e c o r d specifies the in‑
struction set; the p r o c D e s c r i p t o r field i s
a pointer to the routine to be called. Figure
2 illustrate how the process occurs.
A native PowerMac application executes
a system call through the Routine Descrip‑
tor. Here, the Mixed Mode Manager deter‑
mines whether a mode switch is required in
order to emulate a 68k system call. Other‑
wise the native PowerPC system call is in‑
voked without switching modes.
The use of Record Descriptors instead of
pointers is the way in which Apple enables
software written in one instruction set to
call code written in another. The technique
is required only when it is necessary to call
external code that might be in a different in‑
struction set. The most obvious example is
Vol 9-Issue 4 September 1994

68K code for
system call

Calling convention

PowerPC
application

Instructions for architecture

Figure 2- The Mixed Mode Manager routes all combinations of 68/PowerPC system calls
that of a callback routine or any time when a
procedure pointer must be passed to the
system software. Other examples include
grow-zone functions, control action proce‑
dures, event filters, VBL tasks, Time Man‑
ager tasks, trap patches and completion
routines.
Procedures that are only called internally

Even in in the heyday of

the Macintosh Classic,
32KBwasn’t enough
to run GUI applications
by the application do not require Routine
Descriptors. Furthermore, so long as the
caller and the callee routines are of the
same instruction set then it is not necessary
to use a Routine Descriptor. In fact, Apple
recommends that developers should use
normal procedure pointers in that scenario.

1984 - The way it was
There were a number of inherent limita‑
tions from the original 68k runtime environ‑
ment. Application files comprised data and
resource forks. Code was stored in the re‑
source fork. Since relative addressing on
the 68000 processor was restricted to
signed 16-bit offsets, code was further di‑
vided into 32 KB chunks known as seg‑
ments. Relative addressing was chosen
because of the need for position-inde‑
pendent code. In the early days of the Mac,
256 KB or 512 KB of RAM was considered a
luxury. So, in order to run large applica‑
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

tions, it was necessary to load and reload
blocks of code into memory. What this meant
to the developer was that the largest offset in
a code segment was limited to 32 KB.
The problem facing developers was that,
even in the heyday of the Macintosh Clas‑
sic, 32 KB wasn’t enough to run GUI appli‑
cations. Apple came up with the idea of a
jump table which would contain references
to functions in other 32 KB segments. The
jump table was actually implemented as an
array of executable 68k instructions. If the
segment containing the subroutine to be
called was already loaded into memory, its
entry would contain a jmp instruction with
32-bit relative address to move the program
counter (PC) to the appropriate section of
code. Otherwise the jump table contained a
call to the L o a d S e g ( ) subroutine. When
L o a d S e g ( ) was completed i t updated the
entries in the jump table for all subroutines
contained in the loaded segment so that
they referenced their respective subrou‑
tines in memory. Program control was then
switched to the subroutine that was being
called. Obviously, all of this happened tran‑
sparently to the running of the actual pro‑
gram. The Mac’s Segment Manager took
care of routing via the jump table. When a
program was first loaded for execution, the
stack and the heap were initialised and an
area of memory would be set aside to store
the jump table and global variables. This
area of memory became known as the A5
World since it was accessed through offsets
to the 68k’s A5 address register. Other data
stored there included application parame‑
ters and QuickDraw global variables.
While the above mechanism was fine for
calling application routines, it was inappro‑
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priate for invoking Mac toolbox routines
which were in ROM and unaddressable
through PC-relative calls. Apple’s answer

PowerMac

68k
Resource Fork

Data Fork

Resource Fork

Data Fork

was to use the 68k’s exception handling

mechanism to invoke these routines. The
68k instruction set contains two instructions
which are not actually implemented on the
processor. Motorola designed them to be
used to extend the capabilities of the 68k.
When they are executed they force the
processor to execute handler code that may
be used to emulate new instructions. Apple
uses the 68k A trap as an entry point into
the Mac Toolbox routines. It is know as the
‘A trap’ because the first four bits of the in‑
struction are 0xA. The handler, known as
the Trap Dispatcher, uses the remainder of
the opcode to determine the toolbox routine
to invoke. This is, in fact, a two step proc‑
ess. First, the Dispatcher looks at the Type
flag in the opcode which specifies one of
two dispatch tables, one for low-level, the
other for OSroutines. Then it takes the re‑
mainder of the opcode as an offset into the
appropriate dispatch table. This offset con‑
tains the address of the Toolbox routine.
When the routine has completed execution,
the Trap Dispatcher returns program con‑
trol to the instruction following the A trap.

T a ptheppower
i in n
9g 4
The format of an executable file on the Pow‑
erMac is again divided into two forks. This
time, however, the data fork stores the
code. Figure 3 compares the format for the
68k and PowerPC-based Mac. Unlike the re‑
strictions of the original 68k, code isn’t lim‑
ited to 32 KB segments. Application code
exists in the data fork as one contiguous
block known as a code fragment. When
code is loaded into memory the Code Frag‑
ment Manager prepares it for execution.
The Code Fragment Manager is equivalent
to the Segment Manager of the 68k based

Data Fork

Resource Fork

PowerPC
code
fragment
container

'DITL'
"DLOG'

Ye t r g : 1 0

Figure 4 - The file structure for a
fat application
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Figure 3 - Different executablefileformats for 68k and PowerPC Mac apps
Mac. However, when a fragment is loaded
into memory it’s job is to resolve any refer‑
ences to external routines. For instance if a
code fragment calls a routine in an import li‑
brary, the Code Fragment Manager must
ensure that the library is present in memory
in order to determine the address of the
routine being called. An import library is an‑

Sharing of global data
on the PowerPC is not
astricky ason the
68k based Macs
other type of code fragment. If it isn’t pre‑
sent, the Code Fragment Manager must
also load it into memory and resolve its ex‑
ternal references.
The actual process of resolving refer‑
ences involves looking up the symbol for an
external reference in a special data struc‑
ture called the table of contents (TOC) and
replacing them with physical addresses
known as export addresses. The TOC is ac‑
tually built automatically by the compiler
and linker. Only at runtime do the external
references become resolved. The process is
known asbinding.
As in the 68k the stack and the heap are
initialised for the application. Rather than
store global data in the A5 world, it is placed
on the application’s heap. If the fragment is
of an import library then its data may either
be placed on the application’s heap or on
the system heap. Either way, the A5 world
is unnecessary on the PowerMac. Code isn’t
restricted to 32 KB segments and global
data is stored on the heap. Now this is all
fine and well but there are some Quick‑
Draw routines still implemented in 68k
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

code. Remember, QuickDraw globals are
stored in the A5 world of a 68k based Mac.
In order to give applications access to them
on the PowerMac, Apple stores pointers to
the globals in the application’s heap.
Since an application’s global data on the
68k is tied intimately to its A5 world, it is ex‑
tremely difficult for another application to
gain access to this A5 world and so see
someone else’s global data. On the Power‑
Mac, the TOC makes it relatively straight‑
forward. Sharing of global data on the
PowerPC is not as tricky as on the 68k
based Macs.
Where code is actually stored in physical
memory is dependent on whether the vir‑
tual memory manager is enabled. If it is not
then, as well as everything else, the applica‑
tion’s code is loaded onto the heap. When
enabled the Virtual Memory Manager uses
the application’s data fork as a paging file.
Apple calls it file mapping. The result is
avoidance of file thrashing in the 68k envi‑
ronment when an application loads into
memory and immediately swaps out into a
backing-store file. On the PowerMac, por‑
tions of code are loaded as and when they
are needed.

Fat apps
At the time an application file is loaded, and
before it has begun execution, there is no
way to know the instruction set of the code:
68k or PowerPC? To alleviate this problem
Apple has added an extra tag in the re
source fork of the executable file. This re‑
source, called c f r g tells the PowerMac
Process Manager that the file is, in fact, a
PowerPC application. Now, given that code
written for the 68k resides in the CODE tag
of the resource fork and PowerPC code
lives in the data fork, it is possible to distrib‑
ute applications as a single executable that
Vol 9-Issue 4 September 1994

The Suite Way to Build
Portable Applications
If

industry leading C++
application framework,
and the zApp Interface
Pack, so you have all of
their power at your
disposal - toolbars, table
Bi) objects, advanced graphics
} ‐ in all, over 300 object
classes of power just waiting
to be tomorrow’s best-sell‑
4 ing application.

building applications
your job? Then life just fj

|

got easier thanks to the jj
zApp® Developer’s Suite

for Windows. The zApp
Developer’s Suite is a set of
highly integrated C++
development tools designed
to help you transform the |
blueprints in your mind into
commercial quality applica‑
tions‐quickly and easily.
And best of all, applica‑
tions built using the zApp Developer’s
Suite are portable to fourteen different
platforms!

Portability and More.

C++ application framework; zApp
Factory™, a fully visual application
designer and code generator; and the
zApp Interface Pack, a collection of
high-level visual objects for the zApp
environment. All of these tools are
highly integrated to provide maximum
ease of use and flexibility.

their characteristics; and build inter‑
faces of any complexity; all in one
powerful but easy to use environment.
With the click of a button, you can
engage a powerful test mode which
lets you interact with your application,
seeing it exactly like your end user
will see it: letting you fill in dialogs,
pull down menus, etc. When you are
pleased with the look and feel of your
application, fully commented C++
source code is only a mouse click
away, thanks to the zApp Developer’s
Suite’s code generation capabilities.

Rapid Application Development.

Object-oriented Power.

Introducing an exciting new visual
technology that lets you drag and drop
a wide assortment of objects like tool‑
bars, tables, and 3D dialogs; define

The best news is that this development
environment sits on top of zApp, the

The zApp Developer’s Suite consists
of zApp, the award-winning portable

When y o ure’ done building your appli‑
cation, then you can decide what plat‑
forms you want to support!
Applications built using the zApp
Developer’s Suite are single-source

portable to fourteen different platforms.
By simply recompiling, your applica‑
tion will run natively on Windows,
Win32 (Windows NT, Chicago, and NT
on the DEC Alpha), OS/2°, DOS Text,
DOS Graphics and seven X/Motif plat‑
forms: IBM RS/6000 AIX, HP HPUX
9.x, SGI IRIX 5.2, SCO UNIX, Sun
Solaris 2.x, Sun SunOS 4.1.x, Sun
Solaris x86.

Free Demo.
To see zApp for yourself either call,
fax or email us- today.
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may run natively, either on a 68k- or a Pow‑

erPC-based Macintosh as shown in Figure
4. Apple calls such a file a fat application.
The way it works is as follows. A 68k Mac
will treat the executable file as any other,
loading application code from the CODE re‑
source, oblivious to the fact that the data
fork contains PowerPC machine code. On a
PowerMac, the Process Manager will be
able to see the c f r g resource and so deter‑
mine that the data fork contains PowerPC
machine code. If it does not find a c f r g re‑
source then it will assume the application is
for the 68k and will load the code from the
CODE resource instead.

From Mac to PowerMac
When the Macintosh was dropped a decade
ago onto an unsuspecting audience it her‑
alded a break with the past, a new begin‑
ning... From then on user expectations of
personal computing would be rated against
that of the Macintosh. The euphoria was
summed up in the television advert at the
hands of Ridley Scott who painteda picture
of personal computing asan Orwellian 1984,
complete with obligatory big brother cli‑
ches. A girl runs up to the big brother
screen worshipped by the drone users. She
smashes it to reveal the Macintosh, and a
new era in personal computing. Today, 10
years on, it is the place of the PowerMac to
rekindle envy of the Macintosh among the
user community. With Windows running on
PCs being the norm for 40 million users,
Apple needs to increase its market share of
the personal computing industry. The
price/performance against that of a simi‑
larly configured Pentium driven Windows
system is key to Apple’s marketing effort for
the PowerMac.

Macintosh Anywhere
Emulation is a side effect of moving to a
new architecture while attempting to main‑
tain backwards compatibility. For Apple,
this backwards compatibilty is crucial. It
must first convince existing Mac users to
upgrade. Then it can concentrate all its ef‑
fort on making PC users defect. An awful lot
of work has gone into making the 68k emu‑
lation as seamless as possible: so much so,
in fact, that it would appear native PowerPC
applications suffer as a consequence. But
the emulation and the Mixed Mode Man‑
ager does provide a mechanism whereby
parts of the OSkernel can remain in the 68k
instruction set. So there is no need to re‑
write, debug and test the entire kernel for
the PowerPC. This has meant that Apple
could bring the PowerMac to the market
quicker. It now has more time to recode the
remaining system routines. The design of
the Mixed Mode Manager could enable fur‑
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Developing for the PowerMac
Macintosh with PowerPC Starter K i t
The Starter Kit is a set of technical documentation for software development on the
PowerMac. It contains the PowerPC 601 Risc Microprocessor User’s Manual from Mo‑
torola which details the instruction set and architecture of the processor. Inside Macin‑
tosh: PowerPC System Software is an addition to the popular Inside Macintosh manual
included in the kit that explains the innards of the system software, emulator, Mixed
Mode Manager, Exception Manager and the Code Fragment Manager. For developers
planning to port existing 68k applications, the Starter Kit comes with Migrating to
Macintosh with PowerPC Checklist, acondensed version of the Programmer’s Introduc‑
tion to Risc and PowerPC self-paced training course from Apple developer University.
The final technical manual in the Starter Kit is PowerPC technology: An overview for Ap‑
ple third party developers, a guide and high level overview of the hardware and software
paths to the PowerPC.

CodeWarrior is adevelopment environment for both 68k and PowerPC applications. It
provides an IDE, an application framework called PowerPlant that supports the Apple
Object Model and source level debuggers for both 68k and PowerMac processors.
There are three versions. The Gold edition includes Metrowerks native C, C++ and
Pascal for the 68k- and PowerPC-based Macintosh and a C/C++ cross compiler hosted
on 68k for PowerPC targets. The Silver edition is for the PowerMac only: it provides
Metrowerks C/C++ and Metrowerks Pascal for the PowerMac. The Bronze edition is
only available for 68k Macs. It provides 68k hosted and targeting Pascal and C/C++
language compiler systems.

Macintosh on Risc SDK
This is aCD-ROM that comes complete with a set of development tools for building
new PowerMac applications and porting existing 68k apps to the PowerPC. It includes
an ANSI compliant C/C++ compiler, a PowerPC assembler and a remote PowerPC de‑
bugger hosted on 68k Macs that connects to the PowerMac via a serial cable. There is
a new set of system header files which provide source code portability between the two
platforms; MacApp has been updated to use pointer based objects that makes it com‑
patible with the PowerMac and a new version of Apple Installer which can install either
68k or PowerPC builds of an application on a user’s machine. A complete version of
the Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop (MPW) Development System 3.3 comes with
the SDK. This provides MPW 68k assembler, SourceBug ToolServer, SourceServer,
ResEdit and MacsBug. The SDK also includes a PowerPC linker, compiler build tools,
sample PowerMac applications and a complete set of online documentation in
DocViewer format.

Essential Tools Objects
ETO is a subscription-based CD-ROM for Apple developers that comes out three times
a year. It include new IDEs, compilers, debuggers, application frameworks, testing
tools and pre-release software. The ETO contains the Macintosh Programmer’s Work‑
shop Development System, Symantec C++ for both Macintosh and MPW and MPW C,
C++ Object Pascal and 68k Assembler. There are 68k and PowerPC versions of Ma‑
cApp. Debuggers include SourceBug, SADE and a PowerPC debugger. Other tools in‑
clude ToolSever, SourceServer and a Virtual User testing tool. For communications
there’s MacTCP, MacSNMP and the Macintosh Communication Toolbox. In addition,
several utilities are alsoshipped with ETO including ResEdit and MacsBug.

ther instruction sets to be supported. Already,
System 7 has been demonstrated onan 88000
based system. With Apple now encouraging
hardware manufacturers to clone the Mac,
who knows what the future has in store. Sys‑
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

tem 7 on a PC? SomehowI doubt it...
ie
For a review of the latest Symantec C++ for
Macintosh turn to Paul Smith’s column on
page 54. Further information may beob‑
tainedfrom APDA on 0101 716 871 6555.
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’s a bug’s life
The complete =

biography of bugs

+

needs to be well kept. Surely

there are better ways to keep
them at bay than post-it notes?

David Mery tracks the bug
trackers.

Home at last, after a long working day. Bad
news awaits patiently on the doormat. It’s a
bank statement. Fire up Windows, launch
calculator, check statement. Tap, tap, tap...
Nearly correct but not quite: there is a few
tenths of a pence difference. Okay, you
think you mistyped a number. Do the whole
thing again. Exactly the same error. Why?
It’s got to be the bank statement... But how
can you be sure where the error lies. Wait
t i l next morning. A call to the bank con‑
firms, of course, that the statement is cor‑
rect... Damn, the whole situation seems
fruitless, until you play a little with Windows

calculator and discover that 3 . 0 1 1 ‑
3 . 0 1 is not 0 . 0 0 1 . There’s still a b u g in
this simple program! Try it.
This rounding bug ina floating point nu‑
merical library is so obvious that it has
probably been discovered by thousands of
users since Windows 3.1 was first intro‑
duced. But it is still present in NT. Was it
written on a post-it by the help line and lost
since... Or was it forgotten because more se‑
rious bugs were discovered in the mean‑
time... What is it like being a bug? Does
anyone care about it?

A bug’s life
A bug hasa life of its own. Its life history
should be kept in great detail. The birth of
=

the bug is the unknown factor, nobody
knows how, when or where. The story re‑
ally begins when a bug is discovered. This
either happens when the software is still in
development phase, by testing or by an ul‑
tra keen user putting up the red flag. Usu‑
ally, someone tries to reproduce the bug.
The problem is then passed on to someone
else to solve. Now it’s the turn of the project
manager to decide if the problem is bad
enough to warrant inclusion of the correc‑
tion in the current or a future release. The
official death of a bug is declared when a
corrective program or a new version of the
software is delivered. The process is very
similar for a feature request. Since every
software house, from one person shops to
big companies, is confronted with the same
problem, some softwares exist to automate
the whole process. These are dubbed bug
tracking tools.

From discovery to fixed
The main role of these tools is to record all
the information gathered during the evolu‑
tion of a bug or an enhancement request.
They follow the bug through its lifetime and
record every single relevant detail. At any
time during development it should be possi‑
ble to generate a detailed report on the pro‑
gress of a bug fix. By automating the

Archimedes BugBase - C\BUGTRACK\BUGBASE\SAMPBUG.BUG

File Edit View Becord Reports Setup Main

The retinal instance of the universal
display works only on bue and green

Origin

Was it written ona

post-it by the help
line and lost since...
22

Originator

1/7/93

Implementation...

Figure 1 - Bug record in BugBase
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Watcom C/G++ 10,0
The new Watcom C/C++ 10.0
development system simplifies and acceler- 7
ates development of high-performance,
multi-platform 16- and 32-bit applications, ©
Watcom C/C++ 10.0 delivers productivity ‑
and performance, combining our state-of- _

Watcom C/C++ 10.0 supports
development of applications targeting an
incredible array of platforms: DOS, Windows
3.x, OS/2 1.x, 32-bit DOS (includes royalty-free
extender), OS/2 2.x, Windows NT, Win32s,
32-bit Windows 3.x and Novell NLMs. To
maximize the potential onindividual
platforms, Watcom C/C++ 10.0 extends the
| capabilities of the core, multi-platform toolset
» with platform-specific tools, SDKs and libraries.
is extensive support is amplified by the cross‑
~platform capabilities of the IDE and tools, which enable
building applications for a wide range of target
Nvironments from any of the host systems.
JOS

the-art compiler technology with anew, ‑
integrated development environment
(IDE) and comprehensive set of tools.
The new IDE is
built to simplify the complexities of real-world

application development and make it easy to exploit =
the high-performance, multi-platform power of
Watcom C/C++ 10.0. In asingle “project” you can
build multiple EXEs, DLLs, and LIBs, targeting
several different platforms. The IDE simplifies each
stage of development from compiling and linking to
debugging and performance tuning. The package
includes versions of the IDE and tools for all three host 4
platforms (Windows 3.x, OS/2 2.x and Windows NT).

nd

:

Watcom C/C++ 10.0 includes a source editor with syntax
highlighting, a suite of resource editors, testing and
monitoring tools for Windows 3.x and NTdevelopment.

|

Romane
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Watcom C/C++ 10.0
ombines both 16- and 32-bit compilers in a single package, providing
ou with the industry-leading optimizing compiler team. PCMagazine
sted performance of industry standard C and C++ compilers and said:
" “the fastest executables created during testing came from Watcom C/C++”,
ersion 9.5, while the 16-bit version of the same compiler produced the smallest
~executables”'. Now, with Watcom C/C++10.0, this competitive advantage is
delivered with our easy-to-use development environment and tools.

zz New integrated development environment
hosted on Windows, OS/2 and Windows NT
¢Comprehensive suite of multi-platform
development tools including debugger,
browser, profiler and more
¢Professional source editor, resource editors,
testing and monitoring tools hosted on
Windows and Windows NT
* Target Platforms include:
16-bit: DOS * Windows 3.x * 08/2 1.x
32-bit: Extended DOS * Windows NT
¢ Win32s ¢ 0S/2 2.x * 32-bit
Windows 3.x * Novell NLM
¢AutoCAD ADS/ADI

¢ Both 16-bit and 32-bit compilers for Cand C++,
the industry's best code optimizer, faster compile
times with pre-compiled headers, C++ supports
templates, exception handling and the Microsoft
Foundation Class library (MFC)
¢ Licensed components from:
¢ Microsoft Windows 3.1 SDK
¢Microsoft Windows NTSDK
¢ Novell NLM SDK v4.0
¢ IBM 08/2 Toolkit v2.1
¢Microsoft MFC Class library
¢ Includes Rational System's DOS/4GW 32-bit
DOS extender with royalty-free distribution
* Significantly expanded and revised
on-line documentation

Suggested Retail Price:

+And more!

Watcom C/C++ 10.0 CD-ROM Edition
(CD-ROM with on-line documentation)

Watcom C/C++ 10.0
(CD-ROM with printed documentation)
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(for owners of Watcom C/C++” or Watcom C/C++"* v9.5)
Watcom C/C++ 10.0
CD-ROM Upgrade Edition

The advanced multi-platform debugger accelerates the
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you and your application.
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process, they create an infrastructure in

DCS [test:Admin]

whcih a developer can enter details that can
later be recalled.
Whena bug is found, a description must
be filled in, as well as the name of the tech‑
nician who entered it. The bug is marked as
Sust discovered’, in other word open and un‑
reproduced. The project manager can as‑
sign one particular developer to fix it. If the
problem can be reproduced, then its status
evolves. When the bug is eventually fixed, it
appears on the QA team’s screens as fixed
but untested. After QA considers the prob‑
lem solved, the bug record is marked as
fixed and tested. The job is nearly finished.
The next step is for the writer to document
all bugs that passed the previous stage.
Finally the project manager declares the
problem closed and decides in which re‑
lease it will be included. At any time, the
state of all the bugs can be checked, who is
working on what, were there more bugs in
the current release than in the previous
one? Hard Imagine doing all that work with
post-its or email! Of course, in standalone
versions, all the different roles occupied in a
development team can be assumed by one
individual.

BugBase for Windows
San Francisco based Archimedes Software
released both the single user and the net‑
work versions of BugBase in 1993. BugBase
V1.64 is the only one of the four tools I in‑
stalled that wasn’t a new version just re
leased or a beta. Projects comprise three
databases, one containing all bugs’ details,
one describing releases and modules of the
project and one for names of the people in‑
volved in the project. All three databases are
presented as child windows containinga list

box of all the items. The list of fields is fixed
but can be modified before a database is
created. However, once it’s open, it’s too
late. The structure cannot be changed but
data ites may be added or removed.
BugBase implements probably all the
fields you'll ever need to track bugs. But, if
you have already organised a specific de‑
scription format then you'll have to change
to the one of BugBase or use the free text
fields to add your specific information. Ar‑
guably the most valuable field is the
workaround one with an indication of its
status - empty or detailing some information
- displayed in the main bug description dia‑
log box.
There’s an implementation dialog box
which records an estimated cost and delay
of fixing the bug at its discovery, and the ac‑
tual ones at the conclusion of the project.
The query model is based on filters. Creat‑
ing a new filter is intuitive, selection is done
by a click in a combo box. BugBase in‑
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Universal printer software refuses to print on napkins

Severity:

Showstopper

Description:

That's the only pay

Fri dul 2941:24:24
<<Not Specified>4||

Submit Date:
Ciose Date:

Administrator
Administrator

S u b m i t Defect

Lab Notes [Jul 29 11:25 1994(Admin)]:
help
Change History:

Aug 05 42:42 (Admin)
Aug 05 12:42 (Admin)
Aug 05 12:42 (Admin)

Changed Desa
Changed Title
Changed Engi

Seem to happens when full moon

1 Severity

ee
Figure 2 - In Tray and submit record in DCS
cludes both text and graphic reports which
can be applied to the whole database or just
to a selection.
If you have never used a bug tracking
tool before and want software that’s simple
to use without doing any customisation then
I believe BugBase is fine for the job. Other‑
wise you might be better off looking at an‑
other product.
BugBase costs £360 for a single user and
£1,230 for a 5 users network licence.
Archimedes Software
010 1 476 715 67 00
Distributed in UK by Grey Matter
0364 654100

Defect Control System
The Software Edge based in Colorado, has
just finished version 2.10 of its Defect Con‑
trol System (DCS). Two main features were
added: integration with PVCS and support
of mail notification via cc:Mail or MS Mail
which builds on the automatic internal mes‑
saging system of the previous version. But,
be warned: for the support of external mail
to work, you need the DCS Mail Server,
which cost an extra £900 per server!
ADCS user can submit bug defects and
time records, perform queries and generate
reports while an administrator can addition‑
ally edit forms’ layouts, create and modify
users, group security, and much more. The
modifications of forms are limited: not all
fields can be deleted. Only text and choice
fields can be added. I found the ability to de‑
cide what will appear in the DCS internal
mail In Tray and how it will be presented, a
neat feature. Queries are entered in a dialog
box, logical operators are selected on a key‑
pad-like arrangement of push buttons. Que‑
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

fects To

ries are effective on defects or on time re‑
cords. Five types of reports are present: a
quick view, defect rate, trends, distribution
and by module. The first one is textual; all
the others are graphical representations.
Reports apply by default to the whole data‑
base, but most of them havea ‘where’ field
in which a query can be constructed.
There’s no way through to attach an exist‑
ing query.
DC9’ security features are omnipresent,
you even have to log in a specific project
and need to launch a new instance of the
program if you want to work on another pro‑
ject. When security is not a concern, there
should be a better way to relax it than typ‑
ing in blank passwords. This is especially
true for a single user installation.
In addition to the main icon of the soft‑
ware, DCS installs several utilities in its
Windows group. Some perform functions
not directly accessible from the main DCS
tool, eg adding and deleting projects, while
others are shortcuts, ie to submit defect or
time records. Some tools are for use only by
the DCS administrator.
The profusion of independent tools is
probably the cause of the software’s large
size. It requires about 7 MB of disk space
while all the other bug tracking tools are
nearer the 2MB mark. It is also the most
expensive product.
So, to me, it seems best suited for those
of you that need all that security and are
ready to pay the price for it. It does its job
well but there seems to bea bit of an over‑
kill on both size and price. In sucha soft‑
ware, you shouldn't, for example, be able to
resize windows to a point were you cannot
access the sliders anymore!
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PROTECT Y O U R
S O F T WA R E
Prevent copying of your software with the Ultimate
Copy Protection System... CopyControl

© User Friendly and secure
® Beats all bit copiers & disassemblers
© Supports networks, backups, disk caches, Windows,
CD ROMs, cover disks etc.

New from

Micresoft Press

DEBUGGING THE
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
DEVEIORMENT nt

Steve Maguire

PRE
PROCESS

erga
Teams

1-55615-650-2 £21.95
For anyone involved in the software development
process - this is the eagerly awaited companion to

Steve Maguire's award-winning, bestselling WRITING
SOLID CODE. The author draws on his real-world

® No add on hardware or special disks required
© Control where, when and how often your programs
are run

experiences at Microsoft and shows the unusual,
sometimes controversial, but always practical
approaches to software development that lead to

STEVE MAGUIRE

sre eg

Cae

success - strategies for staying focused, hitting ship dates and building solid teams.

@Works with all IBM PCcompatible computers

® Control the number of simultaneous network users
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS

0272 441230
FAX: 0272 427295

MICROCOSM LT D
17 Cranbrook Road, Bristol BS6 7BL UK
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INSIDE THE WINDOWS NT
FILE SYSTEM
Helen Custer
1-55615-660-X £8.95

Afollow-on to Custer’s critically acclaimed INSIDE
this special edition she expands on
her discussion of the robust new Windows NTFile
System (NTFS) and documents its arduous design and
creation process. NTFS sets anew standard for
reliability and speed in PC, workstation and server
file systems. Aninvaluable insight for anyone
installing or developing for Microsoft's advanced

WINDOWS NT. In

operating system.

SOFTWARE PACKAGING
@Printed boxes and sleeves in full colour to
your specification
Shaped polystyrene packers
Ring binders/slip cases plain or printed
Postal cartons and labels
Disk pockets. Disk labels. Disk duplicating
Printed copyright envelopes
Shrink wrapping
Assembly service

INSIDE VISUAL C++, Second Edition
David J Kruglinski
(Book/CD)
1-55615-661-8 £34.95 inc VAT
Now covering Version 1.5 - an insider's perspective
on the hows and whys of programming in
=
Ww Mt
Microsoft's groundbreaking new development
z
\WSWAL te
environment, and the fastest route to mastering this
ie
powerful development system. It takes you one step |B
\
ee
at a time through the process of creating real-world
applications for Windows the Visual (++ way. Using
ample source code examples on compact disc, INSIDE
Om
‘
VISUAL C++ explores MFC 2.5, App Studio, AppWizard,
Dwi |.
ClassWizard and other advanced tools in Microsoft
E
Anus

Visual C++.

MICROSOFT PROFESSIONAL EDITIONS AVAILABLE SOON:

New manuals or reprints. All sizes
Short run copying service
Wire-o-binding, tabbing
Data conversion
Full artwork/origination service

RAPID TELEQUOTE SERVICE
RIDGEWAY PRESS
TEL: 0734 845331 FAX: 0734 845186
> CIRCLE NO. 683

MICROSOFT VISUAL C++ USER’S GUIDE

MICROSOFT VISUAL C++

1-55615-800-9 £21.95

RUN-TIME LIBRARY REFERENCE

1-55615-803-3 £18.95,

PROGRAMMING WITH MFC
1-55615-802-5 £26.95

MICROSOFT VISUAL C++ LANGUAGE REFERENCES
1-55615-804-1 £18.95

MICROSOFT FOUNDATION CLASS

LIBRARY REFERENCE

MICROSOFT OLE CUSTOM CONTROL DEVELOPER’S

1-55615-801-7 £39.95

KIT:USER’S GUIDE AND REFERENCE
1-55615-805-X £18.95
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Available from all good bookshops. For mail order
service please call =
Direct on 081-899 4036,
or to request a catalogue ring 071-416 3151.

“We chose PVCS because the
vendors of our new develop‑

ment tools recommended it.
They told usSoftware

Configuration Management
was a necessity for productive

development on the LAN.

I'm glad welistened
to them. PVCS has proven

to be invaluable. Wenow
have superb control over all
development efforts."

The Major Development Tool Vendors Agree: PVCS
Is Essential for Productive Development on the LAN
Selected Vendors:

PVCS Developer's Toolkit

Leverage Your

Borland International IDE
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Gupta Technologies, Inc.
HPSoftBench
IBM SDE/6000
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reason why all m a j o r Client/Server
and LAN development vendors have formed
alliances with INTERSOLY. It’s PVCS‑
the standard for Software Configuration
vn sian acinar theeae
LAN. It’saao avital
ingredient for productive LAN development.
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PUCS
Production
Gateway
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nice:

IBM OS/2
fciicantind baile

Every Major Development Tool Vendor Partners with Intersolv

Micro Focus COBOL
Microsoft Visual C++
Microsoft PWB
Heibrsott Power Maider

The list on the left is only partial. PVCS is available in all the environments
developers work in‐today and tomorrow. That means less training-you don’t
have to learn another SCM tool if there’s a change. That means more efficient
development and easily enforced standards. It means consistent audit trails for all
development, and the ability to correct errors and anomalies at any time.

Serious Application Development Demands PVCS
The trend is clear. Important applications in your company are moving to the LAN.
They need the control and reliability that PVCS provides. Your development tool
vendors know that-that’s why they recommend PVCS.

SCO

pmes
SunSoft
Solaris
Symantec C++ IDDE
And many more...

Call Today for
More Information:
Tel: 071 625 5255
Fax: 071 624 9404

The Standard for Software Configuration Management on the LAN

Readmar Systems Lta, 239 Kilburn Park Road, London NW6 5LG

FEATURE
DCS costs £470 for 1 user and £400 per
seat for 5 users.
The Software Edge
0101 719 598 3713
Distributed in the UK by Systems FX
0844 275175
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Track for Windows
Track for Windows is the only product of
California based Soffront Software. The first
version was released in January 1993. I tried
the more recent 2.06 version. Two design
decisions make this product very adaptable.
First, the internal format for the databases
is the dBase IV .DBF file format. Second,
with every field displayed as a child win‑
dow, they can be moved or resized without
restrictions. Any number of fields can also
be added or removed ‘on the fly’. This last
decision, though, carries problems as well
as advantages. It offers the best flexibility
over all the other tools while still remaining
very easy to customise. But since Windows
3.x limits the number of open resources,
adding many fields when other applications
are open means that Track for Windows will
crash with a GPF. So, either you limit your‑
self or you'll have to wait for Chicago. It is a
resource problem, not a memory one. Add‑
ing more RAM won't solve it either.
Each database is composed of at least
three tables; for bugs, for ‘customers’ and
for parameters of the systems where the
bugs have been found. In the default con‑
figuration, records in the bugs table can be
linked with records in any of the two other
tables. Additional tables can be created, but
the process is not documented and not very
intuitive. With Soffront on the phone, I man‑
aged to add one table. A complete mail noti‑

B u g trend w i t h Status..

Figure 3-The three standard tables of Track for Windows
fication system is integrated, so when some‑
one modifies or adds a record anyone else
can be notified. MS Mail and cc:Mail are
recognised, but for those without any mail
system installed, Track for Windows also
provides its own mail system. A list of all
the modifications made to a record are auto‑
matically kept in an audit trail.
Queries are entered according to the
‘query by example’ model in an empty re‑
cord window. Reports can be general or lim‑
ited to a query. Track for Windows
generates both textual and graphical re
ports. In graphical mode the number of
‘field values’, ie bars, that can be plotted is
limited to four.
In my opinion, Track for Windows, with

Track Record

=

File Edit Outline Window Help

Priority 3 or above:
¢Universal remote control is broken
Pressing the third button in a bug report c
M

® )
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i

‘downfor recently openedviews.
Createanew
Figure 4 - Track Record: two views and an item creation
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support for the DBF file format, is well
suited to those of you that are going to
move from a simple tool developed in-house
or when you need to import or export data
easily with a database product. If you need
hundreds of new fields, it might be a good
idea to wait for Chicago.
Track for Windows costs $595 for a sin‑
gle user and $1,995 for a 5 user network.

Soffront Software
010 1 408 263 2703

Track Record
UnderWare, from Massachusetts, is just fin‑
ishing version 1.5 of Track Record. I tried
the beta. Track Record approach is com‑
pletely different from those above. Instead
of using a traditional database model to
store all bug tracking information, Track
Record has an object base and dissociates
completely the objects themselves from the
views users have of them. It is similar to the
Model-View-Controller now used in most
object oriented tool. Because of this, de‑
pending of your background in computing,
you may spend some time getting used to
the way Track Record works.
Unlike the other bug tracking tools in
this article, the first step is not the creation
of a database. There isn’t any database per
se. The first thing to do is to create new
items. These can be bug reports, features,
persons, appointments... Items are typed;
types are organised in an inheritance tree.
For instance, a bug report item gets all the
fields of the bug report type and of parents’
types, in this case, of the task type. To dis‑
play a list of some items, all bugs, for in‑
stance, a view must be created. Views are
called outlines in Track Record. Basic ones
are included on the disks. When an item is
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modified or added, all outline views are
automatically updated which takes a few
seconds. There is no mail notification, but
outlines are always up to date. When an up‑
date is going on in the background, a small
traffic light in the bottom right corner turns
yellow or red, when it’s green again all
views are up to date.
The interface has a few original tricks
that I liked. When the left mouse button is
kept pressed on the new outline toolbar but‑
ton, for instance, instead of creating a new
outline, a list of the more recently used ones
appears. It’s so much faster than to click on
File/Open and selecting a saved outline.
This works for most of the toolbar buttons.
The graphic design of the buttons could be
improved though, their roles are not always
obvious. Another GUI trick presents related
items in complex windows as one line fields
with a small expansion lever on the side.
Click on the lever and the fields are ex‑
panded. Also, the right mouse button is
heavily used on contextual menus.
The design of the dialog boxes for the
predefined items can be modified and new
items created. It works, but it’s not an easy
process. An .INI file has to be modified by
hand and then the database must be rebuilt.
A graphic editor is planned for a future re‑
lease, but for the time being if you want to
customise the items then you'll have to
learn the description language used in the
I N I file.
Queries are created through a query tool
where items to be queried are dragged and
dropped, resulting in a list of applicable rela‑
tional tools appearing. Timed tasks can be
viewed in calendar outlines and queried.
There are keywords to create recurrent
tasks, like ‘every week’. Queries can be at‑
tached to outline views as can graphic re‑
ports. The beta I worked with was very
stable. The only problem I encountered was
that sometimes the link with GSW (graphic
server for Windows) was lost and graphic
reports were empty, however, UnderWare
says it has already fixed the bug.
The first time Track Record is used can
be really tricky. Don’t try to experiment be‑
fore reading the documentation. It is a
rather different model and interface, but
once you get the knack, it’s a very powerful
tool that could easily be tailored to do much
more than just bug tracking.
The current version V1.08 of Track Re‑
cords costs £149 for standalone configura‑
tions and £129 per seat for 5 users. The
upgrade to V1.5 will be free.

UnderWare
0101 617 267 9743
Distributed in UK bySoftWerk
0440 730121
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Life of the b u g trackers
BugBase for Windows
Scott Pickford Plc a contractor working in the geophysical and geological fields, for
120 oil sites, started writing its own bug tracking application with MS Access. But this
was a tedious and time consuming job so instead it bought BugBase. Scott Pickford is
now using it to track bugs and enhancement requests for four products: a geological
and a geophysical software, a large Fortran mapping database program and a PC prod‑
uct. According to Mark Beasly, software manager, BugBase was cheaper than the cost
of a tool developed in-house and it is ‘doing everything you need... it was written by
programmers that have experienced what software people need.’ At Scott Pickford
BugBase is used by 10 people either on a PCor on Unix workstations with the SoftPC
emulation. The database contains, says Mark Beasly, about ‘300 bugs and enhance‑
ment requirements.’

Defect Control System
Sims Ltd is a British company writing educational softwares for the PC market. It had
developed a simple defect tracking software in-house, but wanted a more powerful sys‑
tem. Peter Castle, head of QA, comments ona pilot project to test DCS: ‘the fact that
the [project] team quickly came to rely on DCS and thought of new ways of using the
product convinced us to adopt it.’ It is now used for all of Sims’ 16 software projects by
some 50 users. The largest project database contains 2,300 defects!
On the separation of the tasks, Peter Castle adds ‘DCS is used by the Testing Group to
record all defects found in our products during testing. All development engineers
have access to DCS for defects that are assigned to them via Development Team Lead‑
ers. Our Project Management Group also have access for management information ‑
such as defect rates, types of defect and functional area against which they are being
recorded.’ DCS was adapted by adding custom fields and modifying submission and
update forms as well as adapting the format of the In Tray. ‘The ability to attach files to
defects,’ concludes Peter Castle, ‘means that data sets, screen dumps - anything - can
be attached, greatly increasing the understanding of that defect.’

Track for Windows
When Ian Dick, a British independent financial system consultant, was contracting for
the San Francisco based stock broker firm Charles Schwab and Company, he had al‑
ready recommendeda testing software for its current project but ‘tracking was a hole,
[there was a need for] concentrating on pure bug tracking’. After looking at a few
products Ian Dick selected Track for Windows. This software is ‘simple and easy to
use and can be easily tailored’. The standard database ‘was tailored out substantially by
changing some labels of existing fields and adding some new drop down lists.’
The data generated by Track for Windows is regularly exported in MS Access and re‑
ports are generated using MS Excel. Ian Dick appreciated the response of Soffront
who added the mail interface at his request. When Ian Dick left the project, there were
13 users of Track for Windows monitoring about 230 bugs. With this tool it is easy to
find ‘bugs, module by module and people, area by area.’

Track Record
John Taylor, development manager at Unipalm, is using Track Record, since ‘TR does
the job’ and because he ‘couldn’t find any other [products, apart from DCS which] cost
a lot more!’ Track Record is ‘not real flash, it doesn’t include a mail interface or fancy
graphics but it does the job’ (the currently released version doesn’t have any graphic
capabilities). Unipalm didn’t have any similar product before. Track Record is cur‑
rently used for one project by six people. About 500 bugs, 200 features and all the re‑
lease notes are tracked down. Unipalm plans to use Track Record for new projects.
John Taylor considers ‘Track Record very customisable. You need to be interested in
programming but it’s very useful, a very good tool for programmers. [We also have a]
sales tracking software, but it’s too fixed, you can’t modify anything in it.’
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QA, no thanks
Amongst the four bug tracking tools I tried,
Track Record is, by far, the one I preferred.
I really liked the complete separation be‑
tween the items’ views and their storage.
The first hour or so is not easy, but after
that, you really feel the power of sucha tool.
Track Record, in my opinion, also makes
very good use of the Windows’ interface.
Most of the information and commands are
easily accessible but, at the same time, the
interface is not cluttered. In addition it’s the
cheapest!
Errors detected after a system goes live
cost a hundred times more to fix than if
they were found at earlier stages of develop‑
ment. So there is a need to keep track of
bugs as soon as they’re discovered, prefer‑
ably before the release of the software. Er‑
rors may be bugs in code or they may be
discrepancies between a design require‑
ments and the actual developed functional‑
ity. A history of all the feature requests will
be invaluable to analyse what happened and
what’s the best route to modify the soft‑
ware, so it’s more in line with the specifica‑
tions. Some companies, like Mercury
Interactive with its new Enterprise Quality
Architecture, are already working on the in‑
tegration of bug tracking with testing soft‑

ware, to form a more complete picture.

Articles and ads for compilers and de‑

Obviously many
developers are still
not yet accustomed to
the idea that code
evolves and can be reused
buggers are common but it’s usually hard to
find any reference to bug tracking tools,
software testing programs or version con‑
trolling softwares (although this slightly
less true for the last one). Obviously many
developers are still not yet accustomed to
the idea that code evolves and can be
reused. Maintaining several versions of a
program and keeping track of bugs and en‑
hancements requests can be a nightmare
without the right tools. To write the code
and perform some immediate debugging,
developers are well catered for. But it
seems harder to justify tools that are not
just for code generation but for general QA.
Every time QA is mentioned, developers
think that they will lose their cherished lib‑

erty and will have to spend their time filling
tens of useless forms. This just isn’t true
anymore. Most tools can be adapted to the
way developers work, so the use of these

tools should be painless. Nor should small
development teams feel they’re immune to
QA because it’s only for the ‘big boys’ and
not for lonely developers. With tight dead‑
lines, it’s so easy to forget that bug discover‑
i n g three hours ago.

It can really help
A common failure in the introduction of QA
tools in small development team happens
when tools are imposed by the hierarchy.
It’s even worse when everyone is under
pressure, with slipping completion dates.
the Directors, of course, want to know what
the developers are doing since the software
should already be on the shelves. A bug
tracking tool, chosen early in a project by the
developers themselves can, in addition to its
main function, help later on to deal with this.
When the tension arises, it can be quite con‑
venient to be able to show, in a few mouse
clicks, that 20 new features which were re‑
quested the day before, all with amaximum
priority. Now that bug tracking tools are af‑
fordable and adaptable to most situations
they should become more widespread. Mf

Rogue Wave

‘the Portable"
C++ Class Libraries
C++ Class Libraries are the building blocks of
Todays Applications. Using these "prefabricated
code blocks" you will save time and effort in
several ways during the whole software life cycle.
With a wide range of C++ Class Libraries available

Our foundation class library Tools.h++ - is just one
of a range of Portable C++ Class Libraries available
for DOS, Windows 3.X, Windows/NT, OS/2, MAC,
UNIX, and others...
Tools.h++ is a complete toolbox of over 100 C++ classes
which provides all the fundamental data structures and
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CALL US NOW!

Hypersoft Europe
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Talking native ftp
Pt Il
Laine completes his
exposé of ftp and

creates a C++ utility for NT

Having read last month’s article by now,
you should all have a reasonable idea of
what really goes on behind ftp. Well, I

couldn’t leave it at that could I? So this time
I complete my tour of ftp and provide an ftp
utility that has practical uses. Honest.

Passing the security gate
The first order of business after opening the
control socket is to verify that the user
(either human or software) has the author‑
ity to access the server. The USER, PA S S ,
and optionally A c c T commands must be
executed in sequence. If any of them re‑
turns an error status (4 or 5 in the first
digit), you must start over from USER. Since
most accounts don’t use the A C c T informa‑
tion, and some don’t need a password
either, the state machine for login should
watch the return code for a 2 y z class of
code, and terminate the login sequence at
that time.

Getting around
Although there are FTP servers running on
radically different types of operating sys‑
tem, nearly all of them have some sort of di‑
rectory structure for organising files. CwD
and c p u p P let the FTP client switch directo‑
ries on the server. CDUP, by the way, was
added to ease the pain of moving among di‑
rectories on differing systems. Unix sys‑
tems use:

to warn about this. Fortunately, SIMTEL (a
famous ftp archive) was about the last re
maining TOPS20 system on Earth, so I
don’t think many of us will have to worry
about that eventuality.
There is also aPWD command which re‑
turns the name of the current directory in a
status message. This is especially conven‑
ient for learning what directory you are in
immediately after logging in.

Into the right mode
Different operating systems have different
methods of representing text files. As a sim‑
ple example, DOS puts a CR-LF character
pair at the end of each line, while Unix has a
single LF. And IBM mainframes use
EBCDIC, of course. When transferring text
files, one machine should not have to know
what OS the other is running. In particular,

_tyz___ Positive Preliminary reply
The requested action is being initiated;

expect another reply before proceeding
with a new command.
2yz

The requested action has been
successfully completed. Anew request
may beinitiated.

8yz

the requested action is being held in
abeyance, pending receipt of further
information. The user should send
another command specifying this
information. This reply is used in
command sequence groups.

while TOPS20 systems use:

When transferring text

files, one machine should
not have to know what
OSthe other is running
30

If this is the current directory on both ma‑
chines, you could switch to /sub1/sub2 (or
<sub1.sub2>) on either system with a CDUP.
Unfortunately, the CWD command can’t
be made as versatile. While it is possible to
use the same commands to move between
directories on DOS and Unix systems by
switching one directory level at a time to
avoid the difference between \ and / ) , this
doesn’t work with TOPS20, which insists
that you specify the entire directory name
every time. The RFC goes to great lengths
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

Positive Intermediatereply
The command has been accepted, but

/sub1/sub2/sub3

<subl.sub2.sub3>

Positive Completion reply

4yz

Transient Negative Completion reply
The command was not accepted and the
requested action did not take place, but

the error condition is temporary and the
action may be requested again. The user
should return to the beginning of the
command sequence, if any.

5yz

Permanent Negative Completion reply
The command was not accepted and the
requested action did not take place. The

User-process is discouraged from
repeating the exact request (in the same
sequence).

Figure 1 - Result Code Categories (from
RFC 959)
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it shouldn’t have to know how to translate
the other machine’s text file format into its
own. The TYPE command takes care of
that. The argument to type can be A (AS‑
CII), E(EBCDIC), I (Image, or binary), or
L <byte size> (to set the local byte size ‑
I’ve never quite understood the usefulness

of that one, but then I haven’t worked on a
machine that packed five 7 bit characters
into a 36 bit word since 1983).
If you select TYPE I, the file is sent as a
stream of bytes, with no interpretation.
TYPE A, on the other hand, causes the
sending end to translate into the Telnet
character representation (ASCII code, lines
terminated with CR-LF) before sending.
The receiving end translates into its own lo‑
cal representation for text which may not be
ASCII at all - it’s the format on the wire
that’s important. In this way, anyone can
send text files to anyone. Each system only
needs to know two translations.
Note that TYPE E is not supported by all
FTPs. It doesn’t really do any good at all to
set this mode if both machines aren’t IBM
mainframes. Basically, TYPE E just lets two
IBMs transfer a text file in the most efficient
way (no translation). TYPE A would also
work between two IBMs, as the file would
be translated EBCDIC-ASCII-EBCDIC.

Streams and structures
Along with specifying the type of the data,
you can also tell how it will be transferred
with MODE m. Most transfers happen in byte
stream (S) mode, the default. You can
choose instead to use block mode (B),
which adds a header containing sequence

and length information on each chunk of
the file sent. This is recommended for trans‑
ferring a group of files in rapid succession,
to avoid the waits necessary to synchronise
the data connection between files in stream
mode. There is also a compressed mode
(c), which does some simple run length en‑
coding to minimise bandwidth.
As if this wasn’t enough, it is also possi‑
ble to specify the file’s structure with the
STRU command. The default structure is
file (F), which means ‘no structure’. Also
available are record structure (R) which al‑
lows for record based systems that, for ex‑
ample, store each line of a text file in a
separate record, and page structure (P)
which enables the sending of sparse files,
again by placing a header on each page of
the file.
Fortunately most programs use the de
fault transfer mode and file structure, as the
combination of these with the TYPE specifica‑
tion could create endless amounts of interop‑
erability problems. Not to mention hopelessly
confusing us pitiful programmers.
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(listen p o r t = x*256+y)
STOR m y fi l e

(accept incoming connect on data connect on p o r t xy)
(close listen socket for p o r t xy)
(send myfile across data connection)
(close data connection)

Figure 2- Command Sequence for STOR

Making connections
Before you can start squirting data, you
must setup the source and destination
points for the data connection. PORT tells
the FTP server which TCP port and IP ad‑
dress to connect to. The argument format is
a bit strange - six decimal numbers sepa‑
rated by commas. The first four numbers
are the four bytes of the IP address. The
last two are the upper, then lower bytes of
the port number. The default P o r t is the IP
of the FTP client and TCP port 20, but most
clients seem to select a different port num‑
ber and send a port command even when
the default would do, since that makes sure
that multiple ftp sessions on the same ma‑

chine don’t conflict with each other. Usu‑
ally, the FTP client opens a socket to listen
passively on its chosen port in anticipation
of the server’s connection. So two different
processes can’t listen for the same TCP port
on the same IP address at the same time.
PA S V (Passive) is used to tell the server
that, rather than actively opening a socket,
it should passively listen for a connection
request from someone else. PASV takes no
arguments, but replies with a status mes‑
sage revealing the IP address and port num‑
ber it will listen on. The purpose of PA S V is
to allow two servers to connect directly to
each other under the control of a client,
thus avoiding transferring the same data
twice.

Transferring Data
Several commands are available for sending
data back and forth on the data connection,
the most common being STOR and RETR,
which perform as you would imagine. Also
in this category are s t o u (Store Unique
which makes a new filename if the file al‑
ready exists on the server), APPE (Append
data to an existing or new file), L I S T (send
a listing of the current directory including
file sizes, permissions, etc), and N L S T
(sendsa list of filenames separated by CR‑
LF, useful for wildcard file transfers).
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

It’s important to get the order and syn‑
chronisation correct when doing transfers.
Figure 2 shows the general sequence of a
STOR command and its trappings. The most
important thing here is to start the client’s
data socket listening before issuing the
STOR command. Otherwise the connection
could be refused.

Other Commands
As you can see from the list published in

last month’s article-, there are several other
commands, including D E L E (delete file),
MKD (make directory) and RMD (remove di‑
rectory). Another command that can be use‑
ful, for example, when trying to parse the
information from the results of aL I S T com‑
mand (which are mot standardised) is the
SYST command, which returns a name de‑
scribing the server’s environment (usually
the OS). One important command is ABOR,
which can be sent on the control connection
to abort a transfer in progress on the data
connection. Finally, there is a catchall S I T E
command, intended for site specific com‑
mands. Any commands implemented by the
server which are not in the standard should
be implemented as subcommands of S I T E .
For example, our ftp server has a site spe‑
cific command that lets the user tell which
group of customers they are in. The com‑
mand is sent to the server as:
S I T E GROUP x y z

Although FTP clients interpret the com‑
mands you type (for example, a P U T com‑
mand gets translated into the stuff in Figure
2), most will let you send a command di‑
rectly to the server with no translation in a
manner similar to this:
QUOTE S I T E GROUP x y z

A three way transfer
Now that we know all the FTP commands, I
can explain how to transfer a file from ma‑
chine B to C from FTP clients running on
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EasyCASE System Designer or Profession4.1- now
available in 3,5,10,20 user packs for workgroup use.

MKS Toolkit -Unix tools DOS &Win
MKS RCS-- version Control, new DOS/WIN
MKS Lex & Yacc for C, C++ &TP

CrossDevelopment

Hitech C Cross Z80, 6805, 68HC11.. £495.00
Introl C Cross- 68K, 630x, 6809 etc £1295.00
Aztec C68K &new Remote Debugger £call

£299.00
£299.00
£call
£239.00

editor = £call
disks

£call

MetaDesign
- Flowcharts,
etc £195.00
PCLogo for Windows- NEW
£60.00
Dan Bricklin's Demo II - prototyping, demos etc£195.00
RTLink Plus- pos overlay Linker
£325.00
Blinker - overlaying linker, with DOS Ext capability £225.00
PC Lint C/C++ - new ver 6.0
£149.00
Source Safe p o s w i n version control
£295.00

TNT DOS-Extender 32 bit S D- new
K £339.00
286 DOS-Extender SDK - forisbiuse £339.00

Access 2.0 Develo r's Kit - new
Fox P r o- NEW 2. - Std, Pro & Upg £call
dBASE Windows
NEW Upg. avail £call

What's N e w !
Bounds-PRE
new release
Btrieve for DOS & Windows= new versions now
available, call for upgrades
Watcom C/C++ 32 ver 10 for 16& 32bit dDOS, Windows,

SY,

Win 32, OS/2- special price for CD-ROM only
£149.00
SmartHeap DOS,
DC Windows & NT increase

speed, debug memory allocations

Pharlap Frontrunner - DOS shell for Windows Call
Plug-In Corel_ Import Filter Win
£call
Mathematica Finance Pack
£375.00

r e n t 1. 833 1022

3-5 Cynthia St
London N1-9JF

Conmitied to Excellent Cus mer Service & Support
> CIRCLE NO. 673

OBJECTIVE
//

xcxftp - r e m o t e to

remote f t p

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

T h i s p r o g r a m c o p i e s a fi l e f r o m o n e
remote h o s t d i r e c t l y t o a n o t h e r
xemote h o s t w i t h o u t t h e d a t a
p a s s i n g t h r o u g h t h i s h o s t . The F I P
p r o t o c o l i s used. The program
assumes it is r u n n i n g in a c o n s o l e
i n Wi ndows N T . I t w i l l n o t r u n i n
s t a n d a r d Wi ndow s b e c a u s e i t u s e s

//

a r g v f o r i n p u t and s t d o u t f o r

i n t R e a d R e s p o n s e (;)
CFTPEndPoint ( c o n s t c h a r * i n f o )

{ isopen = 0; Login(info); }
~CFTPEndPoint() { C l o s e ( ) ; }
s t a t i c v o i d WaitFinish
(CFTPEndPoint & a ,
C F T P E n d P o i n t & b ;)

{
p r i n t f ( " c o n n e c t ( ) e r r o r %d\n",
W S A G e t L a s t E r r o r)( ;)

};

return;

//

c l a s s CFTPControl

}

v o i d C F T P E n d P :oLogin
int:
(const char

*info)

{

//

char *temp;
if (IsOpen()) C l o s e ( ) ;
// s p l i t o u t h o s t , username, and pass
temp = s t r c h r ( i n f o , ’ @ ’ ) ;
if (!'temp)
{ // m u s t h a v e h o s t a n d username
p r i n t f ( " u s a g e : b l a h b l a h \ n " ;)

C o m p i l e s w i t h V i s u a l C++ 3 2 b i t .
Create a project containing t h i s
£ i l e a n d WSOCK32.DLL, a n d make t h e
//
p r o j e c t t y p e "Console
// Application".
TT.
To u s e i t , s a y :
//
//

ies
//
a
Th

x r f t p fromname@fromhost

[ / f r o m :p fromfile
a s s ]
toname@tohost [ / t o p a s s ] : t o fi l e

//
(That should a l l b e o n one l i n e . . . )
A l l f t p r e s p o n s e messages a r e
p r i n t e d t o s t d o u t , s o y o u can s e e
what went wrong ( o r r i g h t ) .
#include < s t d i o . h >
#include < s t d l i b . h >
#include < s t r i n g . h >
#include <winsock.h>
//

//
//
//

char *splitname(const char *arg)

{ / / s e p a r a t e name f r o m h o s t i n f o
char *temp = s t r c h r ( a r g , ’ : ’ ) ;
if

(temp)
*temp++ = 0;
r e t u r n temp;
} / / s p l i t n a m( e)

:

SOCKET s o c k ;
i n t isopen;
i n t responsecode;
c h a r responsetext

public:
char host [256];
c h a r name[256];
c h a r pass [ 2 5 6 ] ;

//
//
//

hostname
l o g i n name
account’s

v o i d L o g i n ( c o n s t c h a r * i n f o ;)
void Close();
v o i d P a s s i v e ( c h a r * I P a n d P o r t S t r; )
v o i d A c t i v e ( c o n s t c h a r * I P a n d P o r t S t r; )
v o i d S t a r t G e t ( c o n s t c h a r * fi l e n a m e ;)
v o i d S t a r t P u t ( c o n s t c h a r * fi l e n a m e );
v o i d S e n d C o m m a n d ( c o n s t c h a r * c m d ;)

s p r i n t f ( c m d , "USER % s " , n a m e ;)

SendComm
(cmd)
a n d;
switch

(ReadResponse () )

{

case 2:

// logged in
break;

case 3:
// n e e d password
s p r i n t f ( c m d , " PA S S % s " , p a s s ;)

s t r c p y ( n a m e , i n f o ;)
i n f o = temp+1;
temp = s t r c h r ( i n f o , ’ / ’ ) ;

SendCommand (cmd) ;
if (ReadResponse() == 2)

pass[0] = 0;

break;
default:
Close(); return;

if (temp)
{

*tempt++ = 0;
s t r c p y ( p a s s , t e m p ;)

}

strcpy (host, i n f o ) ;

isopen = 1;
} // v o i d CFTPEndPoint: : L o g i n ( )

////
////

void

}

g e t t h e s e r v i c e and p r o t o c o l #’s
a n d c r e a t e sockaddr_in
servent *pServ;
protoent *pProto;
hostent *pHost;
SockAddr;

0,

sizeof

(SockAddr) ) ;

S o c k A d d r. s i n _ f a m i l y = AF_INET;
p S e r v = g e t s e (r "vf tbp y" ,n"tcp")
a m e
;
SockAddr.sin_port=pServ-‐>s_port;
p P r o t o = g e t p r o t o b ("tcp")
y n a m e;
p p r o t o = pProto->p_proto;

if

( p H o s t = gethostbyname (host) )
// named t h e h o s t
memcpy ( ( c h a r *) &SockAddr.sin_addr,

SockAddr.sin_addr.s_addr=
inet_addr

if

=

(sock

{ / / s e n d PA S V a n d g e t I P a n d P o r t i t
// is listening on
SendCommand

("PASV")

;

if

(ReadResponse() != 2) C l o s e ( ) ;
c h a r * s t a r t = strchr(responsetext,

see
ie
if

(tstart)

s t a r t = responsetext;
start++;

if ('end) end = start+strlen
s t r n c p y (IPandPortStr,
(host)

Connect

socket

} / / v o i d C F T P E n d: :PC ol o is en ( t)
v o i d CFTPEndPoint: :Passive
(char *IPandPortStr)

char *end = s t r c h r ( s t a r t , ’ ) ’ ) ;

else
// gave IP address

sock

if (!IsOpen()) r e t u r n ;
isopen = 0;
SendCommand ("QUIT") ;
ReadResponse(); // g e t "GoodBye"

else

pHost-‐>h_addr,
p H o s t - > h _ l e n g t h;)

/ / 111 / / / /

CFTPEndPoint: : C l o s e ( )

{

closesocket (sock) ;

memset ( ( c h a r * ) & S o c k A d d r,

// password
i n t IsOpen() { r e t u r n i s o p e n ; }
i n t Response() { r e t u r n responsecode; }

Log i n .

{ Close(); return; }

}
*temp = Os

short pproto;

/ / c o n t r o l socket
// T if logged in
// most r e c e n t 1 - 5
[256];

Now w e ' r e c o n n e c t e d -

c h a r cmd[256];

return;

sockaddr_in

c l a s s CFTPEndPoint
{ // a splishod f t p c t l socket class

///////

if (ReadResponse() > 3)

A} output :

(start) ;

s t a r t , e n d - s t a r t ;)
IPandPortStr[end-start] = 0;
} // v o i d CFTPEndPoint: :Passive ()

(AF_INET,

SOCK_STREAM, pproto) ;
== INVALID_SOCKET)

v o i d CFTPEndPoint: : A c t i v e ( c o n s t c h a r

*IPandPortStr)

Figure 3 (Pt I) - Remote to Remote FTP
machine A. The first step is to connect one
of the FTP clients to B’s FTP server and the
other to C’s FTP server. After logging in
and switching to the proper directories, is‑
sue the PA S V command to B, then a PORT
command to C using the IP address and
port returned by the PASV command on B.
Finally issue aRETR command on B and a
STOR command on C. This should transfer
the file from B to C, without it ever going
though A. That this works is a tribute to the
amount of effort and thought put into the
FTP specification.

34

Sample source code

FTP in Winsock

If you’re running WinSock and interested in
FTP, you’re in luck. Although the source for
newer versions is no longer widely distrib‑
uted, I have kept the source to an earlier
version of WS_FTP, a very nice WinSock ftp
client that presents list boxes of the local
and remote files and allows transferring
with a single mouse click. If you got the
WinSock disk from a few months ago, you
already have it. Otherwise, you can ftp it

By way of an example | have written a work‑
ing NT command line utility that will copy
files between two remote hosts without the
data ever touching your doorstep. Pretty
cool when you want to move 10 MB be
tween two machines connected by ethernet,
and you're acrossa telephone wire, and you
only have ftp access (no telnet to a user

from f t p . m o r n i n g s t a r . c o m :

/pub/cpp/ws_ftp_s.zip.
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

shell).

The program is listed in Figure 3. It uses
FTP to control two servers at once. RRFTP
(Remote to Remote FTP) implements ex‑
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> CIRCLE NO. 674

OBJECTIVE
{ // s e n d a PORT command
c h a r temp[256];

m u l t i = (rsp[3] == ‘ ' - ’ ) ;
else

sprintf ( t e m p , "PORT

= ( c o d e != responsecode)
li (vep[3] t= ° ' ) 7
responsecode = c o d e ;

% s " , I P a n d P o r t S t r;)

SendCommand (temp) ;
if

(ReadResponse() != 2) C l o s e ( ) ;

v o i d C F T P E n d P o i n t : :Active()
v o i d CFTPEndPoi nt: : S t a r t G e t
( c o n s t c h a r * fi l e n a m e )
} //

{ //

i s s u e a RETR command
char temp[256];
s p r i n t f ( t e m p , "RETR % s " , fi l e n a m e );

SendCommand (temp) ;
} //

v o i d C F T P E n d P o i n:t : S t a r t G e
( )t

v o i d CFTPEndPoi nt: : S t a r t P u t
( c o n s t c h a r * fi l e n a m e )

{ //

i s s u e a STOR command

c h a r temp[256];
s p r i n t f ( t e m p , " S T O R % s " , fi l e n a m e );

SendCommand
} //

(temp) ;

v o i d CFTPEndPoint: : S t a r t P u
( )t

v o i d C F T P E n: :SendCommand
d P o i n t
( c o n s t c h a r *cmd)

{ //
//

s e n d a command to t h e s e r v e r
a n d echo i t t o t h e d i s p l a y

c h a r temp[256];
s p r i n t f ( t e m p , " % s \ r \ n " , c m d ;)
p r i n t f ( " > % s : % s " , h o s t , t e m p;)
i f (send(sock, temp, s t r l e n ( t e m p ) , 0 )

}

multi

} while

{ //
//
//
//

i n t m a i n ( i n t argc, char * a r g v [ ] )

E : n:ReadResponse
d P o i n ()t

{
W S A S t a r t u p (MAKEWORD ( 1 , 1 ) , & w s a d a t a; )

atexit

{

p r i n t f ("usage:

codes o f 200, o n e i s h i g h e r t h a n
299, o r o n e o f t h e s o c k e t s i s

}

c h a r * f r o m fi l e = s p l i t n a m e (argv[1]) ;
c h a r * t o fi l e = s p l i t n a m e ( a r g v [ 2 ] ) ;
i f ( ! f r o m fi l e | | ! t o fi l e )

w h i l e ( ! ( a _ d o n e & & b_done))

{

p r i n t f ("usage:

{

FD_ZERO (&readable) ;
if (!a_done)
FD_SET(a.sock, &readable) ;
if (!b_done)
FD_SET(b.sock, &readable) ;
if

}

CFTPEndPoint f r o m ( a r g v [ 1 ] ) ;

if

af

p r i n t f ( " C o u l d N o t C o n n e c t t o : %s\n",

( s e l e c t ( 0 , &readable, 0 , 0 , 0 )

f r o m . h o s t; )

{

return 1;

printf("Error in select!\n");

}

CFTPEndPoint t o ( a r g v [ 2 ] ) ;
if (!to.IsOpen())

36

(FD_ISSET ( a . s o c k ,

&readable) )

{

p r i n t f ( " C o u l d N o t C o n n e c t t o : %s\n",
t o . . n o s t >)

return 1;

if (a.Response() > 2)

i n t multi = 0;

actly the process that I previously outlined,
running a program on computerA that sets
up computers B andC to transfer a file be‑
tween themselves. I compiled and ran this
program under Windows NT 3.5 (Daytona)
using Microsoft Visual C++ 32 bit Edition
1.0, although it should work just fine with
NT 3.1 and/or a later version of the C++
compiler (as well as with anyone else’s C
compiler, since I didn’t use any MFC
classes). It definitely wont work with
straight Windows 3.1, unless you use one of
the ‘EasyWin’ type libraries that give you re‑
placements for things like p r i n t £ ( ) . All
the WinSock oriented code should work
fine under any Windows WinSock, though
(and it should work without much change
under Berkeley Unix, too).

}

{ // a g o t a message
a . R e a d R e s p o n( )s e
;
a_done = ( a . R e s p o n s e ( ) > = 2 ) ;

appropriately returns
v e s p o n s e c o d e / 100 ( c l a s s )
responsecode=0
;

if (!multi)

(!f£rom. IsOpen () )
{

a.Close(); b.Close();

//

rsp[len] 0;
char * n l = strchr(rsp,’\n’);
if ( ! n l ) nl = rsptlen-1;
i n t notoread = n l + l - r s p ;
/ / now a c t u a l l y r e a d i t .
l e n = r e c v ( s o c k , r s p , n o t o r e a0 d
) ;,
p r i n t f ("<%s: %s", h o s t , r s p ) ;
rsp[len] = 0;
i n t code = r s p [ 0 ] ;

(blah blah)\ n " ) ;

return 1;

== SOCKET_ERROR)

//

c h a r * r s p = responsetext;
d o { / / read a l i n e u n t i l n o t cont.
/ / l i n e p e e k i n t o b u f a n d fi n d \ n
i n t l e n = r e c v ( s o c k , r s p , 254,MSG_PEEK)
;
if
(len <= 0 ) break;

( b l a h b l a h ) \n");

return 1;

break;

r e a d a response f r o m t h e s o c k e t
a n d s e t responsecode

(exitfunction) ;

if (arge != 3)

k e e p r e a d i n g responses f r o m a & b
u n t i l b o t h r e g i s t e r response

// closed.
fd_set r e a d a b l e ;
i n t a_done = 0, b_done = 0;

Close();

{ //
//

:WaitFinish ()

v o i d e x i t f u n c t i o( n)
{ WSACleanup(); }

v o i d CFTPEndPoint: : W a i t F i n i s h
(CFTPEndPoint & a ,
CFTPEndPoint & b )

} / / v o i d C F T P E :n: SendCommand
d P o i n( t )

C F T P E : n:ReadResponse
d P o i n () t

FD_SET

WSAData w s a d a t a ;

== SOCKET_ERROR)

i n t

if

v o i d CFTPEndPoint:

} //

( m u l t i ;)

responsecode -= ‘ 0 ’ ;
r e t u r n responsecode;
} // v o i d C F T P

//

} // while

}

{

// p r e p a r e b o t h to send/recieve

a.Close();

c h a r IPandPort [ 2 5 6 ] ;
f r o m . P a s s i v e (IPandPort) ;

p r i n t f ( " U n e x p e c t e d c o d e . \n") ;

t o . A c t i v e (IPandPort) ;
// s t a r t up t h e send/receive

break;

} // if a.Response

af

} // if FD_SET
(FD_ISSET ( b . s o c k ,

(fromfile) ;
(tofile) ;

from.StartGet

&readable) )

to.StartPut

//

{ // b g o t a message
b . R e a d R e s p o n( s) e;
b_done = ( b . R e s p o n s e ( ) > = 2 ) ;
if (b.Response() > 2)

T

P : E:WaitFinish
n d P (from,to)
o i n ;t

F

//

s h u t ‘ e m down

f r o m . C l o s e ( ;)
to.Close();

{

p r i n t f ( " U n e x p e c t e d c o d e . \n") ;
b.Close();
break;

g a t h e r & p r i n t messages t i l l done

C

return 0;
//

} // main()
end of rrftp.cpp

} // if b.Response

Most of the program is pretty straightfor‑
ward, non-object oriented C++ code (you'll
have to excuse that, I’ve spent the last three
weeks writing Unix shell scripts, and my
mind won’t function in an OOP manner at
the moment). A few things do bear explain‑
ing, as always.
First, although I keep talking about ‘TCP
port 21’ as being the control connection for
FTP, you won't find the number 21 any‑
where in the program. That’s because I
learn the proper port number by calling
g e t s e r v b y n a m e ( ) , a WinSock function
that tells me the port number to use for any
given standard service. I could have used
21, but doing it as I have makes my pro‑
gram more portable to odd installations who
want to put their ftp server’s control port on

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

some other value. (In Windows, the value

associated with a service is in the SERV‑
ICES file in the WinSock directory. In NT, it
is stored somewhere in the Registry - I don’t
know where becauseI never had any desire
to change it).
In the L o g i n () function, where I do the

getservbyname

and g e t p r o t o b y ‑
also d o ag e t h o s t b y n a m e ( ) t o
learn the IP address of the remote host
based on the name on the command line.
Note that I check for this failing, in which
case I assume the user entered an IP ad‑
dress instead. Since g e t h o s t b y n a m e ( )
can’t convert an ASCII IP address into the
four byte structure needed by c o n n e c t ( ) ,
I use inet. a d d r ( ) (also a WinSock func‑
tion) to convert it for me.
name ( ) , I
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all data. Complete control over format
of archives.
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compression classes
Five compression levels ‐ auto or
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Versatile archiving - files, memory
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Extensive Windows support includes
compression/archiving progress
meters and message options

Q Wildcard expander class is also useful
for general purpose application
ArchiveLib Major Features:
Q 25classes ‐ over 100 functionsin C
100% C++ class library plus C interface
2nd C++
Supports Microsoft Windows 3.1
What's included
MS-DOS, and Watcom 32-bit extended “4 Free source code
DOS
A l l memory models supplied
Portable data compression is fast and
Examples that compile and r u n
efficient
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Professional documentation
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OBJECTIVE
After filling in the sockaddr_in
s t r u c t with all pertinent information
about the other end of the connection and
what protocol/port I want to use, I create a
socket, then c o n n e c t () to the other end.
At this point, I can begin sending data to the
other end with s e n d ( ) and getting data
with r e c v ( ) . Any program that uses TCP
sockets will contain code almost identical to
everything up to this point. Only the data
that is sent changes.
The next point of interest is the
R e a d R e s p o n s e ( ) function, which should

handle multiple line responses. I haven’t
fully tested it though, so don’t be surprised
(but do send me mail) if it locks up someday
while connecting to some strange system.
The real tricky part of reading responses
is in getting full lines of text rather than just
blocks of bytes. The problem is that
r e c v ( ) works kind o f like r e a d ( ) does
on files.
How ever many bytes are ready to read,
it returns all of them up to the maximum
size you’ve requested. There could be 10
lines in there, or there could be only half a
line. Fortunately, FTP servers rarely send
out half a line in a single packet, so you re‑
ally only have to worry about the case of
multiple lines. Drawing heavily on the

source code to WS_FTP (the best FTP cli‑
ent I’ve ever seen, and free too), I do the
trick of peeking at the receive buffer first,
searching for the newline, then doing a de‑
structive read only up to the newline. This
seems to work fine between NT and SunOS

or Solaris.
The only: other interesting portion of
RRFTP i s the function W a i t F i n i s h ( ) , no‑
table i n its use o f s e l e c t ( ) t o wait for in‑
put
from
two
different
sockets
simultaneously. This is done by creating an
fd_set struct and using the FD_SET()
macro to put in the sockets we want to
watch for. Then w e call s e l e c t ( ) , which
blocks until one of the sockets has data
ready to read (it is possible to select on
‘ready-to-write’, and ‘error’ as well).
When s e l e c()t returns, the fd_set
you created has been modified to contain
only those sockets that actually have data
ready. You can then check for each socket
with FD_ISSET() and read the data ac‑
cordingly.
The logic behind W a i t F i n i s h ( ) , b y
the way, is that if the FTP server ever re‑
turns a 2xx class code, that means it has fin‑
ished the transfer and is ready for a new
command. If it sends a code of 3xx or
greater, that means that either it wants

more input from you (which means some‑
thing is wierd at the server, since we have
already given it all the info it needs) or that
it encountered an error. If Iwanted to be ex‑

tremely thorough, I would add in the logic
to abort the transfer on both ends (using
ABOR) in the event of error.

Watch for errors
Speaking of errors, please realise that
the error checking in this example program
is terrible! Had I put in all the checks I re
ally should have, it would have been much
longer than it already is. I could have solved
that with exceptions, but the version of
VC++ that I’m using doesn’t have real ex‑
ceptions. Anyway, what would an example
be without having something left up to the
reader?

Laine Stump is a software engineer at Morn‑
ing Star Technologies in Columbus, Ohio, he
can be reached via email as laine@morning‑
star.com. The source code, executable, and
projectfilefor rrftp are availablefrom

fip.morningstar.com:/pub/cpp/rftp.zip or
from the EXE office bysending a diskette and
SAE. Please mark envelopes FTP. Enjoy
FTPing!

BLEEP ... BLEEP... BLEEP ... BLEEP ...
Is this thesound of your PCas it
reboots yet again when you run
your “fully tested” program? Or is it
a case o f e x p l e t i v e s d e l e t e d
because you are under pressure
chasing b u g s against an impossible
deadline?
Salford’s 32-bit C/C++ and Fortran
compilers have unique compile-time
options that can ensure you write
100% watertight programs by
AUTOMATICALLY pinpointing those
hard-to-find errors.
Using Salford C/C++, you can stop
references through unset pointers;
never access unallocated memory and
always allocate/deallocate memory
consistently.

With Salford FTN77 Fortran, you PA S C A L compilers, so mixed
can locate arithmetic overflows and language programming isa cinch!
Call or fax us right now and find
array bound errors; home in on the use
of undefined variables and be certain out for yourself. Five minutes n o w
that you call subroutines and functions could p u t you months ahead.
with consistent and correct argument
lists.
Now couple these benefits with the F
ability to create not only DOS but also
Windows applications, a choice of « printf (%s\n".p)s
TWO debuggers, FREE run-time
licencing, a library of over 250 DOS
and graphics routines, and you have
the developer’s dream come true.
Salford C/C++ and FTN77 are
fully compatible with each other and
with our FTN90 Fortran 90 and
Freetp>s

t

A s k for aFREE demo
disk today!
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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Approach make configuration control so much easier
than other VCS’s w e could m e n t i o n .
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DATABASED ADVISOR
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both a Microsoft Solutions

Training & Development provider
and an Authorised Training Centre
for Microsoft database products.
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offer specialist database training to
suit your needs.
EXCLUSIVE5 DAY INTENSIVE COURSE

A single course which trains you

@File, version

and change
descriptions
@Access
control
e@ Branching
@Archive file
compression

in all elements of Access ‐ five days later
you can design and develop a multi-user
system from start to finish.
Thousands of satisfied developers
prove the effectiveness of this and all
other F1training courses.
BOOK NOW FOR LONDON, BATH ORMANCHESTER

9k shows the changes in it’s
unique split-screen display.

9k is language
independent, but
additional dBase file
support makes it

MSSQLServer.

particularly useful
to Xbase developers.

6 6 This product offers a combination
of power and ease of use...The
cost of9kiseconomic and it has a
reasonable claim to be version
control for everyone.9 9
PROGRAMNOW

All courses are held for small groups
of 4-6, to ensure the highest standards of
personal tuition.
To receive full details of courses from
1-5 days, on or off-site, complete and FAX
this page now to F1 on 071-833 0889.
Please send meyour course outline for

FoxPro
Forté Software Tools L i m i t e d
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Te l 0989 767656
Fax 0989 769091
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(9k is so called because it represents the
international quality standard ISO 9000)

Call QBS NOW on 081-994-4842 for further
information or demo disk. QBS Software Ltd.,
10 Barley M o w Passage, Chiswick, London W4 4PH

Tel
F1 Computing Systems, 2Angel Gate, City Road,
London ECIV 2PT. Tel: 071-833 1003 Fax: 071-833 0889

(c) 1993 Forté Software Tools Ltd, All other trademarks acknowledged
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OBJECTIVE

The a r t of state
Objects have state.

This is a key principle

of object-orientation. But what
exactly does it mean?

Charles Weir of Object
Designers has the answer...

Consider the ubiquitous object. It has data;
it has functionality, all combined into one
neat package refered to in object technol‑
ogy parlance as data encapsulation. Yes, but
so what? Well, in this simplified model of an
object the data can influence the object’s
overall behaviour. In C++ terms we say that
each instance of a class has data members;
the behaviour of each instance depends on
these data members.

The right decision
Let us begin by examining the very simple
class given in Figure 1. It is a toggle: it is
either ‘on’ or ‘off and has a function called
d o S w i t c h which toggles i t from one state
to the other. It also knows how to print itself
to a stream (operator<<). We shall start
with a simple and obvious implementation,
whose data member is the character string
to output (see Figure 1). As an implementa‑
tion this may not win any prizes, but it satis‑
fies the requirements and the external
interface.
Consider an instance of the T o g g l e
class: the behaviour of this instance in the
output function. The characters printed de‑
pend on its state, determined by the string it,
points to. In printing this string, the behav‑
iour of the code makes no particular deci‑
sion based on its state. It merely outputs the
string
contents.
However, in
the
d o S w i t c h function, the code does make
a decision which is represented as an ‘ i f
statement.
In this article, we shall examine a tech‑
nique to analyse and simplify such deci‑
sions; we shall look at an alternative way to

c l a s s To g g l e {
public:

To g g l e ( )
v o i d d o S w i t c( h)
{ if

: o u t p u t S t r i n g ( "OFF" ) { } ;

(strcemp( o u t p u t S t r i n g , " O F F " ) = = 0 )
o u t p u t S t r i n g = "ON";

else

outputString = "OFF";

3
friend
return out; };

Figure 1 - Toggle implementation using internal data
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implement them in C++ and we shall con‑
sider how they are affected by inheritance.

State of mind
The Toggle implementation above repre‑
sents the state of an instance using the val‑
ues of its data - in this case, the characters
in the string. Its member functions make
decisions based only on the values of its

data.
This approach is fine for simple classes.
But what happens when there are more
variables involved in defining the state of
each instance? Consider, for example, a
class representing a modem. This class,
Modem, may have many different data mem‑

bers, including perhaps buffers, phone
numbers, flags, and time-out counts. Be
tween them these data members allow for
an infinite number of possible states for any
given instance. Yet as far as processing is
concerned, only certain combinations and
ranges of values are important.
An instance of this Modem class will
makea transition from one state to another
in response to external events. In C++ these
events are presented to it as member func‑
tion calls. We can represent the possible
situations and significant events with a dia‑
gram known as a State chart. Figure 2
shows sucha state chart for a Modem in‑
stance. Its notation is the one invented by
David Harel, which is used in the Rum‑
baugh method and enhanced in Object De‑
signers’ Syntropy method. Here, the boxes
represent states; the arrows, transitions. We
annotate the lines with the event (the func‑
tion) which causes the transition and we in‑
dicate the initial state for an instance with
an arrow froma blob.
This is a major simplification. From an
infinite number of possible states, we have
expressed much of the interesting function‑
ality of the class in just six. We should like
to reflect this simplification somehow in the
code. But how?
To tackle this question while keeping the
example code simple, we'll return to the
To g g l e class; Figure 3 shows its state
chart. It is pretty trivial, certainly, but it
does highlight the salient behaviour of the
class. In particular, it shows how the behav‑
iour of an instance in the d o S w i t c h func‑
tion varies according to its state.
How are we to express this in C++?
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in the search for reliable ODBC drivers. And
trying to write ODBC-enabled applications
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Q+E Software puts an end to the frustra‑
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development needs. With Q+E you can get
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Connect ODBC-compliant applications no
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With Q+E ODBC Pack, you can take
advantage of the same database access tech‑
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DBMS versions.
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where you need to go. Each of our drivers is
fully supported and kept absolutely up-to-date

by our technical support staff.
Count on a robust ODBC development tool
that removes the obstacles in your way.
When it comes to making sure your appli‑
cations are ODBC-compliant, you can rely
on the same technology that WordPerfect,
Delrina Technology, Crystal Services, and
dozens of other prominent software compa‑
nies use. Q+E Database Library gives you an
easy way to build ODBC-enabled applica‑
tions‐no matter what development environ‑
m e n t you prefer.
You can forget about differences in drivers,
because our development tools let you write
code once that works with all major databases.
And because Q+E Software keeps up with the
constantly changing technology, you won’t be
left on your own when custom applications
need modification.

Turn to O+E Software for your total
ODBC solution.
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platform, with versions for Windows, OS/2,
Macintosh, Windows NT, and Solaris. And
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OBJECTIVE
There is a direct, easy, and effective solu‑
tion: we identify states as integer numbers
then have a state variable as an instance

data member. The value of this variable will
represent the state of the instance. C++
makes it easy to assign names to unique
numbers using the enumerated data type
(enum).
Figure 6 shows the resulting implemen‑
tation. Where the behaviour of a member
function depends on the state, it checks the
state variable; to change state, it simply
changes that variable. Note how we prevent
name clashes such as when another class
uses the name ‘ON’, for example, by declar‑
ing the enumerated type within the class
definition rather than outside. Observe also
the sanity-check using a function to termi‑
nate. Here, we use a b o r t ( ) , if the state
variable is invalid.

Dialing

Start
dialing

Waiting f o r
connection

connected

of termination

Dis‑

connected

line dropped

Terminating

terminated
by user

line dropped

Beconformant

Figure 2 - State chart for a complicated object

How does inheritance affect the repre‑
sentation of an object’s state? Suppose that
our project requires the To g g l e class as a
base class for other classes, so that we can
use a reference or pointer to To g g l e as a
pointer to instances of derived classes.
What implications does this have for the im‑

tion, d o S w i t c h , that toggles i t o n and off,
and another, speed, which toggles fast and
slow. Figure 4 shows its state chart. Using
David Harel’s notation to nest states we can
simplify this diagram and make it show

plementation of Toggle?
In a good design, any classes which in‑
herit from To g g l e must be conformant.
What this means is that, for a user calling
functions using a pointer-to-Toggle, an in‑
stance of a derived class will appear to be‑
have in the same way as would an instance
of To g g l e itself. In particular, they must
appear to have the same state behaviour.
For example, if we call the d o S w i t c h func‑
tion twice on any instance of a derived class,
we expect it to appear to be in the same
state (ON, or OFF) afterwards, as before.
This limits severely how we can use inheri‑
tance. An example of a class which does
conform to the To g g l e interface might be
a simple motor controller which has a func‑

omer

Dialing

State charts help us

simplify the problem of
representing how an
object behaves

Connected

Data msg

tion of states. But the state ONno longer ex‑
ists - instead, it is divided in two. We have
two possible options to express this divi‑
sion. Either we add more possible states for
the existing state variable ( To g ‑
g l e : : s t a t e ) ; o r w e create a second state
variable to represerit the new states. In
either case, the effect of setting the state to
ON has changed. We express this by creat‑
ing virtual functions to set each of the
states. Thus the function o n ( ) , for exam‑
ple, can be redefined in the class M o t o r
Controller.

The

behaviour of the function
the same both for T o g g l e
and M o t o r C o n t r o l l e r . I t would b e inap‑
propriate to have to rewrite it in M o t o r ‑
C o n t r o l l e r just because that class has
some additional processing in different
functions. However, if we add additional
possible states for the variable T o g ‑
g l e : : s t a t e , w e find a problem. Func‑
tions defined in To g g l e need to ‘see’ only
doSwitch is

clearly its conformance with the state chart
for To g g l e . Figure 5 gives the result.

Inherited behaviour
Coding the derived class, M o t o r C o n t r o l ‑
l e r , presents some problems. We can ac‑
cess the state values in the base class,
certainly and we can extend the enumera‑

do Switch

do Switch

do Switch

do Switch

do Switch

Figure 3 - State chartfor Toggle
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Figure 4 - Simple state chart for
MotorController state chart with
nested states
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine
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OBJECTIVE
the two values O F F and _ ON, while those in
M o t o r C o n t r o l l e r need t o ‘see’ three

c l a s s To g g l e {

public:

( O F F, SLOW, FAST). There is no very ele‑
gant way to achieve this in C++.
So instead, we opt to add a second state
variable i n M o t o r C o n t r o l l e r . Figure 7

Why object states?
So what are the key points for class design‑
ers? Well, first we now know that objects
have states. Sometimes they can make deci‑
sions based on these state. Such decisions
can be expressed using state charts.We can
implement the decisions in C+ with ‘ i f
statements, but there is a more systematic
approach based on a simple but direct im‑
plementation of state charts.

{ o u t < < ( ( t . s t a t e = = OFF) ? " o f f " : " o n " ) ;
:

;

return out;

enum S t a t e { O F F, O N } ;
State state;

hi
v o i d To g g l e :

:doSwitch()

{

switch (state)
{

c a s e ON:

s t a t e = OFF; b r e a k ;

c a s e OFF: s t a t e = ON; b r e a k ;

default:

abort.()::

}

Figure 6 - Implementation of Toggle using a state variable
should be part of the armoury of every C++

Much of the art of programming is in
simplifying the problem, to make it easy to
implement a solution. State charts help us
simplify the problem of representing how
an object behaves. Yet they also have an ef‑
fective implementation in C++. This can be
extended to support inheritance. Which is
most useful when the derived classes are
conformant, so that they have compatible
state charts. In my opinion, state charts

programmer.

i

Charles Weir is a consultantfor Object De‑
signers Limited. He can becontacted on
0279 755396, or by email as cweir@cix.com‑
pulink.co.uk. Syntropy is described in the
new Prentice Hall book ‘Designing Object Sys‑
tems: Object-Oriented Modelling with Syn‑
tropy’ byS. Cook andJ. Daniels.

v i r t u a l v o i d f a s t ( ) { m c S t a t e = PA S T; 3 }

c l a s s To g g l e {

v i r t u a l void slow()

: t S t a t e ( OFF )

void on()

{};

{ m c S t a t e = SLOW; }

{ To g g l e : : o n ( ) ;

m c S t a t e = S L O W};

/ / R e d e fi n i t i o n

v o i d d o S w i t (c)h;

v i r t u a l ~ To g g l e ( )

he

private:

public:
To g g l e ( )

{};

friend

shows the resulting code. Note the other
changes in To g g l e to allow derivation: a
virtual destructor ensures that deleting a
T o g g l e * pointer will invoke the correct de‑
structor. The output function needs to be
virtual so we have to create a new function
for the output operator to call). Further‑
more, the functions to change the state are
protected, to grant access to the derived
classes. It has taken some significant
changes to make the class Toggle suitable
for derivation. Other approaches might use
less code, but at the cost of a less robust ‑
and less clear - representation.

: s t a t e ( OFF )

To g g l e ( )
void doSwitch();

void off ()

{}

{ To g g l e : : o f f ( ) ; m c S t a t e = O F F };

/ / R e d e fi n i t i o n

f r i e n d ostream& operator<<( ostream& o u t ,

v o i d o u t p u t ( ostream& ) c o n s t ;

c o n s t Toggleé& t)

{ t.output( out );

return out;

/ / R e d e fi n i t i o n

}

private:

protected:

e n u m M C S t a t e { O F F, SLOW, FA S T } ;

v i r t u a l v o i d output( ostreamé ) c o n s t ;

virtual void on()

{ t S t a t e = ON; } ;

v i r t u a l v o i d o f f ( ) { t S t a t e = OFF;

//

S t a t e OFF i s

a r e d e fi n i t i o n .

MCState m c S t a t e ;

ah

ve

private:
e n u m T S t a t e { O F F, O N } ;

void

TState t S t a t e ;

{

M o t o r C : ochangeSpeed
n t r o l( : )
switch (mcState)

hi
v o i d To g g l e : : o u t p u t ( o s t r e a m & o u t ) c o n s t

{

{

c a s e SLOW:

fast();

break;

c a s e F A S T:

slow();

break;

c a s e OFF:

/* No action */ break;

default:

abort ( ) ;

o u t < < ( ( t S t a t e = = OFF) ? " O F F " : " O N " ) ;
}

v o i d To g g l e :

:doSwitch()

}

{

switch (tState)

}
v o i d M o t o r C o n t r o l : : o u t p u t ( ostream& o u t ) c o n s t

{

c a s e ON:

o f f();
c a s e OFF: o n ( ) ;
d e f a u l t : abort ( ) ;

break;

{

s w i t c h (mcState)

break;

{

c a s e SLOW:

o u t < < "SLOW";

break;

}

c a s e F A S T:

out << "FAST";

break;

c l a s s M o t o r C o n t r o l : p u b l i c To g g l e {

default:

To g g l e : : o u t p u t ( o u t ) ; b r e a k ;

public:

}

}

v i r t u a l v o i d c h a n g e S p e( e) ;d

Figure 8 - Implementation of Toggle and MotorController
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MICROHELP.
VBTOOLS 4
The best VBX control pack anywhere:
Now over 50 controls £115

HIGHEDIT P R O 2 &
HIGH EDI? LITE
WYSIWYG word processing &
text editing for Visual Basic
applications From £199
MUSCLE 2
600+ ASM routines for power
programmers £165

COMMS L I B R A RY
Reliable, easy-to-use
communications routines £155
N E T W O R K LIBRARY
Easy-to-use node and admin
routines £80

L I S T, L A B E L S &
BARCODES
WYSIWYG reports, labels, barcodes &
more £175

VBXREF 2
Project management for Visual Basic
applications £80

VBASSIST'S

_ Adds powerful design tools and new
_ data access extensions for Rapid
Application Development £145
__ D ATA WIDGETS

_ Bound data controls for designing
_ database application front ends £99

_ DESIGNER WIDGETS
Create apps that resemble
current
’
_ popular commercial packages £99

' 3-D WIDGETS
- Give a 3-D State-of-the-Art look to
__ your Windows applications £89

SPREAD/VBX 2 . 1 &
SPREAD/VBX ++2.0
The best spreadsheet control for
Visual Basic &C++ £175

TA B / V B X
Gives your applications an
organised, professional feel £49
GRID/VBX
The ultimate grid control on the
market for VB &C++ developers £75

_ AWARE/VBX
The specialist tool for building
database front ends £ 1 0

CONTE

C R Y S TA L R E P O R T S 3
The standard edition lets you create
reports using data from the major PC‑
databases easily and simply. £149
C R Y S TA L R E P O RT S P R O 3
Pro 3 gives even more reporting
functionality, a full copy of TrueGrid 2

+ access to SQL databases. £299

Cust

Date

Item

Ti t l e

Cust

= Date

TtemA

Title

Quantity

Price

Subtotal for Customer: Last Name

Cust
13360

Date

21-08-87
20-10-89
20-10-89

Tiem

Title

1
2

Title M13
Title M1
Title M27

22.00
21.00

11.00

19.95
1200
1799

Subtotal f o r Customer: Aberdeen

PRODUCT FEATURE
FA R P O I N T S P R E A D / V B X 2 . 1
& SPREAD/VBX++ 2 . 0
The two versions of Spread/VBX have over 250 properties that
make them the most powerful and comprehensive data aware
controls for Visual Basic, Visual C++, Borland C++ and Symantec
C++. They are designed to implement spreadsheets, grids,
listboxes, toolbars and more.
Look out for:
D Microsoft Access Engine support for VBusers
) Spreadsheet Interface Designer reduces the tinfe it takes to
generate and prototype code
(7
D Database connectivity to Q+E Database Library is a read/write “|
control that gives virtual data management for oversized files and
automatic updating of other data controls
D Single or multiple cell operation for back and foreground colours, formulae, borders, etc
D Data Events include Advance, ButtonClick, DbIClick, EditError, LeaveCell, ColWidthChange,
DragDropBlock, UserFormulaEntered, and others
) Database Events: EnterRow, LeaveRow, QueryData & TopLeftChange
D GUI operations include text overflow, read only mode, sizing of rows and columns, scroll
freezing, hide/show single or all rows/columns, grid line adjustment, auto-sizing to fit parent
spreadsheet, etc, etc.
Visual Basic is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

AND TO ORDER

CALL NOW ON
0727 811999
Abbey View
Everard Close
St Albans AL1 2PS
Tel: 0727 811999 Fax 0727 848991
Prices quoted exclude VAT and delivery and may
be subject to change without further notice
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LDRA Testbed = SESE
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The Static and Dynamic Analysis CAST Toolset
STATIC ANALYSIS

A
©)

Programming Standards Verification
Unreachable Code Reporting
Complexity Metrics
Data and Information Flow Analysis

So

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

&

oe)

Data Flow Analysis

ra

(Oj
LDRA

ae

Help you document the results
for ISO 9000, TickIT, DO178B, IEC and other standards.

Execution
Doxerage
Profile Analysis

@

Kiviat Diagrams,
Dynamic Call Tree,
Flowgraphs,
allow you to extract maximum benefit
from the results of your analysis.

DETAILED REPORTS

Conformance to Specifications
Control Flow Tracing

a“

GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Histograms,

LDRA Testbed

ELVEREX U.K. Ltd.,

is available on all major hardware platforms
for C, C++, ADA, PASCAL, FORTRAN, PL/MX86,
PL/1, COBOL, CORAL 66, and for
INTEL and MOTOROLA Assemblers.

Prospect House,
12 Oxford Road,

NEWBURY,

Berkshire RG13 IPA
Tel. 01635 47707 Fax. 01635 34448
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The Best Wa y t o Test Yo u r S o f t w a r e . . .
EVALUATOR FT
The easy w a y to produce test scripts f o r GUIs
Still wasting time writing test scripts?

Or generating scripts, which only work as long as your software
stays the same?
Or worse still, doing it a l l by hand?

“

h

y

&
mM q V/ te

;

Evaluator FTspeeds up QA testing by automatically generating
test scripts - which can be customized later - and replaying them
throughout the regression cycle. Use the Evaluator FTacross
Windows, Windows NT, C * * * o , OS/2, Motif and others. It’s the
perfect solution for testing stand-alone PCs, client-server
applications, networks, minis and mainframes.
* Controls testing across multiple workstations.
¢ Tests without affecting the software under test.
¢ Features icon searching and pattern matching engine.
* Allows testing of custom controls and non-standard graphics.
* Synchronizes tests to allow for network/mainframe loading.
¢Benchmarks disk access, graphics redraw and more.
¢ Generates comprehensive reports.
¢ Captures and tests PC I/O streams.

LOOKING AHEAD

Symbolic
execution
In this article I will look at a simple program
analysis technique, called symbolic execu‑
tion. I found this technique very interesting
when I first encountered it several years
ago, however there are some serious limits
to its application in practical situations. I
still think these ideas are worth discussing
as these limits introduce interesting issues
in themselves. For instance, take a look at
the code fragment in Figure 1 ( l l try to
stick with Pascal syntax, the line numbers
are to help when discussing the programs
in the text). What exactly does this code do?
While you think about that, I’ll briefly de‑
scribe symbolic execution.
When examining or debugging a pro‑
gram it is often useful to try to construct a
model of the program’s behaviour as an aid
to comprehension. While it is possible with
traditional tools to analyse the execution us‑
ing specific test values, a large number of
such tests would be needed in order to re‑
veal the full picture. The power of symbolic
execution is that it involves running the pro‑
g r a m using variables with symbolic values
which represent a whole range of values,
rather than a single specific value. Since the
inputs and outputs of the program are then
represented by symbolic values, a single
execution may determine the program’s be‑
haviour for a wide range of inputs.

In sequence

Figure 1 - What is the value of e?

VA R x , y : I N T E G E R ;
BEGIN

:= 15;

Figure 2- A simple straight-line program
Vol 9-Issue 3 August 1994

The principle idea behind symbolic execu‑
tion is easier to demonstrate using simple
statement sequences, eg the program
shown in Figure 2. Using symbolic execu‑
tion it is possible to describe the effects of
statements by first describing the inputs to
the program as symbolic values and then re‑
cording the values of the program variables
as the program is executed. The symbolic
values represent arbitrary inputs, but are
constant for a given execution instance, ie
the value read in at some point in the pro‑
gram cannot be changed by subsequent
statements.
Consider the program fragment in Fig‑
ure 2. Initially, all variables will have unde‑
fined values, but when the program
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

executes line 4 the value of x is set to 15. In‑
stead of requiring the user to supply a literal
value, executing line 5 sets the value of y to
some arbitrary symbolic value, say sv ( 1 ) .
At line 7 the output of the program is given
by the value of y at that point, ie the sym‑
bolic expression s v ( 1 ) * 1 5 .
Assignment of a literal constant or ex‑
pression is simple. Program inputs are de‑

fined by a unique symbolic value, while
assignments of expressions involve replac‑
ing any identifiers referenced in the expres‑
sion by their current value. These
semantics are little different from normal
program execution: the introduction of sym‑
bolic inputs to represent arbitrary input val‑
ues. The use of such symbolic values
means that some variables may not be sim‑
ple literal values, but instead have to be rep‑
resented by a_ symbolic expression
involving the symbolic input values. Pro‑
g r a m outputs may also involve symbolic ex‑
pressions. The behaviour of the program in
Figure 2 can then be described by taking
the symbolic value as a parameter of the be‑
haviour as:
fi g 2 ( s v ( 1 ) ) ‐ - s v ( 1 ) * 1 5

Conditional statements
Clearly, most programs will not be straight‑
line and will require more than a simple
mathematical function to describe their be‑
haviour. Things become much more inter‑
esting when we consider the introduction of
conditional constructs. These increase the
number of paths through the program, each
of which may be represented by a path con‑
dition and a behavioural description similar
to that derived for the program in Figure 2.
The path condition encodes the state re‑
quired to ensure that the particular path is
followed. This is usually a set of conditions
placed upon the symbolic input values.
As each conditional statement is exe‑
cuted two new paths are created, one con‑
sistent with the condition, the other
inconsistent. Symbolic execution follows
both paths to determine their behaviours.
This does not mean that a program with n
conditionals has 2" paths, since there are
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IF

y < 10 THEN

x

1

c= y;

readin( x ) ;

IF x >= 0 THEN
3

write (y);

Figure 3 -An example of redundant paths

Figure 4 - Why reason with values?

Figure 5 - A trivial loop, or is it?

often cases where the path conditions lead‑
ing to the conditional statement rule out one
or other of the new paths, as that path
would be inconsistent with the prevailing
conditions. If this is the case, the condi‑
tional is redundant along that particular
path. This does not necessarily mean that
the code is itself redundant, though that
would be the case if one of the new paths
was redundant along all paths through the
program.
Consider the program fragment shown
in Figure 3. If, at line 1, the symbolic execu‑
tion follows the path where the value of y is
less than 1 0 , ie it executes line 2, the condi‑
tion at line 3 can never be met. The TRUE
path through that condition is not executed.
The code is not redundant since it may be
executed if y is not less than 1 0 . Hence, the
behaviour of the program may be summa‑
rised by only two cases, rather than four:
An important point is that the path condi‑
tions are made with respect to the values of

was less that zero, such a fact would be in‑
validated if x was assigned a positive value
later on . The fact about sv ( 1 ) is it cannot

not always clear which item is being re
ferred to by an expression. Take the exam‑
ple given in Figure 1. Is it clear that the
value ofe will always be2?Whatifi = 3?
First examine lines 1to 3. The value of c
is 3ifi = 3 and 2 otherwise (since the as‑
signment on line 2 would overwrite the as‑
signment on line 1. Looking at line 6, e is
assigned 2 if i = 3, otherwise it is as‑
signed the value of c. But, i fi = j, c i s
also 2, hence e is assigned 2 regardless of
the relationship between i and 3.

the variables, rather than their identifiers.
s v ( 1 ) <10: s v ( 1 ) ;

£ig3 (sv(1))

oe
sv ( i ) > 210;

The value of any variable at a point in the
program’s execution may be resolved in
terms of constants or symbolic input values
(themselves constant for a particular execu‑
tion instance). Identifiers are not perma‑
nently tied to a particular value. It is
therefore difficult to reason with path condi‑
tions expressed in terms of identifiers.
Consider the program fragment in Fig‑
ure 4, When executing line 1, if the condi‑
tional is TRUE, ie the value of x is less than
zero, s v ( 1 ) < 0. Line 2 is now executed,
so x is set to s v ( 1 ) ‐ 1 . Examining line 3
we again test the value of x, but it has
changed. We know that sv ( 1 ) is less than
zero and that x = s v ( 1 ) - 1 . Given
these facts we can determine that this con‑
ditional is inconsistent with the current path
conditions. We must reason with the values
of the variables and hence the symbolic val‑
ues, since the value at a given point will not
change. If we instead said at line 1 that x
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be affected by subsequent statements.

Jumps and loops
Jumps are easily handled. Execution simply
continues from the relevant statement. One
problem is that such jumps may introduce
loops into the program. There is no real

problem with the symbolic execution of
loops, since they can be seen as a combina‑
tion of a jump and an optional condition
(most loops are designed to terminate, so
there should be some termination test).
However, when dealing with arbitrary input
values the possible paths through the pro‑
gram may become infinite (bounded by
problems of overflow and processing time).
This problem is best shown using the exam‑
ple given in Figure 5.
Consider the loop which prints out the
numbers 0...x. The problem is that when the
program is analysed through symbolic exe‑
cution, x does not havea real value, but is
instead represented by sv ( 1 ) say. The first
time line 2 is executed, y is assigned the
value 0 and line 3 is executed. Execution
then returns to line 2 when y is tested to
check whether it exceeds the upper bound
of the supplied range (ie is 0 > sv(1)?).
To process this condition, s v ( 1 ) may be
constrained to satisfy the condition so that
execution continues with the body of the
loop. It may also be constrained to fail the
test. The problem is that if s v ( 1 ) is con‑
strained to satisfy the condition and the loop
is executed, the test is again analysed. In ef
fect the system creates a path through the
program for every possible value of sv ( 1 ) ,
ie for all integers!
This is clearly a problem for automatic
analysis systems, though it is possible to de‑
rive a general description of the loop’s be‑
haviour with a single execution using other
techniques. But, if the symbolic execution is
semi-automatic, allowing the user to decide
which path to follow, the user would clearly
need to execute the loop only a few times
before realising its general behaviour.

The meaning of structure
The real problem with symbolic execution
is in the understanding of structured vari‑
ables such as arrays and linked lists. It is
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

Interactive execution
The problems with array variables and
loops highlight a key issue for symbolic
execution, since we are trying to reason
about arbitrary values the system has to
cope with large numbers of possible execu‑
tion paths. For an automatic system these
quickly complicate the analysis. However, at
least one system has been built which
makes use of user interaction to help decide
which branches of the program to follow
(see below). I can imagine extending such
an interactive system, having it keep track of
the prevailing path conditions and ruling out
some choices as necessary, only asking the
user for their preference in cases such as that
shown in Figure 1 (eg should i = 3?).

Further reading
Symbolic execution (sometimes called sym‑
bolic evaluation) was originally developed
by J C King, thougha recent review is pro‑
vided by L A Clarke and DJ Richardson
(1981): Symbolic Evaluation Methods For
Program Analysis and Munchnick & ND
Jones (eds) Program Flow Analysis, Pren‑
tice-Hall, 264-300. An interactive symbolic
execution system for an assembler lan‑
guage is discussed by C Abbott (1983): A
Symbolic Simulator of Microprogram Devel‑
opment. IEEE Trans Computers, Vol. 32, No.
8, 770774. The example shown in Figure 1is
adapted from P J Downey and R. Sethi
(1978): Assignment Commands with Array
References., Journal of the ACM, Vol. 25, No.

4, 652666.
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David is independent computer programmer
and consultant specialising in Windows. In
an earlier life heprogrammed in Prolog but
now uses Visual Basic and C++. He can be
reached on 100112.652@compuserve.com.
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The effective w a y to protect y o u r software
FAST Electronic has made life a lot harder for soft‑
ware pirates. Hardlock E-Y-E was designed using
cryptographic principles. It took the experience
and know-how of Germany’s number one in soft‑
ware protection and the leading edge technology
of aUS semiconductor company to create the
ultimate software protection tool.

Readily acceptable to y o u r customers
Hardlock E-Y-E allows unlimited backup copies
of the master floppy. The customer gets the device
together with the software and plugs it into the
parallel port between the printer and the PC. Daisy‑
chainability, outstanding reliability and the compact
high tech design guarantee that your customers
will accept Hardlock E-Y-E.

The technology programmers have at their

The benefits your management will appreciate
Hardlock E-Y-E can be programmed by the soft‑

fingertips

Hardlock E-Y-E is based on a custom chip and
combines all the features that aprogrammer
would expect from such a device: secure, algo‑
rithmic query routines and an optional non-vola‑
tile memory for custom configurations. With the
Crypto-Programmer card from FAST you can pro‑
gram the algorithmic parameters and the memory
within seconds. This unique card guarantees that
no one else can burn Hardlock E-Y-Es with your
codes. Linking Hardlock E-Y-E to your software is
easy: you can either protect your .COM and .EXE
files with the automatic encryption software
HL-Crypt or integrate FAST’s high level language
routines into your source code.

ware house
with the
Crypto-Pro‑
grammer card.
This ensures
optimum deli‑
very schedules
and stock flexi‑
bility. Revenues
will go up as
software piracy

and multiple
usage are

prevented.

Hardlock E-V-E
programmable, algorithmic response
and m e m o r y option - all in one

MMAG NF
Order y o u r demo unit today. Contact Magnifeye,
235-239 Walmer Road, Walmer Studio # 6, W114 EY,
Telephone 071 221 8024, Fax 071792 3449.
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Magnifeye is a subsiduary of Fast Electronic GmbH.
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COMMENT

May/lem!
Jules casts his eye a
over the business side Pisa
of the computer industry and is
worried by what he sees. If you
want to keep your job, read on.

We've had a good time, these last 10 years.
We were inventing for all we were worth,
creating new kinds of machines, and new
kinds of programming. We rode on the
wave of cheap hardware, which was so
cheap that everyone could buy something,
and was cheap because everybody did. We
were all overpaid (well, some of us were),
because everything we made would sell mil‑
lions of copies. Yes, we had a real party.
Now the party is over.
Many people working today won’t re
member the sixties. It was a time of great
hope and great promise. People were build‑
ing electronic brains. To be introduced at a
party as a programmer was like being intro‑
duced as a fighter pilot. Then, suddenly,
over a year or so, everything went horribly
wrong. Computers couldn’t be kept work‑
ing. Programs never worked. The more am‑
bitious the project, the less chance it had of
succeeding. Programs which used to work
OK started breaking as soon as they were
tampered with.
It was called the software crisis.
It came about because the industry
started to believe its own publicity,
to believe that anything

which could be
thought could
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be programmed, even though hard-pressed
programmers still couldn’t get their heads
around the mechanics of making a pro‑
gram. Partly it came about because every‑
one was thinking about technology, and
nobody was thinking about people.
The software crisis was fixed. And it was
people that fixed it. There was an orgy of in‑
vention. Practically everything we know
about programming was invented in two
years - indeed, we’ve now forgotten more
than we’ve remembered. But, the most im‑
portant thing to come out of the crisis was
this; that everyone was thinking wrongly
about machines. The fix for the crisis didn’t
put the computer industry back on course,
it changed its course forever. It created the
program as the commodity product.
What we're facing now is a carbon-copy
of the software crisis.
Programs are
getting

COMMENT
more complicated, and nobody can keep
them under control. The reason is that
there’s no real ideas around. Almost every
desk big enough to accommodate a com‑
puter is doing so. Almost every computer
has a word processor in it. You and I can’t
possibly write another word processor, be‑
cause it would have to be incredibly sophis‑
ticated to compete with the existing big
players. Even niche applications, like multi‑
lingual word processors, require enormous
investment. No, these base technologies
rely on upgrades.
Take, as an example, Microsoft’s Word
6. Word 2 was a complex product, but was
no longer earning money, because every‑
body had it. It needed an upgrade. I don’t
know how many hundred programmers
worked on the upgrade, but it’s well-known
that there’s not much point in building a
team of more than 10. All those people
seemed necessary because of the complex‑
ity of the task.
But did it work? Well, no, not really.
Apart from minor cosmetics, nothing much
was achieved. The day it was released, I’m
told, it had 3000

all the bugs it inherited from Word 2. The
subsequent patch fixed some, and created
others. Most people who upgraded were
disappointed. Next time, they are not going
to pay a hundred dollars for an upgrade, un‑
less they get something in return.
I’m not having a go at Microsoft; every‑
one is facing the same problems. All the
money is being made in upgrades, but up‑
grades cost m o r e and earn less than origi‑
nal development. What is worse, there’s a
huge market of people who have been delib‑
erately habituated to expect novelty, and it
is that very novelty which can’t be delivered
any longer. This is serious; if people stop
buying new software, they will stop buying
new hardware which the new software
needs. If that happens, it will be even harder
for developers to exploit niches, because
the niche markets won’t be able to buy the
more expensive products.
This is happening now. Traditionally,
technology was developed in small compa‑
nies, which were then bought by big compa‑
nies. This isn’t happening any more.
Emergent technology is being allowed to
wither literally on the vine, as more and
more big companies perform strategic
mergers. Nobody actually explains who this
strategy is directed against, since each
merger creates less and less competition.

The entire desktop market is caught on
the horns of a dilemma. On the one hand, it

can’t stop developing, because then the
money will stop. On the other hand, con‑
tinuing development is so fearfully expen‑
sive now (and getting more so by the
week), and the rewards so slight in com‑
parison, that to continue developing will

It will take only one
large company to file
for Chapter 11, and
the entire edifice
will come down
eventually bleed the company to death as
profit margins slide inexorably into the red.
Some large companies are right now operat‑
ing on a 0.2% return on investment.
It now seems inevitable to me. The desk‑
top market is going to collapse. I can’t think
of anything that will save it. Software and
hardware sales will vanish overnight, prices

will skyrocket as dealers and distributors
try to save their skins, and companies that
were secured on share issues will evapo‑
rate. It will take only one large company to
file for Chapter 11, and the entire edifice
will come down as the investors scramble to
take their money somewhere safer. It’s
probably going to happen sometime in the
next two years.
This is a cyclical phenomenon. The com‑
puter industry will recover. But, in order to
do so it must fundamentally change direc‑
tion, just asit did 30 years ago. I don’t know
what direction it’s going to take, though I do
have some ideas. The point is, it will be as
different from today’s market as today’s
market differs from 15 years ago. The best
way to survive this is to take big risks; lots

of them.
If an emerging technology catches your
imagination, get involved. If a technology no
longer inspires you, move on. If you have
money in the establishment, sell now, be‑
cause cash is more useful. If you’re a spe‑
cialist in anything, get some training,
because specialists won’t be very useful for
a while. Only this is sure; it’s going to be ex‑
citing. We will, again, be the fastest moving

industry, and the devil will take the hind‑
most.

Oh, and one more thing. If you haven’t
got a hobby, get one

*

Jules is a computer professional, who is devel‑
oping a martial arts company aswell. If you
want to learn how to defend yourself, you can
call him on 0707 644185, or email
jules@cix.compulink.co.uk.
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Son of Think C
Paul Smith tries his
hand at some C++

‑

programming on the Mac with

the help of the new Symantec
C++ 7.0 compiler.

Apple has just announced excellent quar‑
terly results: sharply up from the same
quarter last year, surprising many analysts.
In spite of Compaq’s early product sales
lead this year in which it crept ahead of Ap‑
ple, with IBM remaining in third place, it
looks likely that Apple might regain its lead
by year end. Altogether the commercial out‑
look for the Apple developer is much im‑
proved from this time last year. The latest
word is that Apple has begun re-evaluating
its developer programmes with a view to in‑
creasing value for money and effectiveness
for developers, not just Apple. What’s more,
it has just announced System 7.5 of the
Macintosh operating system (see box be‑
low). The omens are encouraging; I hope to
be able to report on more progress in future
columns. But for this month I have been
running Symantec’s new C++ 7.0 for the

Macintosh.

In the beginning...
Once upon a time, there was Macintosh
Pascal, developed by a third party developer
but sold by Apple. It was a product ahead of
its time (the mid 1980s) in that it offered
source level debugging, but it was designed
as an educational programming environ‑
ment and was not capable of building stand‑
alone programs. Macintosh Pascal, care of
its original developers, beget Lightspeed
Pascal and Lightspeed C, integrated pro‑

NG

gramming environments which offered full
debugging facilities, rapid development
turnaround even on low-end Macintoshes:
this was never the case with Apple’s flag‑
ship development environment, MPW. Fur‑
thermore, they had the ability to deliver
stand-alone programs. Lightspeed C and
Pascal became Think C and Pascal. They
were purchased by Symantec, which later
purchased Zortech and combined Think C
with Zortech C++ to produce Symantec C++
for Macintosh version 6.0, released in May
of 1993. A year later, Symantec has released
C++ version 7.0. In the remainder of this
month’s Apple column I will give you an
overview of what the new version offers.
There are two variants of Symantec C++
for Macintosh: a standalone version ($375
in the US) and an MPW-compatible C++
compiler (also $375), that runs within Ap‑
ples MPW. The standalone version in‑
cludes
the
Symantec
integrated
development environment, C++ and C com‑
pilers, and a bunch of other tools;.

Think of aproject
The Symantec development environment is
impressive and larger than its predecessors
with the small RAM footprint of the old
Think C having grown to a recommended 8
MB. The central component is the Think
Project Manager (TPM) illustrated in Fig‑
ure 2, which displays an overview window
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ActivateDirector(CDirector *)
Addlirector(CDirector *)

BedVirtualGetClass
Info(void onst

CDialogDirector

CDLOGDirector
CEditDoc

CClipboard

CSty le TEClipboard

CDirectorOwner(CDirectorOwner *) [‐_ _ ‐ C D i a l o g
Close(unsigned char)
DeactivateDirector(CDirector *)

CDLOGDialog

IDirectorOwner(CDirectorOwner *)
Quit(void)
RemoveDirector(CDirector *)
Resume(void)

Suspend(void)
“CDirectorOwner(void)

It bugs methat, two years
on, the compilers still
cannot compile the
standard MacApps
source code
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Figure 1- Class browser integrates into environment
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listing all the files and program segments in
the project. The project manager serves as
the point of integration of the other compo‑
nents of the environment and handles the
‘make’ process automatically, so you don’t
have to worry about source file depend‑
encies. It is integrated with a graphical
browser (see Figure 1) that you can use to
navigate the class structure of a project and
to locate functions directly in the editor.
The interactive debugger shown in Fig‑
ure 3 offers full source code level debug‑
ging, single stepping and breakpoints.
Pasting variable names and expressions
into the data window allows them to be ex‑
amined when they are in scope. The data
windows are structure-aware, so if you dou‑
ble click on a structure value a new window
will be opened. The fields of the structure
can then be examined.
I was irritated by a handful of details.
The debugger opens its windows on the
second monitor, if there is one: in some
ways this is a good feature because it con‑
serves main screen space, but it confused
me a lot because my second monitor was

unplugged and I couldn’t find the windows
anywhere. There needs to be a ‘windows’
menu option to tile or stagger windows and
force them to the main screen. The data
windows should explicitly mark variables
that are out of scope and it should be possi‑
ble to drag and drop variable names straight
into a data window.

New tools
Complementing the debugger is an object‑
oriented Inspector facility, which is new in

version 7.0 of the product. This allows the
objects instantiated at runtime to be
iJ
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browsed and the values of their fields in‑
spected.
Also new in version 7.0 is the Visual Ar‑
chitect interface builder tool, which works
hand-in-hand with the Think Class Library
(TCL) object oriented framework that ac‑
companies Symantec C++ for Macintosh, to
construct window layouts. The Visual Archi‑
tect tool was recently purchased by Syman‑
tec from a third party developer. It is rather
more than a view editor such as those used
with MacApp: it integrates with the TPM
and actually generates source code tem‑
plates for the program that uses the inter‑
face elements you design with it.
The TPM is built around an ‘open’ archi‑
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tecture that allows editors (for source code
and resources) and translators (for source
code compilation) to be plugged in. The
translators currently available are those sup‑
plied with the product (C, C++, Rez, a re
source copier, and a .o file converter to
translate MPW libraries). Third party text
editors like BBEdit and resource editors

like ResEdit and Resourcerer, hook into the
TPM through this architecture.

Think smart
One strong selling point of this product and
its predecessors has always been the smart
incremental linker. Version 7.0 of the TPM
also includes links to ToolServer and Sour‑
ceServer, components of MPW that Syman‑
tec has licensed from Apple. ToolServer is
an Apple event driven program that exe‑
cutes MPW tools and scripts, so MPW tools
can be integrated into the TPM. SourceSer‑
ver is the MPW source code control system
and provides sophisticated version control
for teams of programmers; the inclusion of
SourceServer answers one important criti‑
cism of earlier Think products, that they
were unsuitable for multi-programmer pro‑
jects. The 7.0 TPM is Apple event and Ap‑
pleScript aware, so it can run scripts that
automate tasks and be controllable from ex‑
ternal scripts and programs.
The MPW version of the Symantec C++
product is a little simpler, in that it does not
include the TPM and other tools that com‑
prise the full Symantec U++ for Macintosh
product (oddly, this does not affect the price
of the package). The compiler is instead
packaged as an MPW tool, to integrate with
the standard MPW program build process.
The Symantec C++ compilers (for the TPM
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and for MPW) are (packaging and back-end
linkable output apart) fundamentally the
same code, based on the Zortech C++ com‑
pilers that should be familiar to most read‑
ers of EXE. The current incarnation
supports templates (although the imple‑
mentation is not 100% standard) and excep‑
tions. The compilers are optimising
compilers, in tune with their Zortech heri‑
tage, and produce small and efficient code.
The product quality has improved over pre‑
vious versions, but there are still occasional
problems noted with the code generation. It
bugs me that, two years on, the compilers
still cannot compile the standard MacApp
source code.
Symantec’s currently shipping products
generate code only for the 680x0 processor,
not the PowerPC processor used in the lat‑
est Power Macintosh computers. An extra‑

cost (but prerelease) add-on for the
Symantec C++ environment allows you to

build PowerPC native code.

Tickled by TCL
Symantec C++ for Macintosh includes the
Think Class Library (TCL), which has
evolved to become a fairly mature class
framework for program development. TCL
has in the past been looked on asa fairly
lightweight alternative to MacApp, but the
current version is a viable platform for seri‑
ous program development. It uses pointer‑
based objects, includes the Bedrock
exceptions sub-system and integrates well
with the Visual Architect interface builder.
A problem for users of prior versions of the
TCL may be that the new version is signifi‑
cantly different from its predecessors, being
built on pointer-based not handle-based ob‑
jects and having been subjected to major
design and implementation changes.

OpenDoc, not quite
The MPW version of the Symantec C++
compiler is required for the development of
OpenDoc parts using the OpenDoc Parts
Framework (OPF). OPF was built on the
ashes of the Bedrock project, a cooperative
development between Apple and Symantec
that was at one stage intended to become a
replacement for MacApp. Some parts of
Bedrock ended up in the TCL; the Apple en‑
gineers from the Bedrock project moved
back to Apple to construct the OPF, a class
framework for constructing OpenDoc part
editors.
Unfortunately, the current (7.0.2) ver‑
sion of the C++ compiler has a code genera‑
tion problem that stops it being used to
build OPF parts. I understand Apple and Sy‑
mantec are working frantically to fix the
bug. By the time you read this article all
should be well.
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System 7.5 to ship soon
The latest incarnation of the Macintosh operating system will ship soon. Significant en‑
hancements present in System 7.5 include a new object oriented graphics toolbox,
built-in drag and drop support, TCP/IP networking support, an ‘active assistance’ facil‑
ity that takes the state of the art for online help several steps forward, preemptive
multi-tasking within programs and a large number of bug fixes and system enhance‑
ments recently released to System 7 users as System Update 3.0. The PowerTalk col‑
laboration software and the AppleScript system-level scripting software, previously
available in System 7 Pro, have now been rolled into the system software. Detailed in‑
formation on System 7.5 is available elsewhere, but I will write a few words now on
some issues developers need to pay attention to.
Quickdraw GX is a new object-oriented graphics toolbox that can be used as a re‑
placement for the Mac’s original Quickdraw graphics engine. It supports object-ori‑
ented, scaleable and transformable, graphics and text: a bit like a Postscript on
steroids. GX also includes a new print architecture that improves dramatically on the
Macintosh’s original and clunky print driver mechanism. It implements a portable elec‑
tronic document format that allows documents to be printed to disk and then viewed or
printed on any GX-equipped Mac.
The good news is that your programs are not forced to use GX, so if they are not
aware of GX they will still work. If you want to revise your programs to take advantage
of all the new features of GX, you can. The bad news is that your Mac needs at least 8
MB of RAM (16 MB if it is aPower Mac) if you want to use GX. The most significant
issue for developers: your programs will need some (fairly small) changes to take full‑
est advantage of the new print architecture.
The drag and drop manager is not completely new, though it’s only been around for
a year or so, but it has never before been an integral part of the system software. The
drag manager allows drag and drop between windows within a program, between win‑
dows of different programs and between windows of programs and the Finder. A new
type of ‘clippings’ file has been defined, to store dragged data on disk and to act as a
data source for drags into program windows. If you want to implement drag and drop
in your programs then the drag manager makes it much easier than before.
MacTCP, Apple’s implementation of the TCP/IP protocol stack, is bundled in Sys‑
tem 7.5, which means your programs can take advantage of these network protocols.
What’s more, you don’t need to license MacTCP from Apple to do it. In one sour note
amongst the good news about 7.5, Apple’s much hyped ‘Open Transport’ software is
not ready in time to be included in System 7.5. This is a problem in that the Open
Transport architecture, which is based on the XTI Streams model, has a different API
to MacTCP. Apple has stated that new development should be based on the Open
Transport APIs not MacTCP, but developers have to continue to support MacTCP
since they can’t be sure when Open Transport will be available.
Apple Guide is Apple’s first step towards integrating ‘active assistance’. This not
only provides an online help system, it also uses Apple events and scripting to inte‑
grate the help system with programs so that the user can ask the help system to dem‑
onstrate how to use the software.
The help system runs the software and teaches the user how to use it. There are
two stages towards supporting Apple Guide: in the first instance, you can provide on‑
line documentation with it, but to be truly Apple Guide savvy your programs need a
few extra hooks to allow the help database to drive the program and draw appropriate
‘coach marks’ on the screen to hint at how the program should be used.
The thread manager, which like the drag manager was previously licensable by de‑
velopers but is newly integrated into the standard system software with System 7.5, al‑
lows programs to implement co-operative and preemptive multi-tasking. This does not
‘mean preemptive multi-tasking is used within the system software itself, as System 7.5
still cooperatively multi-tasks between active programs, but it does make the facility
available for the first time to all programs that need it.
It’s interesting reading the hype about Windows 4.0 in PC-bent magazines; Chicago
implements a bunch of things like long file and folder names, an integrated desktop,
and ‘shortcuts’, aka ‘aliases’, that Macintosh users have enjoyed for many years. Sys‑
tem 7.5 raises the ante yet again, and demonstrates that the Macintosh continues to
have the edge on the desktop.
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Docs
The Think Reference online documentation
tool has long beena part of the Think C and
Symantec C++ product line. The latest ver‑
sion is included in version 7.0. Think Refer‑
ence
is a hypertextual electronic
documentation browser that lets you search
using indexes, bookmarks and hot text
links. I like the button that lets you ‘iconise’
the window to conserve screen space. Click‑
ing it again reveals the whole window.
With each new release of a software
product, the documentation expands. Sy‑
mantec C++ is no exception to this rule, and
comes with three manuals, all in the jolly
yellow colour that Symantec has adopted as
its house favourite. These include an 800‑
page user’s guide to the Think Project Man‑
ager and the Think C compiler, a 1000-page
guide to the Visual Architect and the Think
Class Library and a 190-page guide to the
Symantec C++ compiler.

Hang about...
Code generation apart, I experienced a cou‑
ple of other problems with the TPM. It
seemed to ‘hang’ from time to time, espe‑
cially during long project builds. One time,
after it hung, I had to restart the machine
and discovered that the TPM had left the
project file in an unclean state and had de‑

stroyed the data in it. Symantec need to
make sure that, however bad the crash, the
data already saved in files is safe.

By way of a conclusion: | think that reliabil‑
ity issues remain a concern and that the
product is still not completely stable. But
the new version is a significant step forward
and offers good value for money. If you al‑
ready use Think/Symantec C or C++, you
should consider upgrading to the new ver‑
sion, although if you currently depend on
the Think Class Library you need to be
aware that making the transition to TCL ver‑
sion 2 might be challenging. If you need to
build PowerPC ‘native’ applications, or if
you are simply undecided, you should take
a look at Metrowerks CodeWarrior as well
(which we'll be looking at in a forthcoming
column). The Think/Symantec compilers
are no longer the only game in town.

To get the new versions, you have two (or
three, if you are an existing user) choices.
You can purchase the products from

It seemed to hang from

time to time...
MacWarehouse or one of the other mail or‑
der vendors in the UK, or you can purchase
them direct from APDA in the USA.
If you subscribe to ETO, the APDA sub‑
scription developer tools CD, then you'll get
both the TPM and the MPW versions of Sy‑
mantec C++ automatically (at no extra
charge). If you are an existing user and
you’re not in a hurry, you might consider
upgrading through Symantec’s UK office.
Symantec’s support and upgrade policies
in UK are questionable. The upgrade order
form says (to paraphrase it) that the goods
are shipped from Ireland and Symantec
have no control over (read: interest in)
goods lost in transit, and if they are lost
then tough luck, you'll have to order an‑
other copy. That is an unacceptable attitude.

wm
Yourdon/ De Marco/ Constantine

Paul G Smith is a software developer, con‑
sultant, and writer. He can bereached in the
UK on (0727) 844232, or preferably by elec‑
tronic mail at "paul@ctalk. ecnet.com". Com‑
ments or questions onApple-related
development, for possiblepublication in
EXE, should bedirected to
"askexe@ctalk. exnet.com".
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Towards ISO C++
What evangee to C++
am | going to have to

Zs

handle? Ask ACCU’s

Francis Glassborow.

It seems that many people are concerned
about the delay in producing a C++ stand‑
ard. They imagine that those responsible
must be wasting time with frivolities and
wildly introducing ever more extensions.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Many excellent extensions have been re‑
jected because they fail to meet the very
stringent criteria laid down for considera‑
tion of any extension. The only major exten‑
sion that was not specified in the original
mandate is ‘namespace’. That extension
arose out of an almost universal awareness
of a problem that was growing at an expo‑
nential rate, that of name clashes between
third party libraries. The programmers of
the coming decade would not have thanked
the C++ language designers if they had ig‑
nored that issue. Two major extensions, ex‑
ception handling and templates were both
part of the original mandate and both are far
more difficult to get right than the casual ob‑
server might expect. It is not enough when
producing a standard to sketch an outline of a
topic and then declare that we all know what
it means. We all do, but the problem is that
we soon discover that we all mean different
things. Those differences of opinion must be
resolved before a standard is produced else
we will all suffer in the long run.

What you should know

ant. 1 8 1 ;
i n t m a i n ( {)

f o r ( i n t i=0; i<10; i++)
{
cout<<i;

cout<<i;

}

Figure 1 - Changes to scope
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Actually the vast majority of the refinements
that have to be worked on to change the in‑
itial C++ design to a full and correct standard
will have little impact on most programming
in C + . But there are some changes that you
will need to take into account.
The biggest of these is exception han‑
dling which effectively invalidates all code
written prior to its introduction. That is not
a reason to rush out and bin your C++ devel‑
opment tools, but library developers and
those intending to reuse code will need to
do some pretty heavy maintenance work
when they next upgrade their compiler.
Two other items that are being worked
on should need very little change in style by
programmers. The standards committees
are actively looking at ways to solve the dy‑
namic initialisation problem. This is a
known problem with a rather awful hack
currently being used to manage the prob‑
lem. Actually one of the most effective solu‑
tions, that of providing C++ with true
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

modules, is likely to continue to be rejected
because of uncertainty about the time
needed to implement it.
The committees are also looking at
mechanisms to manage the problem of con‑
structors with single parameters being im‑
plicit type converters. Another example of
flaws in the language design that currently
have to be tackled with awkward work
rounds. Despite the growing demand for di‑
rect support for garbage collection this will
have to wait for the next time round though I
would hope that the more adventurous com‑
piler implementors will look to providing an
extension to support this in the near future.

Type affair
After many years of pressure b o o l has
been added asa built in type. In future, logi‑
cal operators will return a b o o l . Unfortu‑
nately, to preserve current code, a range of
implicit conversions have been provided for
b o o l that detract from its value for detect‑
ing silly logical expressions such as
one<two>three.

There are several other extra built in
types to support internationalisation. C cre‑
ates weak types via t y p e d e f for a wide va‑
riety o f uses such a ss i z e _ t for a natomic
integer type. It also recently used this de
vice to support the extensions to manage
wide

and multi-byte

characters. The

t y p e d e f option is not appropriate to C++’s

needs a s a t y p e d e f type has been r e
placed by its underlying type before the
compiler tries to resolve overloading. It is a
pity that C++ did not strengthen t y p e d e f
so that it could be used for this purpose, but
despite the fact that several C++ compilers
have switches to permit a strong version of
t y p e d e f i t seems t o b e too late t o bring i t
into standard C++. I doubt that these extra
types will cause any problems except in an‑
swers to quizzes.
As well as the built in types, there will be a
number of user defined types such as various
string and complex types introduced by the
standard library. Note that the fundamental
difference between a built in type and a li‑
brary type will be that of akeyword versus a
reserved word in a specific C++ namespace.

Declaration on scope
The new scope rules for the declaration of a
variable in the initialisation clause of a for
Vol 9-Issue 4 September 1994
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terfaces in the STL, which are all that com‑
petent C++ programmers need to write their
own implementations. Doing so would be
an excellent way both to develop your skills
and to get a better understanding of C++
and its future.
If you want a copy of the STL interfaces
or other standards related material contact
me for the conditions and details of access.

statement are rather more contentious and
potentially damaging to existing code. The
scope now extends from the point of declara‑
tion to the end of the following statement
(simple or compound) as shown in Figure 1.
It is also possible to declare a variable in
the conditional clauses of i f , w h i l e and
f o r (the second clause) statements. As this
merely adds a facility it will have no effect
on existing code. The new rules mean the
code in Figure2 is valid.

( i f s t r e a m i n fi l e ,

if

i n fi l e . o p e n ( " m y fi l e " ) )
{

}

else

A helping hand
There are enumberable problem with fi‑
nancing the UK contribution to C and C++
standards work. The Association of C &
C++ Users has come to the decision that ac‑
tion needed to be taken. So ACCU has set
up a fund for voluntary donations to provide
some financial assistance to UK C & C++
technical experts attending standards meet‑
ings. All moneys donated will be directly
used for that purpose and no administration
charge will be made. Decisions on assis‑
tance will be made by the ACCU committee
after considering the advice provided by the
UK C and C++ panels. ACCU hope that this
will enable the many individuals and compa‑
nies that wish to support this work, do so in
the knowledge that money will be entirely
spent on the work for which it is donated.
First I have some good news for the ‘lan‑
guage lawyers’ among you; ACCU has ne‑

Work from atemplate
One of the most dramatic developments over
the last year has been the appearance and
rapid development of a standard template li‑
brary (STL). This is based on work done by
Alex Stepanov and colleagues at Hewlett
Packard over a number of years. The con‑
tents cover a broad spectrum of encapsulated
algorithms and containers as well as a num‑
ber of other useful template based tools.
Much of the work was done in other lan‑
guages so despite being an apparent new‑
comer to the standards arena it is more firmly
based on prior art than some other elements.

I am sure that the STL will have a major
impact on future C++ programming. If any‑
one still has any doubts about the time be
ing taken to get such extensions as
templates right they should look at the in‑

Figure 2 - You can now write code
like this...
gotiated its way through the maze of copy‑
right issues to be in a position to provide ac‑
cess to up-to-date versions of the C++
standards documents to those with a genu‑
ine interest. If you think you might be inter‑
ested please contact me (details below) for
more information.

i
Subscriptions: individual 14, student 7, corpo‑
rate 75, Overload& C++ SIG 15 (+ACCUmem‑
bership). Forfurther information about ACCU

write to Francis Glassborow, 64 SouthfieldRoad,
Oxford, OX4 P A , ring 0865 246490 or email
Jrancis@robinton.demon.co.uk.
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Not s o o p e n
systems
When you are

connected to the

Wis)

outside world how can you be
sure that you won't attract the

attention of uninvited guests?
Intruders be warned: Peter

Collinson is armed and
dangerous...

I became fully internetted a few months ago
and have beena little concerned about the
need to thwart the hacker by making my
systemsa little less open. Luckily, the excel‑
lent book Firewalls and Internet Security,
Repelling the Wily Hacker has just appeared
and has given me some things to think
about. You can never say that you are safe
against intrusion. This is not, repeat not, an
invitation to break in. I am too busy to
spend my life in some dumb battle with an
intruder. I am happy here doing my own
thing: leave me in peace to get on with it.

Spying the logins

telnet localhost 25
Trying 127.0.0.1 ...
Connected to localhost.
Escape character is “*]’.
220-craggy.hillside.co.uk
Sendmail 8.6.9/8.6.6 ready at Sun, 24 Jul 1994
01:36:41 +0100
debug
500 Command unrecognized

quit
221 craggy.hillside.co. uk closing connection
Connection closed by foreign host.

Figure 1 - Making sure you have the right
version of SendMail
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Very early on, the Firewalls book points out
that most systems are woefully lacking in
logging of internet activity. Things out there
on the Net send and receive packets from a
server on your LAN. On the whole, you
don’t know this has been going on, unless
you happen to be looking when the connec‑
tion occurs. Even then you have to be lucky.
Because you cannot see this happening, you
cannot detect probes from outside. You
have no early warning that someone is lin‑
ing you up in their sights and probing to see
what you have and what servers are exter‑
nally accessible.
So, my first priority was to install some
logging. I found a program called t c p d on
the Net. It was written by Wietse Venema
from the Eindhoven University of Technol‑
ogy. Its basic idea is simple. But to under‑
stand it you need to knowa little about how
Unix systems deal with incoming calls from
the network.
When a packet comes into your machine
from the Net, it is addressed to a particular
port number. The packet will contain the
port number of the originating process on
the source machine soa reply can find its
way back to the sender. For an initial con‑
nection, the inbound port number is usually
the number of a ‘well known’ service. These
are mostly defined b y / e t c / s e r v i c e s .
For anything useful to happen, some proc‑
ess needs to be listening for the connection
on the port number. These days, that proc‑
ess is usually i n e t d .
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

The job of i n e t d is simple. It listens for
connections and starts up servers to handle
them. It’s controlled by a file, usually
/ e t c / i n e t d . c o n f . This specifies the
services that the machine supports and the
program to use when a packet addressed to
a port appears on the machine. When
i n e t d starts, it scans this file and starts lis‑
tening for all the port numbers that are en‑
abled. Whena call comes into the machine,
i n e t d gets it, examines its internal copy of
the file and starts a process to handle the
connection. It passes the initial connection
details into the process and sits back wait‑
ing for another connect. The process has a
new port number that is used for any fur‑
ther communication. When it replies to the
client, it will send this new port number.
Communication can n o w proceed between
the two processes.
The control file for i n e t d contains the
pathname of the command to be called to
service the incoming request and any argu‑
ments to that command. It includesa string
that becomes a r g v [ 0 ] , the name o f the
command.

False server
OK, so how does t c p d fit into this scheme?
Well, the answer is: fairly easily. The idea is
that the t c p d program is called instead of
the target server. The t c p d program does
some logging of who is calling and also
makes some other security checks. It then
calls the process that is the ‘real’ server for
the requested service.
You can install t c p d in two ways. First,
you can move the existing server programs
to a new location and install t c p d in their
place. When you compile t c p d , you tell it to
go and look in a nominated directory for the
binary files that are the real servers. Sec‑
ond, you can just alter the i n e t d . c o n f file
to call t c p d directly rather than the target
server program. I have done this. For the
t e l n e t server, the i n e t d file on my Sun
used to read (I’ve folded the line):
t e l n e t stream t c p nowait r o o t

/usr/etc/in.telnetd i n . t e l n e t d
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OPEN SYSTEMS
This tells i n e t d that the t e l n e t service
(port 23) is a stream connection using TCP.
When the process is started, i n e t d should
not wait for it to terminate but should imme‑
diately start another listener for the port
(nowait). The owner of the running proc‑
ess should be root. The binary of the telnet
server will b ei n / u s r / e t c / i n . t e l n e t d
and its name i s i n . t e l n e t d . T o install
t c p d , the line becomes:
t e l n e t stream t c p nowait r o o t

/usr/local/etc/tcpd i n . t e l n e t d

I tend to put non-standard things in
/usxr/1local to ease the burden when I up‑
grade my system. So, instead of calling the
i n . t e l n e t d process, the t c p d program
is called instead. Notice that the name of the
command is used to tell t e p d which pro‑
gram to run, you compile it with the knowl‑
edge that the program is to be found on
/usr/etc.
The t c p d program logs connections and
errors using the s y s l o g daemon. This pro‑
g r a m sits in the background taking logging
messages from various processes. You can

control where the data is delivered by edit‑
ing a control file. Messages can be dumped
into a file or displayed on the screen of
nominated logged-in users. If you really are
worried about an intruder trashing the data
from the t e p d daemon, then you can make
the daemon write to some other machine,
perhaps one that offers limited facilities to
the outside world.
I send t c p d output to a separate file and
post-process it nightly to remove common
known actions. I send the remaining data in
email to myself, so I am told when ‘funny’
things have happened. I do this in the hope
that an intruder will probe at my defences
with a number of common attacks before
perhaps trying ‘for real’. Another alternative
is to use the s w a t c h program by Stephen
Hansen and Todd Atkins from Stanford.
This is a perl program that can be used to
watch log files, ignoring normal messages
and picking up ‘odd ones’.
I guess that I should also say that I can
‘see’ connections. I use ISDN to talk to the
outside world and can see that little green
LED on the modem light up when a connec‑
tion is initiated. Being a curious person, I do
tend to investigate unusal connections.

Security with tcpd
The t c p d program certainly tackles the
problem of logging TCP and UDP accesses
to my machines. It does a number of other
things that can help with security. First, it
validates the address and the name of the
calling machine.
There are several services that use the
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name of the remote machine to provide
authentication data. For example, r l o g i n

and r s h use the remote hostname as a
lookup key i n your . r h o s t s file t o see
whether they will permit a password-less lo‑
gin. This is fine if the mapping between the
IP address of the caller and the hostname is
done bya local /etc/hosts file on the
server machine.
I t s less fine when the mapping is de
rived from the Domain Name Service
(DNS). The security of your system now de‑
pends on some remote DNS server that is
out of your control. The t c p d program
helps a little with this by checking the re
verse translation (IP address to hostname)
with the forward lookup (hostname to IP ad‑
dress). If any name or address inconsisten‑
cies are found, or perhaps the forward
translation cannot be done, then the pro‑
gram assumes that someone somewhere is
being liberal with the truth. It drops the con‑
nection in disgust.
The t c p d program provides a number
of other checks on the supplied IP address
to validate that the host is what it is sup‑
posed to be. Most important, it refuses to
deal with IP source routing. This is a way
for a client to send a packet via a nominated
route and have the replies returned using
the same route: this is an excellent way for
someone to pretend to be one of your set of
trusted machines.
I'll guess that in most cases, these
checks will be sufficient. A would-be in‑
truder will need to become a host that you
know about to get access and in general, it’s
hard for them to get access to the DNS
service that supports those hosts.
Second, you can control access to serv‑
ers based on the hostname of the calling
machine. You can set up a pair of files:
h o s t s . a l l o w and h o s t s . d e n y .
Whena connection is made, the control
software looks for the (service, caller) pair
i n the h o s t s . a l l o w file. I f the pair i s
found, then the connection is allowed to
proceed. The service is actually the name of
daemon that is invoked for the service
rather than the service name or number it‑
self. The caller is the name of the calling
machine, not the IP address.
If the pair is not found in the
h o s t s . a l l o w file, then i t i s looked u p i n
the h o s t s . d e n y file. I f the pair i s found,
then access will be denied. If neither of
these are actioned, then the connection is
allowed to proceed. So all connections are
permitted if there are no control files or
they contain no data.
It’s possible to implement various differ‑
ent styles of access policy with these two
files. I want my systems to be ‘mostly’ open
so I have not done much with the files. I am
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

$ telnet localhost 25

Trying 127.0.0.1 ...
Connected to localhost.
Escape character is ']’.
220-craggy.hillside.co.uk
Sendmail 8.6.9/8.6.6 ready at Sun, 24 Jul 1994
02:06:54 +0100
vrfy pe
250 Peter Collinson <pc@craggy.hillside.co.uk>

expn Peter.Collinson
250 Peter Collinson <pc@craggy.hillside.co.uk>

quit
221 craggy.hillside.co.uk closing connection
Connection closed by foreign host.

Figure 2 - Verifying senders of email
concerned about the r l o g i n , r s h and r c p
family of programs. I want to support these
but only from a small number of hosts that I
specify. Somy h o s t s . d e n y file on my Sun
contains (I’ve split the line):
in.rshd,in.rlogind,
i n . r e x e c d : ALL

meaning that all hosts will be prohibited
from using these services except for those
i n the h o s t s . a l l o w file. M y copy o f this
file just contains:
in.rshd, in.rlogind,in.rexecd:
LOCAL,

-hillside.co.uk,

o t h e r named h o s t s

allowing access to hosts on my network and
a small number of nominated hosts.
I am fairly happy with t c p d . There are
some limitations and you can never be com‑
placent about these things, but at least I
now know when people are calling into my
machines accessing the regular services. It
does only check services that are accessed
from i n e t d , s o SMTP access for s e n d ‑
m a i l or access to my WWW server are not
checked. However, these do their own log‑
ging.

Mail systems
I am running the latest version of s e n d ‑
m a i l , Version 8. This is now much more
secure than any previous version. Since it is
newish, Eric Allman is also working to fix
security bugs. Versions that defeat new se‑
curity holes are generated quickly. If you
are still worried, get the TIS firewalls pack‑
age which has a daemon to ’front-end’
sendmail.

The new version o f s e n d m a i l will log
attempts to probe for old s e n d m a i l bugs.
For example, the ‘Internet worm’ exploited
a back-door in s e n d m a i l that was intended
for debugging use only. Sadly, many ven‑
dors did not fully understand the ramifica‑
tions of this option and_ distributed
Vol 9-Issue 4 September 1994
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sendmail

with the DEBUG option en‑

abled.
This has now been fixed and most, if not
all, vendors can now supply you with a ver‑
sion o f s e n d m a i l that has been compiled
without this option. To see if you are still af‑
fected, you should enter the commands in
Figure 1.
The lines in blue are typed by you. This
is ‘safe’: the d e b u g command is rejected.
Actually, with this version of s e n d m a i l , a
warning message about the probe is written
into s y s l o g so you can see that someone
has tried your defences. If you get the re
sponse:

Barracading ports
Because I connect to the Internet using a
Telebit Netblazer, I have the opportunity of
adding some packet filtering to prohibit ac‑
cess to certain services to the outside world.
You can do this with a program called
s c r e e n d , i f you have a suitable firewall sys‑
tem. Some versions of the PPP protocol also
allow this.
The Firewalls book hasa very useful list
of service port numbers and considerable
discussion on what services y o u should and
should not export off your site.
On the Netblazer, you can deny access
based on the incoming port number for

200 Debug s e t

then get another version o f s e n d m a i l . You
are exposed to unwanted access.
If you are on a SCO system and running
MMDF, you are perhaps safer because
MMDF does not run as root, it mostly runs
using a ‘dummy’ user called mmd£. This
should make it safer because it doesn’t offer
a route to becoming the super-user.
Some people are very worried about ex‑
porting their login names and make their
mailers hide them behind ‘real’ names like
Fred.Smith. If you do this because you think
that it’s ‘better’, then fine. Well, it’s fine until
another Fred.Smith joins your site and you
have to resolve the problem of who the real
Fred Smith is. If you are doing this in the
belief that it’s safer, then think again.

Who’s the sender
The SMTP protocol has two commands that
are used by mail systems to verify senders:
v r f y checks whether a mail address is
valid and e x p n expands any aliases that the
machine knows about. Figure 2 is an exam‑
ple session where I am talking to my ma‑
chine.
Again, the blue lines are typed by you.
You get similar results when talking to an
MMDF system. The pp mailer will not re‑
turn this information if you have established
a ‘standard name of the user’ that is not
their login name.
Basically, if you run s e n d m a i l , the mail
system will give your login name out to an
enquirer, so it’s just not worth being both‑
ered about concealing login names. Your
defence is to ensure that your users have
good passwords.
I am not bothered about letting my login
name out of the system; it’s too late. I also
enable the fi n g e r daemon on my ma‑
chine, althoughI use a ‘safe’ version that is
supplied with the t c p d package. Some peo‑
ple maintain that all UCP services should be
disabled. So, I am taking a risk here. The
use o f fi n g e r i s also logged using t c p d .
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A would-be intruder will
need to become a host
that you know about
to get access
both TCP and UDP protocols. This is done
by supplying a list of tests, unfortunately
this is limited to 10.
Let’s look at TCP services first. First, I
deny access to any port number used by
X11, ports in the range 6000 to 6999. I rarely
run X services over the Internet. I always
use a local client to access a remote data
stream so I don’t need to support access to
these ports through my gateway. If I do
want to do this though, I can temporarily
enable the ports.
As I run Sun’s OpenWindows,I also dis‑
able external access to port 2000. It turned
out that you can use t e l n e t t o talk t o the
NeWS part of OpenWindows. I was not too
happy about this idea so I have stopped it. I
also deny access to port 144, the official
NeWS port.
I permit access by external r l o g i n ,
r s h and r e x e c clients. As I have ex‑
plained, I am relying on t c p d to cope with
these on a selective basis. However, I do
turn off access to the line printer spooler
(port 515). I cannot see a good reason why
some external site should be able to access
my printers.
Since I have a Sun, I also have Sun RPC
(Remote Procedure Call). This works by us‑
ing a program called the p o r t m a p p e r , that
translates a (program number, procedure
number) pair into aTCP or UDP port num‑
ber. This is done ‘on the fly’. Services regis‑
ter themselves with the p o r t m a p p e r and
are assigned a port number. This makes it
hard to establish fixed external filters for
the various services.
Generally, a system is also willing to re‑
lease this mapping to anyone who asks.
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They just run
r p c i n f o -p hostname

and are told the mappings. It’s possible to
stop external sites from contacting your
portmapper by blocking access to TCP and
UDP ports 111. At least, this makes it less
easy to r u n r p c i n f o externally and a
would-be intruder must do some linear
scanning of your port number address
space to find the available services.
I also block a few other TCP services,
largely because the F i r e w a l l book says
that they are frequent targets. The Net‑
Blazer will log probes on blocked ports so
you are told that this is happening.
I block several UDP ports too. First, I
stop access to UDP port 2049, this supports
NFS and I am just not interested in anyone
being able to access that. I block access to
my Biff server, port 512; to snmp, ports 161
and 162; Sun RPC, port 111. I also deny ac‑
cess to any attempt to use b o o t p (port 67)
and t f t p (port 69). The last two are ex‑
tremely good candidates for blocking since
they provide a service that should be kept
local.

Reading and software
If you are concerned with these issues then
I recommend Firewalls and Internet Secu‑
rity: Repelling the Wily Hacker by William R
Cheswick and Steven M Bellovin. It’s pub‑
lished by Addison-Wesley (ISBN 0-201‑
633357-4).
The security of s e n d m a i l and its instal‑
lation, care and feeding is best found in
Sendmail by Bryan Costales with Eric All‑
man and Neil Rickert. Its published by
O’Reilly & Associates, Inc and is ISBN 1‑
56592-056-2.
You can get t c p d from a number of
places on the Internet, the best way to find a
site for you i s t o use a r c h i e . Look for
tcp_wrapper as well as t c p d . The
s w a t c h program is to be found in several
places too, a r c h i e will help. I got mine

from
on

f t p . f u n e t . fi . You'll find screend
g a t e k e e p e r .dec.com,
in

p u b / m i s c / v i x i e . The latest version o f

sendmail

is

available

f t p . c s . b e r k e l e y. edu, i n

ucb/sendmail.

from

”

Peter Collinson is a freelance consultant spe‑
cialising in UNIX. He can bereached elec‑
tronically a sp c @ h i l l s i d e . c o . u k
(although your mailer might be happier to
put the address the other way round) or by
phone on 0227 761824. You can see his
WWW home page byaccessing
h t t p : / / w w w. h i l l s i d e . c o . u k / .
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A recipe for good X
Part I I I
In the third and final
part ofNiall

Mansfield’s symposium of
Motif programming he

illustrates the art of
hierarchical menus, ending
with an acutal Motif utility.

In the last article you built a very simple
menu program, with a few buttons to enable
you to initiate other programs. Now we are
going to extend this, so you can have a hier‑
archy of menus, using Motifs facilities for
pull down menus. You will see how to use
normal text labels on buttons, or use icons
so that your menus are more interesting
and perhaps more obvious for the users too.
We're also going t o use the e d i t r e s tool
to view the internal structure of our pro‑
gram, to see the structure of the widgets
within it, and to change various parameters

have to build the pull down menu to be at‑
tached to it.
The next step is to create the pull down
menu pane itself using X m C r e a t e P u l l ‑
downMenu. However we do not manage this
widget, that would cause it to become vis‑
ible as soon as the application starts. In‑
stead we leave it unmanaged. When the
user runs the program and clicks on the
F i l e button, the pull down will be man‑
aged by the menu system, so it will become
visible, ie it will be pulled down. Then we
create the two buttons, Open and Q u i t as
children of this menu pane, as you would

interactively.

expect.

First there was one

However, the next step is not so obvious.
We now create the F i l e button which will
be visible on the menu bar. There is a spe‑
cial type o f button called a C a s c a d e B u t ‑
t o n , used for this specific purpose in
menus. It links a pull down menu to the
menu bar and causes the menu to pull down
when the cascade button is pressed. For it
to work correctly, the cascade button must
contain information about which of the (pos‑
sibly many) pull downs it is to operate; this
is achieved by setting the cascade button’s
XmNsubMenulId resource to the address of
the pull down menu widget it is to control.
The X t S e t A r g line stores this parameter

First, let's look at a very small program,
containing a menu bar with a single pull
down F i l e menu, which contains just two
buttons, O p e n and Q u i t . For simplicity,
these buttons don’t do anything. We just
want to look at the structure of the program
and the resulting widget tree. Figure1 lists
the program.
The program breaks down into a num‑
ber of stages. First, as usual, we initialise
the Toolkit. Then, we create the menu bar
as a child of the main window, using the
Motif convenience function X m C r e a t e - ‑
M e n u B a x r. This is just a container. Now we

#include
#include
#include
#include

<Xm/PushB.h>
<Xm/CascadeB.h>

/*

d o n ’ t manage! */
= XmCreatePushButton

this_button

<Xm/RowColumn.h>

(
t h i s _ p u l l d o w n , " O p e n " , NULL, 0

<stdio.h>
main(argce, a r g v )
i n t argc;
char **argv;

A

X t M a n a g e C h i l button)
d ( t h i ;s

this_button

(

this_ cascade,

W i d g e t mytop, this_pulldown,
t h i s _ b u t t o n , m b a r, X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
X t A p p C o n t e x t myappc;
A r g myargs[1];

= XmCreatePushButton

t h i s _ p u l l d o w n , " Q u i t " , NULL, 0
Ve

X t M a n a g e C h i l d (button)
this_;
X t S e t A r g ( m y a r g s [ 0 ] , XmNsubMenuId, t h i s _ p u l l d o w n;)
t h i s cascade = X m C r e a t e C a s c a d e B u t t o n

mytop = X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e

(
m b a r, " F i l e " , myargs, 1

&myappc,
&argc,

a r g v , NULL, NULL, 0

m b a r = XmCreateMenuBar(mytop,
XtManageChild (mbar) ;

"menu-bar", NULL, 0 ) ;

X t A p p M a i n L o o p ( m y a p p c; )

t h i s _ p u l l d o w n = X m C r e a t e P u l l (mbar,
d o w "MP",
n M eNULL,
n u

Figure 1 - A simple program with menu and two buttons
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Figure 2- The

then used in the call where the cascade but‑
ton is created.
So now, we have created the menu bar,
the pull down menu with its buttons and the
cascade button linking the pull down with
the menu bar. All that remains is to do the
usual X t R e a l i z e W i d g e t and enter the
Toolkit’s main loop. When you compile, run
then click on the F i l e menu, you get the
pull down menu.

Editing resources
Now let’s look into this program’s structure
using the e d i t r e s tool. A s its name might
indicate, this is for editing resources. You
use it by starting up your Toolkit program
first, then running e d i t r e s . From the
e d i t r e s menu bar, select the G e t W i d ‑
g e t T r e e option i n the C o m m a n d s pull
down. Your cursor changes to a cross-hair

recomputeSize

screen

colormap

oie structure ofprogram in ike

in an argument array, m y a r g s which is

nav igationType
sensitive

shadowThickness

depth
d e s t r o y C a l Iback

stringDirection
subMenuld
topShadowCo
topShadowP ixmap

fontList

lor

foreground
‘}height
he lpCal Iback

and the e d i t r e s message area tells you t o
click on the program you want to look at.
Figure 2 shows you the widget structure
of your application. At this stage you can
click on a widget, such as the F i l e widget
which then becomes highlighted. By select‑
ing the option Show R e s o u r c e B o x from
the e d i t r e s Commands pull down, you
get a dialog listing the resources which ap‑
ply to this widget as shown in Figure 3.
With this you can interactively change
resources, and so the appearance and be‑
haviour, of your program. For example, by
choosing the b a c k g r o u n d selection and
entering a new colour then clicking on the
a p p l y button your application changes im‑
mediately.

translations

highlightColor

traversal0n

h i g h l i g h t O n e n t e r u n i t Ty p e
highlightPixmap userData
highlightThickness
width
labelInsensitivePixmap x

labe IPixmap

y

Constraint Resources
positionIndex

Enter Resource Yalue:

set,Save Fie] [Seve] [sopry] [seve and Apes

rapegeti,Resource

Box

Figure 3 - Resources that apply to menu
to look more closely at the widget structure
which e d i t r e s has made clear, because i t
probably isn’t what you expected. First of
all, there is a new widget in there called
popup_MP which you didn’t explicitly cre‑
ate. I n fact, X m C r e a t e P u l l d o w n M e n u did
this all on its own. It is the parent of the wid‑
get you did ask for, ie the menu-pane MP.
The reason for this is complicated, so pre‑
pare to get confused. In the X window sys‑

An Xhierarchy
Although it isn’t possible to cover e d i t r e s
in any great detail due to space, we do need

# i n c l u d e <Xm/PushB.h>
#include <Xm/CascadeB.h>

pulldown_1, " Q u i t " , N U L L , 0

#include <Xm/RowColumn.h>
#include < s t d i o . h >

XtManageChild(this_button) ;

main(argc, argv)

X t S e t A r g ( m y a r g s [ 0 ] , XmNsubMenuId, p u l l d o w n _ 1 ) ;

7

cascade
_1 =

i n t argc;
char **argv;

XmCreateCascadeButton
(

m b a r, " F i l e " , m y a r g s , 1

oe

W i d g e t m y t o p , pulldown_1, pulldown_2,

cascade1,
c a s c a d e 2,

this button,

XtManageChild(cascade_1) ;
pulldown_2 = X m C r e a t e P u l l d o w n M e n u ( m b a r, " M P 2 " , N U L L , 0 ) ;

m b a r, X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
X t A p p C o n t e x t myappc;

/*

A r g myargs[1];

this_button

d o n ’ t manage! */
= XmCreatePushButton
(

p u l l d o w2n, " S t a r t " , N U L L , 0

mytop = X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e

;

(
&myappc, " M e n u p r o g " , NULL, 0 ,

XtManageChild(this_button) ;

& a r g e c , a r g v , N U L L , NULL,

this_button

0

= XmCreatePushButton

5

(

mbar = XmCreateMenuBar(mytop,

pulldown_2, " S t o p " , N U L L , 0

"menu-bar", NULL, 0 ) ;

XtManageChild (mbar) ;

7

pulldown_1 = XmCreatePulldownMenu

XtManageChild(this_button) ;
X t S e t A r g ( m y a r g s [ 0 ] , X m N s u b M e n u I d , p u l l d o w n _ 2;)

(

m b a r, "MP1", NULL, 0

cascade2

= XmCreateCascadeButton

be
/*

(

m b a r, " C l o c k " , m y a r g s , 1

d o n ’ t manage! */

this_button

7

= XmCreatePushButton
(

XtManageChild

(cascade

2) ;

XtRealizeWidget (mytop) ;

;

XtAppMainLoop (myappc) ;

XtManageChild(this_button) ;

this_ b u t t o n

= XmCreatePushButton

Figure 4 - Codefor menu bar with two menus
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tem, windows are arranged hierarchically.
This hierarchy doesn’t only order the win‑
dows, it also governs how visible they are,
with the rule ‘a child window is clipped by
its parent’. This means that any part of a
window which falls outside its parent’s
boundary is invisible. The most obvious ex‑
ample of this is the root window. This is the
parent of all application main windows on
the screen. Only the parts of those windows
within the root’s boundaries are visible. So
in summary, a child window can be bigger
or smaller than its parent, but only those
within the parent are visible.
Now consider a pull down or pop up
menu. The pull down menu actually extends
outside the application’s main window.
Therefore, this pull down window cannot be
a child of the application main window. In‑
deed it isn’t; it is a child of the root window,
because that’s the only way it will work
properly. And that is why the structure dis‑
played b y e d i t r e s i s a si t is: the Xwindow
relating to the popup_MP widget is a child
o f the root, and not o f the m e n u - b a r . No‑
tice also that because of these considera‑
tions, the hierarchy of the X windows
relating to the application does not mirror
the widget hierarchy exactly.
You can see more clearly how this works
with a bigger example program. This sec‑
ond toy program is similar to the first, but
its menu bar has two pull down menus, one
for F i l e and one for C l o c k . The code for
this is very similar to the previous example,
with just a few extra lines to create the extra

><STARTMENU> F i l e

Quit

Quit

<ENDMENU>
<STARTMENU> R o o t - b a c k g r o u n d

gray

xsetroot - s o l i d gray

white

xsetroot - s o l i d white

<STARTMENU>

green

Enis
| @comanas) @Trea
ae

Widget Tree f o r c l i e n t twomenu(Menuprog).

File
Cloc

twomenu

menu-bar
MP4

Figure 5 - Resourcefor program with two menus
pull down (see Figure 4).

As before, the program does nothing
useful, but when you look at its structure
with e d i t r e s , you start to understand
what is happening in the Motif menu inter‑
nals. The hierarchy for resources in
e d i t r e s i s given i n Figure 5 .

The F i l e and C l o c k cascade buttons
are children of the menu-bar, as you would
expect. However, both the pull down menu‑
panes are explicitly created. M P 1 and MP2,
are children of popup_MP1. Why is this? It
starts to seem reasonable once you realise
that only one of these pull down menus can
ever be shown at the same time; so the
menu bar can use this single popup_MP1
for ail of its pull downs, merely by making
the appropriate one MP1 or MP2. Only one
is visible at any one time. When we look at
the real menu program, below, you'll see
the same effect but much more so, because
of all the levels of menu.

colours

xsetroot - s o l i d green

<STARTMENU> r e d s

red

xsetroot - s o l i d r e d

pink

{ initialize the toolkit;

xsetroot - s o l i d pink

menu_bar = c r e a t e t h e

<ENDMENU>

navy

e n t e r t o o l k i t main l o o p ;

xsetroot - s o l i d lightblue
xsetroot - s o l i d navyblue

<ENDMENU>

yellow

xsetroot - s o l i d yellow

create_menus_on

(parent)

a u t o m a t i c this_pulldown;

while (read input l i n e )

<STARTMENU> p a t t e r n s

xsetroot

if

-bitmap

/ u s r / X 11 R 5 / i n c l u d e / X 11 / b i t m a p s / p l a i d
‘mensetmanus

}
{

<ENDMENU>

tplaid

menu b a r ;

create_menus_on(menu_bar);

<STARTMENU> b l u e s

light

xsetroot

(this is

s t a r t o f new menu)

{

t h i s _ p u l l d o w n = c r e a t e n e w menu

-bitmap

pane a s c h i l d o f

/ a s r / X 11 R 5 / i n c l u d e / X 11 / b i t m a p s

/mensetmanus

‘parent’;

/*

recursive c a l l */

<ENDMENU>

<ENDMENU>

<STARTMENU> T o o l s

scalculator xcalc &
sterminal xterm &

menus

70

Something useful (at last)
Now that we’ve covered the background,
let's move on and do something useful at
last. We want to have a menu bar with mul‑
tiple pull down menus. Each of these may
contain sub-menus and so on. Like all good
programmers, we don’t want to have to re
write this program each time we need a new
set of menus. So, just like last time, we will
read in a text file which describes what the
menu structure is and what each button is
to do (which Unix shell command it is to
execute). We needa bit of syntactic fluff to
make it easy to interpret the input and make
it obvious how the menus are nested; for
this, we will use marker strings S TA R T ‑
MENU and ENDMENUas the first words on a
line. (And for a start menu line, the rest of
the line is taken as the label on the menu’s
cascade button.) Figure 6 is a script we pre‑
pared earlier which has three pull downs
( F i l e , R o o t - b a c k g r o u n d and To o l s ) .
One of these has several levels of sub‑
menu.

The best way to handle a hierarchical
structure like this is with a recursive pro‑
gram, so that we create the widget tree we
want with as little code as possible. Figure 7
shows in pseudo-code what we want to do.
The create_menus_on function builds all
the menu at one level. If halfway through its
execution a sub-menu has to be built, c r e ‑
a t e _ m e non
u s calls itself recursively to
handle the sub-menu(s). When they are
done it continues on with the rest of this
level. Figure8 lists the code proper for the
program.

return;

else

<ENDMENU>

Figure 6 - Script to build three pull down

|Open|

Figure 7 - Pseudo code that creates menus
recursively
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The main routine mirrors the earlier ex‑
amples. It passes all the work to the recur‑
sive create_menus_on function. The
callback functions do_shell_command
and q u i t _ c b are exactly the same a s last
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

< X m / L a b.h>
el

Widget t h i s pulldown;

<Xm/Separator.h>

while

<Xm/PushB.h>
<Xm/CascadeB.h>
<Xm/RowColumn.h>

char

{

<.stdio.h>

# t d e fi n e MAX

LINE LENGTH

1000

X t Va Ty p e d a r g ,

( (s = gets(buf))

*this_cmd,

*this

! = NULL)

XtRString,

label;

A r g myargs[1];

this_label,
strlen(this_label)+1,

/*

NULL

s k i p l e a d i n g whitespace */
( i s s p a c e ( * s ) ) s++;

while

# d e fi n e MAX _ N
BUTTONS 5 0
# d e fi n e QUIT_CMD " Q u i t "
# d e fi n e STARTMENU "<STARTMENU>"
# d e fi n e ENDMENU "<ENDMENU>"
do_shell_command(w, s)

label,

split_line(&this

i

&this_cmd,

s);

}

new p u l l d o w n menu * /

/*

if (stremp(this_ label,
{

Widget t h i s

Widget w;

STARTMENU)

else

== 0)

this_button = X m C r e a t e P u s h B u t t o n
(

cascade;

parent, t h i s

t h i s _ p u l l d o w n = XmCreatePulldownMenu

String s;

v7

if (stremp(this label,

parent,
"MP",

}

this_button,

7

exit ( 0 ) ;

XmNactivateCallback,

XtSetArg

quit_cb,

i

this_cmd
m y a r g s [ 0 ] , XmNsubMenulId,

}

Main(arge, argv)

7

this_pulldown

i n t argc;

3

char **argv;

/*

else

XtAddCallback

d o n ’ t manage! */

(

this_ c a s c a d e = X m C r e a t e C a s c a d e B u t t o n
W i d g e t m y t o p , q b u t , m b a r,

this_button,

XmNact i v a t e C a l l b a c k ,

(

XtAppInitialize();

p a r e n t , this_cmd,

X t A p p C o n t e x t myappc;

do_shell_command, this_cmd

myargs, 1

di

XtManageChild(this_ button) ;

MF
mytop = X t A p p I n i t i a l i z e

XtManageChild(this_cascade) ;

yi

create_menus_on (this_pulldown) 4

(

&myappc, "Menuprog",
NULL, 0 ,

&arge,

a r g v,

‘ N U L L , NULL, 0

}

else

if (stremp(this label,

3
mbar = XmCreateMenuBar

ENDMENU)

== 0)

}

s p l i t _ l i n e ( p l a b , pemd, s )

return;
/*

c h a r * * p l a b , **pemd, * s ;

a n o t h e r b u t t o n o n t h i s menu * /

{

else

(

mytop, "menu-bar",

NULL, 0

c h a r l a b [MAX_LINE_LENGTH],

{
Widget

c m d [MAX_LINE_LENGTH] ;

this_button;

c h a r * 1 = l a b , * c = cmd;

;

/ * copy l a b e l * /

create_menus_on ( m b a r ) ;

if

XtManageChild(mbar) ;

{

RL e* \O*7

X t R e a l i z e W i d g e t (mytop) ;

/* discard the % */

XtAppMainLoop ( m y a p p c ) ;

this_label++;

/* s k i p blanks */
w h i l e ( * s ! = ' \ 0 ’ & & i s s p a c e ( * s))

(*this_label == ’ % ’ )

this

}

== 0)

(

0

Widget w;

QUIT_CMD)

XtAddCallback

NULL,

q u i t _ c b (w)

label,

NULL, 0

(

system(s) ;

{

XmNlabelPixmap,

button

while

= X t Va C r e a t e W i d g e t

create_menus_on ( p a r e n t )

(

Widget parent;

(!isspace(*s)) *l++ = *s++;

St+;

/*

c o p y command */

w h i l e ( * s != ' \ 0 ’ ) *ct+t+ = * s + + ;

if

M a e (MO;
c h a r b u f [MAX_LINE_LENGTH] ;

*plab = strdup(lab),

char * s ;

*pemd

= strdup (cmd) ;

/* used in recursion */

Figure 8 - Code to build menus recursively
month. However, we have included a new
support function, s p l i t _ l i n e , t o break a
string into two parts, the first word, and the
rest of the line, to make the code more
modular.
The c r e a t e _menus_on function is the
heart of the program. As shown in the
pseudo-code, this function divides into three
parts, one each for the start of a new menu,
the end of this menu, and one for adding but‑
tons onto this menu. Building a new menu
follows the same three steps as in the first
simple example: create the pull down pane,
create the cascade button linked to it and add
the buttons onto the pane. To make the over‑
all menus more useful, we’ve added some ex‑
tra code into the button-creating third of the
function. If the name ( l a b e l ) of the button
begins with a percent sign, we take the rest of
the name to be the name of a bitmap (in the
standard X location) which is to be displayed
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on the button instead of the text.

A tricky problem
Let’s look more closely at how we created a
push button with a graphic on it instead of
text. The Motif push button has a resource
X m N l a b e l Ty p e which indicates how the
button is to display. By default the value of
this resource is XmSTRING, giving the text
behaviour you are familiar with. However, if
this resource is set to XmPIXMAP, then the
value of a second resource X m N l a ‑
b e 1 P i x m a p i s taken a sa picture t o b e dis‑
played instead. You can try this out for
yourself very easily, using the - x r m re
source setting flags on the command-line,
with any Motif program containing a push
button:

‘*labelPixmap: cross

‘ * l a b e l T y p e : PIXMAP’ - x r m

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine
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Unfortunately, to do the same thing in‑
side a program is not so simple. The name
cross_weave is the name ofa file contain‑
ing an ASCII description of a bitmap. The
push button resource actually wants an X
data format called a pixmap, which is an in‑
ternal format with colour details included.
Somehow, we must read the file we have
named and create this internal data type.
With the command-line flags, we let the
toolkit handle all that for us automatically,
but within a program we have to do a lot
more work. Motif is messy in some places,
and this is one of them. We get around this
to some extent by using a special variant of
the widget creation Toolkit function. The
X t Va C r e a t e W i d g e t

hellow -xrm

w

creates a widget;

where the first argument is the name of the
widget, the second its type (PushButton
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Software protectionis childsplay
with DESlock.
Millions of pounds islost every year
through the mis-use of software and
even piracy. Policingof the industry is
difficult, and sometimes ineffective or
non-existent abroad. Therefore the
emphasis falls on you to protect
your o w n investment. Yo u need to
create and distribute more secure
software products.

Systems Limited
Silver Street House,
Silver Street, Taunton,
Somerset. TA1 3DL

Telephone 0823 352357
Fax 0823 352358

driven set-up programme. It will take
you seconds n o t hours. And you don’t
even need to access any source or
.OB] files.

It really ischildsplay.
DESlock isdesigned for DOS and
Windows software and can also
protect networked applications using
only one DESkey.
Thankfully n o w the whole process of All DESkeys are transparent in use
software protectionis made easy with and therefore do n o t interfere with
the latest range of security products
the normal operation of the computer
from Data Encryption Systems, the
and its peripherals. This leaves your
UK’s leading software protection
customer free to legitimately use
specialists.
your protected software any way
DESlock and DESkey are the easy way they choose.
to implement software protection,
DESkeys are available in a variety of
combining to create animpenetrable low-cost high-speed models from the
level of protection against illegal use
standard DK12 to the immensely
of in-house and third party software.
sophisticated and versatile DK2
And it’s so much quicker.
and DK90.
|
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Until the advent of DESlock, you
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But n o w it’s aseasy astyping a one
or fax us on 0823 352358.
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OPEN SYSTEMS
here) and the third its parent. After that,
you can enter a variable number of argu‑
ments (VA - var args) as described here, fi‑
nally ending the list of args with aN U L L to
indicate that no more are to come. Normally
you enter pairs of args, where the first is the
name of a resource for this widget, and the

Using editres with Motif
The e d i t r e s resource editing pro‑
gram was introduced with X11 Release
5. It works by sending messages to the
application whose resources you want
to edit. The application must be able to
receive these messages and act on
them, for example setting a specified
resource to the given value, or return
the value of a particular resource in re‑

second is its value. This is what we do to
specify the label type. However, if you use
the special keyword x t Va Ty p e d A r g ,a fur‑
ther four arguments are expected: the name
of a resource, the format in which we are
going to specify the value, then the value in
that format and finally the size of the object

sponse to a query.

Most implementations of Motif sup‑
port the e d i t r e s protocol, but some
do not. If you have a compiled Motif
program without the source code there
is nothing you can do (except whinge
at whoever sold you the program). If
you have the sources, you can recom‑
pile, and even if your Motif doesn’t
honour editres by default, you can en‑
able it by making the following two
changes to your program. First, in‑
clude the e d i t res header file:
# i n c l u d e <X11/Xmu/Editres.h>
Second, you must tell the Toolkit that it is
to take notice of editres messages sent to
it. You do this by adding an event handler
to the top-level widget in your application:

containing the value. For the x m N l a ‑
b e l P i x m a p , the format i s_ string
(XtRString), the value is in the C-string
this_labe1l and then wegive the number
of characters in the string, including the ter‑
minating NULL. By doing all this you can
force the Toolkit to make the conversion
from external to internal format.

Phew, time to finish off
After all that digression we can now com‑
plete the create_menus_
on function.
Having finally created a button in the format
required, we check to see if its name is the
special word ‘Quit’. It’s only special be‑
cause we decided it should be. It lets the
person writing the script put a Q u i t func‑
tion anywhere. This means there’s very lit‑
tle special-case programming required to
handle it. If it is aq u i t button, we register
the q u i t callback on it; otherwise, as be

XtAddEventHandler(mytop, (Event‑
Mask) 0, TRUE, _XEditResCheckMes‑
sages, NULL);

With these changes, your program
will now work with e d i t r e s .

ann

Widget Tree f o r c l i e n t menuprog(Menuprog).

|

|
|

:
|

ee
Figure 10 - The resource hierarchy offinal

program
fore we register a callback which will call a
shell function. Now at last we can run the
program. The script show above will give a
menu asillustratedin Figure 9.

A genuine hierarchy
Figure 10 is a screenshot of e d i t r e s for
the program. You can see all the buttons we
created. As before, they are in slightly sur‑
prising places. And there are three popup‑
menu panes whereas before there was only
one. On inspection, you can see that all but‑
tons at a particular level of menu are grand‑
children of the same pane, even though
they don’t necessarily appear together. For
example, Q u i t and g r a y are at the same
level. In fact there are three popups because
we have three levels of pull down menu, so
three menus can now be on screen simulta‑
neously. The child widgets are grouped ac‑
cordingly. And of course, the names would
be clearer if we had separate names for
each pane we created, instead of using MP
for each one; however, we did that to re
duce the amount of non-Motif and therefore
non-interesting code.

This is X
LMP]

=
=
a
[MP |

:

[MP]

Sothere it is, auseful tool written in less
than 100 lines of Motif code. The examples
in these last three articles have covered
most of the important techniques of Motif
programming. You have seen the basic
structure of a Toolkit program, how widgets
are created in a hierarchical structure and
how you can use callbacks to link your own
functionality onto the user interface compo‑
nents such asbuttons and menus.
Items we have omitted are widgets, such
as the Form, which provide a much more
sophisticated layout than the RowColumn
we have used, popup dialogs, creating your
own resources, editing text and drawing
graphics. These are just some of the pleas‑
ures which lie ahead of you. Bon voyage!

|

|

LMP|

Niall Mansfieldis Managing Director of

Figure 2 - Possible states for aModem object
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Award-winning Crystal Reports
has made life easier for thousands
of developers, and users. Now
Crystal Reports 3 takes a dramatic
step forward with a host of
extra features
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which make it the

most advanced database report

writer ever.

Data Interchange Format (DIF)
Excel 2.1 (XLS)
Excel 3.0 (XLS)
Excel 4.0 (XLS)
Lotus 1-2-3 (WK1)

New Crystal Reports 3 makes it faster and
easier than ever to design, print and
distribute reports. You c a n easily transform
complex data, diagrams and tables into
reports that are, literally, crystal clear and
presentation-ready. It's sogood that
Microsoft includes Crystal Reports 2
asa key component in

Visual Basic Pro 3.
New features in both Crystal
Reports Standard 3 and Pro
3 versions include:

dDFine Tuner for tweaking
the “look” of a report in the
Print Preview Window.
» Data Viewseive
1)
i n t u i t i v e field names and
can hide formulae and
links.
e

SN

e

e

dDDrag & Drop,
Formatting Ribbon +
Selection Lasso to speed
report design.
D Mail support (VIM, MAPI)
distributes reports via e-mail.

dDCross Tab reporting allows spreadsheet‑
style comparative analysis.
D

More PC data access - Use the same

intuitive interface to query/report on all

supported databases: ASCII, Access, Excel,
DB2/2, dBASE, Paradox and Btrieve.
DdOLE 2.0 compatibility - include graphics,
t e x t or tables from other software.

D Free copy of TrueGrid 2.

dDTwo pass reporting.

SQLBase, Microsoft SQL Server, NetWare
SQL, Oracle and Sybase SQL Server aswell
asany ODBC-compliant databases.

D Export formats facilitate information
transfer. These include RTF, WordPerfect,
Word, Excel, Lotus 123, e t c .
D Integration with Crystal Reports Server
removes report processing and so frees up
your machine. And you can schedule reports
to be printed after hours or automatically.

dDSQL data access for IBM DB2/2, Gupta

dDDictionary builder for building data “
dictionaries in simple Data Views.

a

D30 e x t r a Print Engine Calls for optimal;
report production at runtime.

» Customisable Print Preview window.
D Formula Editor lets you add your c u s t o m
functions.

Crystal Reports 3 continues to set
the standard in database reporting.
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discounts on computer things from
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Taking the fifth
SQLWindows 5.0

marks a new direction

in Gupta’s offensive to break
the dominance of traditional

tools from database suppliers.

lan Murphy examines the
approach it has taken.

As people look for better and easier devel‑
opment tools, we are due for a rush of GUI
builders on the market: some new, others
substantially improved from previous ver‑
sions and some which are of little use for
anything more complicated than screen
building or simple report generation. One
product which does appear to fulfil its claim
of being a comprehensive development en‑
vironment is SQLWindows v5.0 from Gupta.
Unfortunately, it is probable that the current
hype surrounding the acquisition of shares
and statements about Oracle wanting to ac‑
quire Gupta may just overshadow what is
likely, in my opinion as a journalist and de‑
veloper, to be the best development product

of 1994.
For some years now, Gupta has been
shipping a development environment which
whilst winning awards and capturinga large
share of its target market, has failed to
break the domination of the traditional data‑
base vendors and their often, overly compli‑
cated, extremely expensive and under
powered tools. Gupta’s own figures of
36,000 SQLWindows licences as of Decem‑
ber 1993 demonstrates this. However, the
launch of v5.0 and the 50,000 copies of
SQLWindows Solo which Gupta is about to
give away free should change this and en‑
sure that there is a future for the company,
without it becoming a subsidiary of Oracle.

Client/server in a box
SQLWindows is a collection of tools. Solo,
which is currently being shipped free, is a
single user limited size Gupta SQLBase en‑
gine. Starter Edition (£995) adds new librar‑
ies and Lotus Notes integration; Network
Edition (£1,995) provides unlimited connec‑
tiviy deployment licences and Corporate
Edition (£2,995) includes the TeamWin‑
dows product, some CASE tools and the
compiler. For this review of the product I
was using the Corporate Edition and the
Windows NT SQLBase v5.2 engine.

Quest for database design
The first step with any database product is
to create your database. This was tradition‑
ally achieved with the SQLTalk/DOS and
SQLTalk/Windows products. It would ap‑
pear that there has been no work done on
these products in this release. I believe that
the future may well see both of these prod‑
ucts fall by the wayside in preference to
Quest which supplies a full graphical front
end for database administration. Viewing
the system catalogue, adding/modify‑
ing/deleting tables, creating new forms,
building reports and queries which can later
be distributed in runtime form for users can
all be done from here. Quest can also be
given out as an end-user product which
saves a lot of problems for people wishing

FEBORDER_DETAIL
FERORDER_MASTER
FEB PARTS_SUPPLIER
FB PRODUCT
FEB PRODUCTION_DATA

TeamWindows is

potentially the make or
break part of this release
78

1. Choose one or more data sources
2.

from the’list

onthe left.

Click on the data items to exclude them from your form.
3. Define the link relationships between master and detail data

Figure 1 - QuickForms, a starting pointfor building apps
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Language

Visual C++
C/C++
SQLWindows

Clipper

Visual Basic
Powerbuilder
FoxPro
Windows4GL
Superbase

600
500
400

Click on any point of the ‘hot’
graphs to drill down to the data
or to display another
chart

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Programmable graphs

an
way to ad
charting to your

easier

Windows
applications”

DOS and Windows
Whatever language you have chosen for DOS or
Windows development, you can use one of our
libraries to integrate graphs and charts into your

PCMagazine, Sept ‘93

application.

Best graphics tool
dGE has been voted Best

Graphics Tool for six

BITS PER
SECOND

years in a row, and in
1992 Graphics server

was voted Best Add‑

enceceisisnll”

on DLL. Microsoft
licensed our technology
for the graphs in Visual Basic

14Regent Hill
Brighton
England
BN1 3ED

Pro (we've added ‘hat’ graphs to

our VBX since then).

Re-usable components
The future of applications development lies in

‘components’ which programmers can use time and
again. Graphs and charts are part of so many of
today's applications that it makes sense to use the
same graphing component, especially one which
‘gets full marks for coming with so many interfaces’
(Windows Tech Journal, April ’93).

software.

Thousands of developers in business, engi‑
neering and science now use our programmable
graphs (and distribute the run-times royalty-free).
lf you'd like to join them, do give usa call.
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Fax
0273 731925
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to build their own reports. As a product in
its own right, Quest has sold some 33,000

copies.
Once you have created your database
you will then want to administer it. Despite
the fact that a large number of SQLWin‑
dows sites use the product with other data‑
bases Gupta has ensured that for those
people wishing to use SQLBase, SQLCon‑
sole allows you to manage and view data‑
base activity, database statistics, locks,
processes, cursors; cursor efficiency and
cache usage. You can also backup and re‑
store databases and map I/O. In short, this
is a tool which, when compared with those
shipped by Oracle, Informix, Sybase, Ingres
et al, demonstrates Gupta’s capability in and
understanding of the needs of DBAs and da‑
tabase administration in general.

SQL thru design
Having established the ability to create new
databases and administer them with ease,
the next step is to look at how you can de‑
velop and design a system. The starting
point here is SQLWindows Designer v5.0.
When you first start SQLWindows De
signer, in line with other Windows based
products, you are given the opportunity to
use a quick design tool, in this case, Quick‑
Forms shown in Figure 1. You are then
asked to select the type of Window you
want to create. Once you have decided on
whether to use a Form window or an MDI
window, you are asked to choose the data
source. A full list of tables in our database is
then displayed from which we can now se‑
lect those tables we need. From these we
choose a small number of fields. Once we
have decided on the tables and ensured that
the links between our tables are estab‑
lished, SQLWindows builds a sample form
as shown in Figure 2.
At the top of the form is a standard set of
buttons which can be edited by clicking on
the right mouse button. These are part of
the General Windows Class cQuickCom‑
m a n d e r. Creating default forms is nothing
new but when you want to work with them,
to add features or objects, then that is
where speed of development is important.
In the early days of Windows development,
hours could be spent designing a button for
the screen, let alone testing and debugging

the code which lay behind it. The toolbox
provided with SQLWindows ensures that
there is little you need to doto add an object
to the screen bar. Simply select the type of
object from the toolbox.
Adding menu bars to the screen is also
designed to be a simple task with no code
writing required. A facility called Quick‑
Graphs is also available. This allows you to
link the data on the screen with a graphical

80

Figure 2 - Editinggenerated data-entry form
representation. QuickGraphs are another
part of the QuickObject technology intro‑
duced into this release by Gupta. Many sys‑
tems designers today are working with their
users to create macros or Visual Basic rou‑
tines which can be run from MS Excel to
grab data from a database and display it
both in textual form as well as graphically.

SQLWindows v5.0 should
pick up some substantial
market share from
corporates with large
Notes installations
Whilst I would not like to suggest that
SQLWindows is a replacement for these
systems, where there is limited graphing of
data taking place, then it may provide a
more robust solution particularly where
data will be updated and has to be written
back to the database.

It’s all in the object
For those of you used to Visual Basic, Pow‑
erBuilder and several other tools, it may ap‑
pear that there is nothing new here. On the
surface, there probably isn’t. But it is be
neath the surface that SQLWindows v5.0
stands out from the crowd. Gupta has in‑
vested a lot of money in its QuickObjects
technology and is serious about ensuring
that it doesn’t just make claims over being
object orientated, but can prove it too. This
shows itself in the vast array of libraries
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

which are supplied with the product. For
those designing corporate systems, one ex‑
ample is the QCKMAIL.APL (quick mail li‑
brary) which provides integration into any
MAPI, VIM or MHS compliant email sys‑
tem. To add the QCKMAIL.APL line to the
library section; to add an address field, ad‑
dress book button and send button takes
less than 2 minutes. The inclusion of a mail
library is also a feature which Gupta’s com‑
petitors have yet to realise. When designing
distributed, corporate wide applications you
should no longer need to spend time fight‑
i n g APIs and several hundred lines of C
code.
In addition to this there is the
NOTESLIB.APL which provides integration
into Lotus Notes and contains library
classes which allow you to logon onto a
Notes database, pass and receive data and
use Notes mail. As a consequence your ad‑
dress book becomes available to you with‑
out you having to re-enter all of your names
and address into a Gupta table; you can run
Notes macros, search databases and check
error messages. Given the criticisms re
cently levelled at, and acknowledged by, Lo‑
tus over developer support, ease of use and
need for a more comprehensive develop‑
ment environment, SQLWindows_ v5.0
should pick up some substantial market
share from corporates with large Notes in‑
stallations. Indeed, for the small developer,
given that there are over 750,000 Lotus
Notes licences currently installed, QuickOb‑
jects for Lotus Notes represents an opportu‑
nity for immediate return on investment.

Getting native
The term compiling is used in two instances
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DBMS
within SQLWindows. SQLWindows is an in‑
terpreted language. A compile from the
compile menu option syntactically checks
the source, the variable references, and the
integrity of the class hierarchy, but does not
compile the application into a binary ex‑
ecutable. Because it’s an interpreted lan‑
guage certain operations are a lot slower
than when compared to a traditional 3GL
language. The SQLWindows compiler was
introduced to provide the ability to compile
sections of SQLWindows procedural code
into C DLLs to enhance performance. To
use the SQLWindows compiler you will
need Visual C++ 1.5 installed on the ma‑
chine.
Compiling your application from within
SQLWindows Designer will generate code
whether or not there is a C/C++ compiler
on the machine. However, using the Com‑
piler icon from the program group means
that you must have Visual C++ installed on
your computer to create the executable.

Other tools
ReportWindows allows you to design re
ports quickly and easily and then distribute
them throughout the corporation to end us‑
ers. Although I was impressed with the ease
of use, it is very much in line with other re‑
port generators on the market. From my
work with it there are no outstanding fea‑
tures, as such, to make it appear otherwise.
EditWindows is included for backwards
compatibility. Previous versions of SQLWin‑
dows produced runtime files with the exten‑
sion .RUN: in order to edit these files you
used EditWindows. As you can now pro‑
duce executable files directly from SQLWin‑

dows, there is no use for this product unless
you have several old applications in which
case I would suggest loading and recompil‑
ing these applications to give better per‑
formance and an opportunity to enhance
them at the same time. The other use for
EditWindows was for simple internationali‑
sation of programs without having to go
through extensive recompilation. However I

| have never been a fan

of just changing things
by patching directly in
runtime or executables
have never been a fan of just changing
things by patching directly in runtime or ex‑
ecutables I’d rather see a complete and
comprehensive recompilation.
TeamWindows (see Figure 3) is poten‑
tially the make or break part of this release.
Whilst TeamWindows has been supported
in other releases, it has undergone a num‑
ber of changes which should remove any
doubt about the ability of Gupta to deliver a
product which can be used in a formal envi‑
ronment as well as for single programmer
productivity. When you first start Team Win‑
dows it will immediately upgrade your exist‑
ing repository so you must ensure that you
havea valid backup. This is not a reversible
process which I can’t say makes me par‑
ticularly happy. In any upgrade, things can
go wrong and expecting people to make
their own copies of vital files rather than al‑

en " TeamWindows- [Project

DEMO]

=| Project Module Template Utilities Window Help

‑

/ copy.bmp
£ cut.bmp
J first.bmp
logo.bmp

& next.bmp
_f paste.bmp
f p r e v. b m p
search.bmp
last.bmp

ERWin

(a

g Sqlwin

Figure 3 - Workingfrom the repositary with TeamWindows
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lowing the software to make its own tempo‑
rary backups seemsa design flaw to me.

Being a team player
If you haven’t used TeamWindows before
and therefore have no repository then one
will be created for you the first time you use
the product. You are then guided through
the creation of your first project or given the
opportunity to add the demo project so that
you can see how projects work. The first
step is to add the project and then compile
all the templates. This may takea little time
but whilst the templates are being compiled
you will see that they, like the repository,
are usable for SQLBase, Informix, Oracle
and Sybase projects.
Once you have created your templates
you can then make any changes or edits to
them that you wish using the browse tem‑
plates option shown in Figure 4. For those
who haven’t worked in a team orientated en‑
vironment before, the advantage of this is
that all code can be controlled, all input
forms, buttons etc can be made to conform
to a corporate standard. If, during develop‑
ment, it is felt that changing a layout which
has been used numerous times before is
necessary, then this can be effected in one
quick and easy move.
In order to change a module, you need
to check it out, which places a padlock on
the module in the project modules window.
In the checked out window you can then
see the modules checked out and to whom
they are checked out. You can then make
any changes you want to the module con‑
cerned. When you come to check in the
module you are asked to enter a note about
the change made, whether it was a major or
minor alteration and whether the module is
complete and ready for promotion to pro‑
duction status. Versioning control is also
taken care of by a DLL callable interface to
PVCS. TeamWindows makes calls to this in‑
terface to enable version control via PVCS
to be used on the repository.
Underlying all of this is the Repository
Manager which holds all the information
about the project and particularly about the
database. The depth of this repository man‑
ager is shown by the number of databases
supported - AS400, DB2, Informix, Ingres,
Oracle, Oracle 7, SQLBase, Sybase - and the
different CASE tools - LBMS and Popkin.
This will enable Gupta to compete effec‑
tively on the desktop, on departmental serv‑
ers where small teams of programmers may
be working and more importantly, in the lu‑
crative corporate database design market
threatening other players such as Informix,
Oracle, Microsoft and Sybase. In recogni‑
tion of this, Oracle have already made one
raid on Gupta’s shares and formally an‑
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DBMS
nounced its medium-long term intention of
acquiring Gupta.
Finally there is good network support
and full ODBC support within SQLWin‑
dows. ODBC is achieved through the
ODBC Connectivity kit.

Information search
The manuals are well written and clearly
laid out with the Quick Start manuals allow‑
ing you to create applications quickly and
get to grips with the product in a very short
space of time. For the more serious pro‑
grammer the detailed manuals are well writ‑
ten in as much as they list the features
available, go through the menu options and
give the correct syntax for the different
functions. The sample files are compatible
and you can load them as programs to mod‑
ify and learn techniques from, but I felt, at
the end of the day, that perhapsa little more
could have been done to make the product
more usable from a designers point of view.
Technical support is big issue these days
with most suppliers wanting to charge for
support and many of the database vendors
accepting that the low margins often taken
by the channel in order to secure market
share, mean that dealers and distributors
are i l l equipped to handle problems with
support. Gupta has increased the number of
people in support over the last few years.
With the movement of Northern European
support to a different location, UK support
is benefiting. Registered users will get one
year of free product maintenance, after
which time costs will be 15% of original
RRP. Hotline telephone support, however, is
different and is much more in line with that
from the large database vendors. One year
will cost you £2,400 for the first contact,
£1,800 for the second and £1,200 for sub‑
sequent people although this can be offset
by a 60 day trial at £480. For corporate sup‑
port there is a Star Service including on-site
consultancy which has been in place for
three years. According to Gupta, once
taken, companies continue to renew but at a
price of £24,000 per year this may be out of
reach of some companies. This price, how‑
ever, does include product maintenance and
I would hope so.

Simply load and go...
Installation is still from floppy diskettes.
There are some 20 diskettes in the Corpo‑
rate Edition package with no immediate
plans to move to a CD-ROM based distribu‑
tion. As befits a Windows product, the in‑
stallation was simple and easy to
accomplish with good installation notes in
the manuals. The entire corporate edition
took up approx 55 MB of disk space. The
product ran reliably, if a tad slowly on an
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Display of available templates in Test and Development

Figure 4 - Browse template
80486 25 Mh z DX with 8 MB RAM al‑
though I have seen it running much faster
on a similar portable with an equivalent
spec. When moved to my HP Netserver it

Oracle has already made
one raid on Gupta’s

shares and formally

announced its medium‑
long term intention of
acquiring Gupta
ran, well, like ‘greased lightening’. One
thing which did annoy me, and which needs
addressing, is the adding of icons into the
program group. The Corporate edition
comes complete with Quest, the Compiler,
EditWindows, ReportWindows, TeamWin‑
dows, SQLTalk/ Windows and the SQL
Console. Whilst all barring the Console can
be fired off from the Tools menu within
SQLWindows’ Designer, Quest and
SQLTalk Windows are used for DBA tasks
on the databases.

To sum up
SQLWindows v5.0 finally delivers that
which Gupta have suggested was possible
in previously releases. The ease of develop‑
ment was truly startling; the simplicity of in‑
stallation not just on a single machine but
running with a SQLBase server under
NTAS using Windows for Workgroups on
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

the clients was so easy that it was accom‑
plished by a non-technical person in only a
few minutes; the ability to incorporate ob‑
jects using a mail library and therefore mail
enabling my application was achieved in
less than two miuntes; I could go on but this
is a developers publication not a general
market magazine and I suspect that you are
more interested in how rather than what.
All database products, as far as I am con‑
cerned, have one single common failing,
that of giving some form of introduction to
database design and, in particular, an intro‑
duction to the needs of RDBMSs and nor‑
malisation.
Lacking
from
Gupta’s
doumentation were a of a couple of chap‑
ters covering just the main points and ex‑
plaining third normal form which could be
sectioned in a part of the manual covering
performance issues.
Whilst SQLWindows is not aimed at the
new programmer there are an awful lot of
people who use databases in a standalone
environment or share them between a very
few users. Often these databases have
grown piecemeal. As they are opened up to

more and more people then performance
becomes an overriding issue. Many employ‑
ers won’t send people on courses to learn
proper techniques and therefore products
get a reputation for being bad performers
when a small manual could be produced to
ensure that such claims don’t arise from
programming ignorance.
Le]

Ian Murphy is a Client/Server expert
and accomplished Chef (apparently).
He can reached by email as
imurphy@cix.compulink.co.uk.
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Spreading
the News
One of the earliest and

most widespread uses
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of the Internet is that of the
Usenet news system explains

Paul Richardson.

When asked ‘what is the Internet?’, part of
my stock answer is that it is acommunity.
This facet of the Internet predominantly
manifests itself in the Usenet news system.
Usenet is a large collection of discussion
groups in which people ‘listen’ and ‘talk’
(electronically speaking, that is). They are
similar to CompuServe’s forums but gener‑
ally speaking are more anarchic in nature.
Usenet has a widespread appeal by being a
worldwide system with a vast number of
contributors and having a huge diversity of
topics.

Hundred megabytes a day

alt

| The ‘alternative’ hierarchy (often very)

bionet | Biiological matters

bit

From Bitnet mailing lists

biz

Commercial topics

comp

Everything computer related

gnu

|The GNU project

The relationship between Usenet and the
Internet is a trifle tricky to get one’s mind
around (though not for an EXE magazine
reader, of course) in that neither is bounded
by the other. Usenet is a service that utilises
the Internet as a transport mechanism, but
news does reach all of the Internet. It is de‑
pendant on local policy. Conversely, Usenet
extends beyond the Internet to many other
computers by using transport mechanisms
such asUUCP.
As more and more people join the In‑
ternet the number of topics increases and
the amount of news traffic goes up. The
number of topics rises for two reasons; first
because new users introduce new topics,
and because the amount of traffic in a topic
may become unwieldy and so the group is
split. As of the 22nd July, there are over
10,205 topics that comprise Usenet, ac‑
counting for about 118 Mb of news being
created every day.

ieee

Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers

info

Garnered from more mailing lists

Speaking Topically

k12

Run by American children

At this point I need to introducea little jar‑
gon. The topics that I have mentioned are
referred to as mewsgroups. An individual
contribution is known as an article or post‑
ing. The utility that is used to read and post
news articles is termed a news reader
To choose a given newsgroup from the
10,000 or so that are available, you subscribe
to it. When you’ve had enough, you umsub‑
scribe. If you wish to pass comment on
someone else’s posting and you wish all the

misc

Anything else

news

Relates to Usenet itself

rec

Recreational discussions

sci

Scientific matters

soc

All about society

| talk

uk

Often lengthy exchanges on hot subjects
Our very own, national newsgroups

Figure 1 -Top-level Usenet hierarchies
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newsgroup readers to see it, then you fol‑
low-up. However, if you wish only the
author to receive your message, you reply. If
you simultaneously post a message to sev‑
eral newsgroups then you are cross-posting.
Another important concept is that of a
thread, which is the collection of an original
posting and all its follow-ups.

Follow the dot
Newsgroups are denoted using a dot sepa‑
rated hierarchical label rather akin to do‑
main names but with a crucial difference:
the most significant component is the left‑
most one. As an example, consider one of
the most popular newsgroups: news. a n ‑
nounce .newusers.

The (incomplete) list of top level hierar‑
chies in Figure 1 will give an idea of the di‑
versity of topics available on Usenet. The
hierarchies can be categorised ‘geographi‑
cally’ or ‘topically’. A geographically orien‑
tated newsgroup could relate to a country,
an organisation or even a town (eg
c a m . m i s c - miscellaneous threads relating
to Cambridge). While I have only men‑

tioned the UK hierarchy, there are hierar‑
chies associated with many countries. The
ISO two-letter country code is used.
As an anecdotal aside, I was told recently
that since the release of the film Four Wed‑
dings and a Funeral there have been several
postings by Americans to u k . m i s c asking
for good best man jokes!
The number of components in a news‑
group name is not fixed. For instance there
AFAIK | As far as | know
BTW

By the way

FAQ

Frequently Asked Question

FYI

For your information

IMHO

In myhumble opinion

RTFM |

(I think most of you already know this
‘| one - mail meif not)

MOTOS | Members of the opposite sex

morss | Members of the same sex
WRT

With respect to

Figure 2 - Internet slang
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c o m p . s y s . i b m . p c . d i g e s t . The num‑

ber of components in a name usually incre‑
ments by one when a newsgroup is split into
two topics.

It’s all in the name
There aren’t many conventions regarding
newsgroup names, but I will outline those
that do exist to assist you in subscribing to a
useful selection. You will notice that a sig‑
nificant number of newsgroup names end
with ‘.d.’ This indicates a discussion group
in which people pass comment on the arti‑
cles in the related newsgroup. As an exam‑
ple, contributors to the newsgroup
c o m p . b i n a r i e s . i b m . p c . d are discuss‑
ing executables posted in c o m p . b i n a ‑
r i e s . i b m . p c . Discussion groups are
great places to ask questions. Where can I
find fabprog.exe? Why wouldn’t megau‑

til.exe work on my Tandy GTi? You will no‑
tice another set of newsgroups that are
suffixed with . a n n o u n c e . These are good
groups to keep one eye on because they
contain postings of significance, eg an‑
nouncing the release of a new version of
software.

When using your news reader to view
the list of available newsgroups, you will see
that some newsgroups are marked
m o d e r a t e d . This signifies that all postings
to that newsgroup are automatically routed
to a person who has volunteered to filter,
edit and organise the articles. Moderated
groups are necessary because of the wide
variance of expertise among Usenet users
and lack of self-control by some users
whose postings can quickly degenerate into
fruitless arguments. Hence, when you sub‑
scribe to amoderated newsgroup you can
be confident that it will have a good signal‑
to-noise ratio.

server:

< w a i t i n g f o r TCP/IP c o n n e c t i o n o n p o r t 11 9 >

client:

<open

server:

200 z i p p y n e w s s e r v e r r e a d y

a c o n n e c t i o n t o server>

- p o s t i n g OK

(select the newsgroup to operate on)

client:

GROUP u k . n e t - n e r d s

server:

2 11 9 2 21496 21588 u k . n e t - n e r d s g r o u p s e l e c t e d

(initialise the server's article pointer to the first article)

client:

S TAT 2 1 4 9 6

server:

223 2 1 4 9 6 < 4 9 6 2 4 3 @ c o m p a n y. c o . u k > a r t i c l e
retrieved - statistics only

(retrieve the headers)

client:

HEAD

server:

2 2 1 21496 <496243@company.co.uk> a r t i c l e
r e t r i e v e d - head f o l l o w s

server:
server:

(header l i n e s

appear h e r e )

server:
(move onto next article)

client:

NEXT

server:

223 21499 <514281@organization.org> a r t i c l e
retrieved - statistics only

(repeat HEAD and NEXT until no more articles in group)
(the user now requests a complete article from the list of headers)

client:

BODY < 4 9 6 2 4 3 @ c o m p a n y. c o . u k > a r t i c l e

r e t r i e v e d - body f o l l o w s

server:

(message b o d y

server:

appears h e r e )

server

client:

QUIT

server:

205 b y e !

Figure 4 -An example news reader NNTPsession

Usenet culture
As I mentioned earlier there is a strong
sense of community evident in the Usenet
world. In common with any distinct social

Path: company.co.uk!organization.org!S.A.Dribble
From: S.A.Dribble@organization.org
Newsgroups: rec.net.antics alt.great.ideas
Subject: Great new hobby!
Message-ID: <<496243 @organization.org>>
Date: 25 June 94 14:37 GMT
Followup-To: alt.great.ideas

Yo, fellow net surfer dudes, I’ve got an idea for a great new hobby. It’s so cool that I
can’t understand why it’s not mega already!
So what does a guy do when he has to give up train spotting because his anorak has
rotted away, hey? -COLLECT IP NUMBERS!!!

Nerdly yours,

Samuel A. Dribble

EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

group it has developed its own culture. By
this I mean, ways of doing things, a style of

expression and its own jargon dictionary.
There are characters who become famous
(or indeed, infamous) and are spoken of in
reverential tones (or reviled unreservedly).
Usenet has its own historic moments, the
ripples of some still resound through the
electronic galaxy.
There are certain topics that have given
rise to the most bitter and protracted argu‑
ments (‘flame wars’ in Usenet parlance). If a
new user broaches sucha topic, there is an
almost tangible collective groan from the
old-timers who contemplate the bandwidth
that may be sucked-up by a renewed confla‑
gration and makea note to add the topic to
their ‘kill file’ (a means of automatically bin‑
ning articles).
Two topics that could be considered
Usenet ‘old chestnuts’ are the issues of,
porn on the Internet and using Usenet for
commercial purposes. These topics are im‑
portant though. I hope that some form of
consensus can be reached by the Internet
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The Database Programmers’ Retreat
CA VISUAL OBJECTS TRAINING STARTING SEPTEMBER

‘) Hands on VO Training
‘2 VO Overview Seminar
‘a] Preparing for VO

client server and graphical user interfaces. Come and experience for yourself the power of what will surely
become the standard for Windows database application development.

RICK SPENCE

Hands OnVOIntensive - 3 Days

Preparing for VO- 2 Days

We'll guide you through the integrated development
environment, compiler, repository, screen painter, menu
designer and class browser. We'll show you how to build a
generic MDI application which you'll then customise to process
your own database tables. We'll look at creating your own
classes, at strong typing and function prototypes, and at the data
server editor. You'll learn how to port existing code to VO, how
to optimise it, and how to enhance it to take advantage of
Windows menus and controls. We'll show you what’s different
about programming windows, and the techniques you must
learn to write event driven code.

This class also gives you hands on VO experience, but the
emphasis here is on preparing your existing applications for VO
and Windows. You'll learn about object oriented and event
driven programming, designing Windows user interfaces, and
MDI applications. You’ll import some existing Clipper code to
VO, learn how to optimise it, and how to enhance it to take
advantage of Windows. We'll also show you how to create
Windows database applications from scratch, using VO’s screen
and menu painters.

About DataBase Programmers’ Retreat
Run by members of the original US Nantucket team, the DataBase Programmers’ Retreat is located in the
heart of England’s beautiful Cotswolds countryside. We’re easy to reach by rail, car and air, accommodation
is very reasonable, and we’ve got some of the best real ale in Britain. We only teach programmers and we
specialise in database programming (Clipper and Visual Basic) All our instructors are active developers with
years of both development and teaching experience. We keep o u r class sizes small (max. 6 students), and
each student works on his or her o w n 486 based PC.

Call us now on (0452) 814 303 for full course details and bookings
The Old Fleece, Bisley Street, Painswick, Gloucestershire GL6 6QQ Fax: (0452) 813 918
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community rather than the problems fester‑
ing until legislation is passed to control In‑
ternet use.
As anintroduction to one facet of Usenet
culture, familiarise yourself with the, incom‑
plete, list of Frequently Used Abbreviations
(FUAs- I just made that one up!) in Figure
2. You will find these abbreviations used
elsewhere in the Internet world, eg in mail

Practical Uses

group c o m p . b i n a r i e s . i b m . p c i s very

popular and is used to share public domain and
shareware software for IBM compatible PCs.
Usenet utilises the same 7-bit protocol as
Internet mail and hence to transmit bina‑
ries, techniques such as UUEN‑
CODE/UUDECODE must be employed. In
addition, binaries are often split over several
articles which can make reassembling the
original file a nightmare unless you use a
news reader that is capable of combining
and uudecoding multipart binary postings
in a single step.

Behind the scenes
One of the most difficult concepts to get a
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< w a i t i n g f o r TCP/IP c o n n e c t i o n on: p o r t 11 9 >

<open a c o n n e c t i o n t o server>

server:

200 z i p p y n e w s s e r v e r r e a d y

- p o s t i n g OK

(client requests any newsgroups that have been created since 07:13 on July 26 1994)

messages.

As Usenet was developed by computer sci‑
entists and it is a computer to computer
communication technique, it is not surpris‑
ing that a disproportionate number of news‑
groups are devoted to discussing,
developing and sharing software and com‑
puter related chit-chat. From a software de‑
veloper’s viewpoint the potential uses of
Usenet news are manifold. I will outline
some of them below.
I have frequently had cause to draw on
the collective expertise of the regular con‑
tributors to technical newsgroups in the
c o m p . * hierarchy. It is truly difficult to
come up with a question that stumps these
guys. Many of the more popular news‑
groups have a Frequently Asked Ques‑
tions (FAQ) file that is maintained by a
respected contributor. New readers are
asked to read the FAQ list before asking
questions in the newsgroup.
The FAQs are regularly posted to the
newsgroup. They are also available by ftp
from
rtfm.mit.edu
under
/pub/usenet/news.answers/.
Newsgroups can also be formed to assist
the process of developing a sizeable project.
This is particularly useful if the developers
are located in different time zones. An ex‑
ample of this practice is seen in the develop‑
ment of the Intel Unix clone, Linux.
The latest versions of source code and
executables can also be distributed via
Usenet, and, as can be imagined, binary and
source code traffic accounts for a sizeable
proportion of bandwidth used. The news‑

server:

client:

client:

NEWSGROUPS 950726 071300

server:

2 3 5 New n e w s g r o u p s s i n c e 950726 071300 f o l l o w

server:

fl i p . b a t - . z i p

server:

bing.bang.bong

server:
(client now requests any new articles in any group that have been posted since 07:13 on July 26 1994)

Client:
server:

NEWNEWS

* 950726 071300

server:

< 4 9 6 2 4 3 @ c o m p a n y. c o . u k >

server:
server:

<514281@organization.org>

230 N e w n e w s s i n c e 950726 0 7 1 300 f o l l o w s
|

(the client now loops requesting each article in the list just received)

client:

A R T I C L E <496243@company.co.uk>

server:

220 <496243@company.co.uk> article follows

server:
server:

(headers and body

appear h e r e )

server:

client:

ARTICLE <514281@organization.org>

server:

220 < 5 1 4 2 8 1 @ o r g a n i z a t i o n . o r g > a r t i c l e f o l l o w s

server:

(headers and body

server:

appear h e r e )

|

server:
(in areversal of roles, the client now offers recent articles to the server)

client:

|

I H AV E < 5 1 4 2 8 1 @ o r g a n i z a t i o n . o r g >

server:

435

Client:
server:
client:

I H AV E < 4 7 3 9 4 0 @ i n s t i t u t i o n . e d u >

client:
clients

appear h e r e )

335

I just

I

gave you t h a t !

need t h a t one

(headers and body

server

235 A r t i c l e t r a n s f e r r e d s u c c e s s f u l l y

client:

Wodd

server:

205 b y e !

Figure 5 -An example peer-topeer NNTP session

handle on is that there is no hub or centre
of any sort to the Usenet system. Instead
there are many computers that exchange
new articles in a peer-to-peer relationship.
The result is that news spreads through the
Internet (and beyond) in a manner akin to a
flooding algorithm. News articles do not
necessarily reach a user’s computer by this
flooding technique. It is more usual for the
user, through his news reader, to interro‑
gate a local news server for the purposes of
scanning, reading and uploading articles.
The protocol that is used to transfer
news on the Internet is called Network
News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) and is
defined in the document known as RFC 977
EXE: The Software Developers’ Magazine

(available from ftp.demon.co.uk under
/pub/rfc/).

Innards of a Usenet article
It will help to refer to the example news arti‑
cle in Figure 3 during the following explana‑
tion. In many ways a news article can be
viewed as a mail message, but rather than
being sent to a specified set of recipients, it
is sent to the readers of a newsgroup. As a
result of this similarity the Usenet commu‑
nity has adopted a standard set of message
header lines that is a superset of those com‑
monly used in mail messages. The obliga‑
tory header lines are:
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p o s t e r , then follow-ups are not permitted
From:

at all, any response should be sent directly

Subject:

to the author.

Message-ID:
Date:

Serving up the news

Newsgroups:

Now that we understand the article format,
we can look at how news servers exchange
articles. The protocol is similar to the Post
Office Protocol described last month, in that
human-readable commands and responses
are exchanged between hosts over a
TCP/IP stream in a client-server fashion.
Rather than simply list all of the commands
and responses that make up NNTP,I will
refer to the two example sessions in Figures
4 and 5 and describe what is going on. For a
detailed description of the protocol I refer
you to RFC 977.
The two sample sessions are r e p r e
sentative of two very distinct but very com‑
mon applications of NNTP. The first, in
Figure 4, is that of a news reader interrogat‑
ing the local news server. The second, in
Figure 5, demonstrates how peering news
hosts exchange new articles.
In the news reader session of Figure 4
the aim is to retrieve all the article headers
for a specified group. These can then be
compared with articles that the user has al‑
ready read and the remainder displayed on

Path:

F o l l o w u p - To :

Path: containsa list of all the hosts that
the message has passed through. Each host
that receives the message will prepend its
name to this header. It is used to ensure
that articles don’t loop back to a host which
has already received it.
Newsgroups: is a fairly obvious header. It
is only necessary to mention that more than
one newsgroup can be specified on this line,
indicating that the article should be posted
to all of these newsgroups.
Followup-To: indicates to which news‑
group an article posted in response to this
one should be sent. This is particularly im‑
portant if you cross-posted to several news‑
groups and want to identify which one
follow-ups should be directed to, or, in the
case of the original article being posted to a
newsgroup in which no discussion is al‑
lowed, eg a binary newsgroup.
If the value against this keyword is

the screen. The user then chooses to read
one from the list before finally quitting. You
will notice that the articles are not identified
by the message ID but by another value (eg
21496), an index that the news server has
assigned to the article which has no signifi‑
cance outside of this context.
In the peer-to-peer session of Figure 5
the two hosts exchange articles that their
peer has not already seen. The NEWGROUPS
and NEWNEWS commands make use of a
stored date and time that indicates the time
and date that the last successful peer-to‑
peer session took place between these two
hosts.

In closing
I hope that the above is a reasonably coher‑
ent introduction to the use and workings of
Usenet news. One word of warning though;
unless you plan on assuming the lifestyle of
a high-tech hermit, keep the number of
newsgroups that you subscribe to low. Have

fun!

ul

Paul Richardson is a Director of Motiv Sys‑
tems Ltd, a consultancy specialising in Open
Systems, interoperability and the Internet.
He can becontacted on 0223 576318 or by
Email at PaulR@Motiv.demon.co.uk.
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Book Review
It’s alive! The new breed of living computer programs - Reviewed by David Mery
When I saw this book my first impression
was: eye catching title; nice cover. I must
admit, I was eager to read it. But disappoint‑
ment came quickly as I turned the pages... I
yearned for the wonders of genetic algo‑
rithms, of worms and viruses. Instead I dis‑
covered the author had decided to take the
opportunity to expose all his concerns
about life in general and several related and
not so related matters.
Do we really need philosophical, meta‑
physical and just plain futuristic discussions
about life, the universe and everything?
Frederik Cohen finds correlations between
life evolution (replication) and Shannon’s
communication theory. He speaks of
nanotechnology, Asimov's laws of robotics
and StarTrek - The Next Generation (in that
order!) Cohen preaches a future of Orwel‑
lian proportions. In his words: ‘we are de‑
pendant on computers and they are
dependent on us. The sooner we acknow‑
ledge this, the better it will be for all of us.’
We are not talking Origin Of The Species
here. Thirty pages or so dedicated to defin‑
ing what life is, in both natural and artificial
worlds seems a bit of an overkill. ‘A crea‑
ture is alive in a given environment if and
only if it is composed of living creatures, or
it can produce an ‘offspring’ that is alive in
that environment.’
There are numerous examples of living
and non living things. Ask yourself, ‘is fire
alive?’ ‘Is a mule alive?’ Border on the philo‑
sophical by questioning whether a person
on life support is still alive? It get’s there

eventually. Finally we come to computer vi‑
ruses. Whoops, that’s a non word in this
context. The lengths to which the author
goes to prevent mentioning this word is
quite laughable. Yet he offers nothing that

so aptly describes its vulgarity.
Interestingly, however, Cohen believes:
‘we would be far better served learning how
to live with these new life forms [life in our
computer systems] than to try to fight
against them. Perhaps we can even farm
them.’ Farmingviruses?
If you like it terse you’ll love the chapter
on ‘Formalities’. Einstein would be im‑
pressed. There are pages of mathematical
formulae defining these vir... ooops sorry...
living creatures. For those who can’t recite
the Greek alphabet backwards there’s also
some pseudo English.. The definition is
based on Universal Turing Machines. Now
that everything is defined, Frederik Cohen
decides that he will call these creatures,
‘LPs’. The problem is that since he doesn’t
use any mathematical formalism in the rest
of his book, this supposedly formal chapter
doesn’t seem to prove anything. A rose by
any other name Mr Cohen: calling these liv‑
ing entities LPs, living programs, viruses,
whatever, won’t make them any more or
less serious.
While I do feel critical of the way much
of the subject has been handled I was im‑
pressed, nay fascinated by its insight into
previous software experiments such as
Corewar or Tierra. Code examples are in‑
cluded, mostly written as Unix shell scripts.

The two exceptions are some fixed Life
games (no input) written in C and a sample
assembly code showing how a program can
be designed to be executed on both 6800 and
8086 targets. All the others are shell scripts
such as replication scripts that append them‑
selves to other scripts and companion ones
that copy the original ones and replace them.
Some examples also show how to automate
network administrative maintenance by creat‑
ing scripts that distribute themselves on all
the machines on a network and evolve to
keep only the most effective, or best fitted,
versions of themselves.
As a footnote, a Macintosh disk is in‑
cluded with the book. But there’s no de
scription of its content. I didn’t have any
access to a Mac so couldn’t play with it. No
offence to Apple, but I’m sure I’m not the
only one... It does surprise me, though, that
the publisher chose this format: PCs would
have been the obvious choice. Another
oversight is the list of example programs in
the book itself. Macintosh programs? No
way: these are for Unix systems.
Verdict: Avoid

Title:

Author:
Publisher:
ISBN:

£32.95
Frederik B. Cohen
John Wiley & Sons
0-471-00860-5

Polishing Windows - Reviewed by Edward Kenworthy
Modern Windows programs need to look
good and be innovative in order to succeed.
Dave Jewell’s book claims to show Win‑
dows developers how to include such fea‑
tures as ‘toolboxes, status bars, Excel-style
dialogs and other professional user inter‑
face elements’ into your applications. The
book assumes that you’re using the Win‑
dows SDK (not anything as modern as
OWL or the MFC!) and begins by covering,
belabouring one might say, how to handle
loading string resources. Fortunately this
only takes one chapter. The rest of the book
then goes on to describe how the various
user interface elements are built using the
SDK. In covering these Jewell also explains
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some, relevant, general purpose techniques.
He sometimes emphasises a point quite
heavily but on balance I feel this is prefer‑
able to skimming over useful or important
techniques.
If this book had been written two years
ago, despite a sometimes laboured style, it
would have been an impressively innovative
work. If it had been published even a year
ago it would have been worth getting hold
of a copy. However Borland C++ v4 and Mi‑
crosft Visual C++ had made it redundant be‑
fore it had even been published. Both of
these provide a very simple way of imple
menting the majority of the user interface

all the sweat. If you're still using just the
prehistoric SDK then you might be inter‑
ested in this book. (But then if you’re that
far behind the times are you really bothered
about a ‘modern’ user interface?) If you’re
using any sort of modern tool then forget it.
Verdict: Not recommended.

Title:

Polishing Windows

Pages:

491

Price:

£24.95 (plus disk)
DaveJewell
Addison Wesley
0-201-62437-0
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elements presented by Jewell - and without
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VIDEO
The C Video Course - Reviewed by Sarah Allen
How do you learn a new language? Usually
when people learn a foreign language, they
either go to a training course or buya set of
books, audio tapes or videos. For a com‑
puter language, it’s either a course or one of
the many ‘Teach yourself C’ books on the
market. But companies have been investi‑
gating other options. Mind you, I can’t re‑
ally imagine listening to PrograPhone on my
Walkman. Worse still, watching a Yank de‑
monstate the worst cliches of his nation
while, simultaneously writing C code.
SoI wasa little sceptical when the Editor
asked me to try Silicon River’s C video
course. Still, hopefully hard cash would fol‑
low. At least that was the impression he left
when we finished the conversation. Next
day a box arrived on my doorstep. Not that
the postman had much to worry about:
since the mysterious disappearance of the
dog last summer, it’s been the megaton
compiler boxes to which he’s taken a par‑
ticular disliking...
It’s a pretty light box. However, the same
can’t be said of its contents. From the top,
there’s six videos, a tutorial guide and a
diskette.
The course is very structured, divided
into nine sections, each comprising several
individual units. The recommended way to
fluent C is as follows. First, sit comfortably
in armchair; cocoa and video ‘remote’ to
hand. Next watch video presentation, turn
to corresponding course unit in workbook,
then work through the exercises. And if
there are any video workshops: return to
armchair with cocoa and ‘remote’ and sit
through another video. Phew! And remem‑
ber, always check your answers to the tuto‑
rial with those on the disk. Yes Gran.
The course is based on the 1990 ISO
standard of the C language. Its goal is to
‘take you from beginner to proficient C pro‑
grammer in the shortest time possible’.
Since Silicon River is currently working on
a C++ video course, this training empha‑
sises the common points and differences be‑
tween C and C++. So, according to Silicon
River, it is also a good start for developers

that do not yet know C but want to learn
C++. I’m not convinced. I think that while it
may well be possible to teach yourself C
with this video, writing C structured pro‑
gramming code in C++ defeats the whole
purpose of object orientation. I hope that
the C++ course won’t be based too much on
this one.
As expected, life for the new born C pro‑

Cexpertise is by no
means instantaneous.
But 60 hours condensed
training seemsa little
excessive
grammer begins with the infamous ‘Hello
world’ program. By the end there’s some
pretty advanced explanations of compiler
workings such as the different phases. The
main nine sections teach in order: program
flow control; everything about simple data
types and parameters; the more complex ar‑
rays and pointers types; how to deal with dy‑
namic memory allocation and pointers,

structures and unions; file manipulations;
how to handle and prevent errors and at last
a general ‘advanced topics’ section. A C
glossary has been included at the end of the
book, but I don’t particularly like it. I feel
that it should include function prototypes in‑
stead of function names. How do you re‑
member the arguments to s t r e p y , for
example? An index is definitely missing.
With regards to the video itself, special
effects have been used to give the impres‑
sion that Nigel Evans, the teacher, is point‑
ing directly at C code. Suprisingly, the
source code is readable but, of course, I
would have benefitted from a larger TV
screen. A colour TV is a must, not that I par‑
ticularly appreciated Nigel’s white jumper.
A C compiler is a must for doing the ex‑
ercises. Any make will do, so long as it sup‑

ports the ISO C standard. On the accompa‑
nying disk, one directory contains files used

repeatedly through the course. Make files
for Borland, Microsoft and Symantec com‑
pilers are provided here to compile the ex‑
amples into a library. In a few instances,
programs are r u n through a debugger step
by step to check the value of variables after
every line of C. So it’s better, if you have
one available. Anyway, at one point or an‑
other you'll probably need a debugger. It’s
the only true test of a real Cprogrammer.
Most exercises are designed to test your
understanding in a particular topic. Some
get you to rewrite the examples with other
assumptions or different instructions. Oth‑
ers are simply questions regarding particu‑
lar code samples. For dummies, hints are
always available. Not that I ever needed
them of course! All in all, you'll have to go
through 329 exercises.
The course takes more time thanI first
expected, but I found it was comprehensive.
Now I’m not saying I actually enjoyed
watching the videos themselves (since I
consider myself quite accomplished at C),
but overall, the complete package appeared
to offer much of what it promised.
My only warning to those of you contem‑
plating video based training is that while
there are only 13 hours of tape to watch, the
time to go through the complete course, do‑
ing all the exercises, is more like 60 hours.
C expertise is by no means instantaneous.
But 60 hours condensed training seems a
little excessive.

Verdict: Recommended

Shift Operators

Figure 1 - Cheer up Nige:
it’s only C Standards
Vol 9-Issue 4 September 1994

Figure 2 - Notice position of right
hand pushing those bits
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Figure 3 - Two in the hand is worth...
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COMMENT

Letters
We welcome short ar
letters on any subject Pai
that is relevant to software
development. Please write to:
The Editor, EXE Magazine, St
Giles House, 50 Poland Street,
London W1V 4AX or email

cliffs@dotexe.demon.co.uk.
Unless your letter is marked
‘Not for publication’, it will be
considered for inclusion in this
section.
Overworked Overload
Dear EXE
I thought you would have had an avalanche
of letters criticising the article, ‘Operator
Overload’ in Vol 8 Issue 10April 1994, page
52. Since I have waited in vain for someone
to defend the textbooks Francis Glassborow
implicitly denounces, I suppose I'll have to
offer a belated defence myself. Of course, in
doing this I put my head on the block too.
Anyway, Francis was trying to present a
solution to implementing arithmetic opera‑
tor overloading for classes containing large
data structures.
I don’t claim any greatness in the solu‑
tion I present, because it is, according to my
vague recollections, the classic textbook
version. Let’s just hear it for the textbooks,
eh?
Rather than have an instance embedded
in an object, you embeda pointer to an in‑
stance. This makes the enclosing object
very lightweight and perfect for passing by
value.
For the more advanced, you can intro‑
duce an instance counter to avoid replicat‑
ing unchanged instances of the large object.
Each copy increments the counter, each de-.
struction decrements the counter, causing
deletion on zero. Obviously any need to
change the large object can only go ahead if
it’s the only instance, otherwise a copy must
be made.
I hope this helps to increase sales of text‑
books, and at least has reassured some of
those who were daunted by the prospect of
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Francis’ tortuous means to achieve operator
overloading.
Crosbie Fitch
East Sussex

Safety with parameters
Dear EXE
Francis Glassborow (‘Anarchy in Parameter
Land’, August) rightly points out that func‑
tion parameters are often used to change
external variables to which they refer and
that this can often be a source of confusion.
Several years ago I thought of a way to solve
this problem, though I am not sure how the
solution could be implemented. The idea is
to allow the use of multi valued functions,
eg:
x,y = fnPolarToCartesian(r, theta);
where x and y in this case are of the
same type, though in general any (speci‑
fied) number of different types may be re‑

turned. Thus all input to such a function
would be via the parameters, and all output
via the return values. This seems to me to
be a much clearer and safer way to have
variables adjusted as a consequence of func‑
tion calls. Normal type checking would ap‑
ply, though in the example shown it is still
possible to return the x-result as y and vice‑
versa. Of course, this kind of fault can occur
with the traditional return via parameters,
and perhaps more readily.
Obviously this facility would require the
compilers to be re-written: I do not think
that even C++ can be forced to behave in
this manner.
I am not a compiler expert myself, so
there may be a good reason why multi-val‑
ued functions have never been compiled.
On a more general note, perhaps you
could have a new section in the magazine
which would be devoted to new or unusual
language features, as suggested by readers.
I appreciate that language design is
often difficult, but it seems that the special‑
ists do not always get it right. C++ private
class members have to be declared in
header files, for example, whereas Eiffel
manages to hide them most effectively, and
more in line with OO philosophy. So there
may be others like myself who have the
audacity to think that they could do better!

Commute, don’t compute
Dear EXE
I felt compelled to write a few words on Cliff
Saran’s editorial (‘Commuter Heaven’, Au‑
gust). There are indeed many ways in
which the use of computers, the internet
and all the other features of the emerging
‘global village’ could be used to better peo‑
ples lives. However, segmenting them into
isolated groups is not one of them. I could
not agree more that the way disabled people
in this country, and many others, are
treated is appalling: Our public transport
sytems can only be a daily nightmare for
them. But the solution to this is better trans‑
portation, not better computers, not a wider
internet nor any other technology related
gimmick. We need to integrate our society,
not seperate it into ‘sections who can cope
with the outside world’ and ‘sections who
can’t.’
Going to work every day, whatever the
accompanying stresses and strains is an im‑
portant part of our social development: just
look at the severe depression that many re‑
dundant workers suffer. Opting out is, of
course, still a viable option for many who
feel happier out of the ‘rat-race’. But every‑
one should be given this initial option: if
they choose not to take it, all well and good,
that is their decision to make, not ours.
I realise that the editorial was written as
a well intentioned solution to an ever-pre‑
sent problem within our society. It was this
in particular that spurred me to write in:
good intentions after all, pave the road to
many places. Most human beings need con‑
tact with each other. We must ensure that
computers are used to bring people to‑
gether not further apart.

M Dibble
Portsmouth

Letter of the Month
The writer of the best letter of the
month, asjudged by the Editor, will
receive a £30 book voucher, courtesy of

Richard Prosser
Kenilworth
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Is your editor cramping your style?
SURPRISING how many programmers put up with those ho-hum editors
bundled with their compilers. Or even DOS-hosted monsters which to be,
errm, brief, haven't seen a proper upgrade since before Thatch left the throne.
If you have ever found yourself picking through megabytes of material by
hand to accomplish a task that you know should be a few keystrokes, then we
have a suggestion for you.

j

ED it
Introducing the new ED for Windows
programmer's editor. ED is intelligent and
language-sensitive - it knows all about your compiler. So
whether you use C++, Clipper, Smalltalk, Eiffel or one of
the other 24 languages that ED supports, you can be
enjoying the benefits of colour syntax highlighting and
compiler error tracking within minutes.
But it's the other stuff that makes the difference. Can't
remember where you put a function? Just type its name in
the File Open dialog. Lost in the on-line docs? ED will
search through as many help files as you want at the click
of a mouse. Like your menus and tool bars just so? A
cinch with ED. There's a spelling checker that's smart
enough to know about comments, a C-like macro
language, and heaps more bits and pieces.

ED supports multiple windows, multiplefiles p e r window,

and multiple languages too

Try it
The best way to find out what ED can do for you is to
have a go. And you can. For free.
ED's new advanced Search & Replace puts you in control

Just call us up, and we'll send youa full working demo*.
( I f you are Wired, you can download it from any of the
places listed at the bottom of this advertisement**).

...or Buy it

New Features in
EDfor Windows 3.0

Already convinced? We can ship out
your copy
for Windows 3.0
today. ED for Windows costs just
£145 (+ shipping and VAT).

ofE D

Configurable Toolbars - Enhanced Compiler

Celcsidica.nflaolaen?
akefeline taoeiel HiGehe Forth,
Wiocigon Hearch

QBS Software Ltd

[ h e programmer 's

.

editor

10 Barley Mow Passage, LONDON W4 4PH
Phone +44 81 994 4842
Fax +44 81 994 3441
BBS +44 81 747 1979
‐ Email qbs@cix.compulink.co.uk

Demo is fully functional, but won't let you save files > 2KB. **The ED for Windows V3.0 demo ED3DEMO.ZIP can be downloaded from the QBS BBS (tel 081 747 1979, baud rate 2400-14400, connect 8 N 1, in the DEMO section),
rom CIX (topic qbs/files), from CompuServe (GO CLIPPER, library 8) and from ftp site CICA (demo directory) and its mirrors (eg src.doc.ic.ac.uk, computing/systems/ibmpc/windows3).

=
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Train without strain
Les Peck argues the

C]

case for better training

‐‐‐‐‑

a

el

from employers
In theory, training is the heartbeat of a suc‑
cessful company. Skills, abilities and the prod‑
uct range should expand in harmony. But it
doesn’t always happen. Some companies have

an inbuilt resistance to training. To manage‑
ment, it’s a zero fill: ‘ I fI train ’em, I’ll lose ’em’.
In many cases, staff are only hired to fill
spaces in the team sheet. I well remember
graduates who were there to keep records or
make out purchase orders. They were not en‑
couraged to develop their skills. The company
called it ‘work experience’. It didn’t matter if
they left. Next year’s milk-roundwould provide
another harvest.
When the project reached the point of criti‑
cal inertia, the company saved the game by
hiring contractors. From the company’s view‑
point, contractors were cost-effective. They
came with all the skills and were ready to start
on the day of arrival. The headcount wasn’t

overloaded and the in-house software engi‑
neers were still on hand to update the records

and order the parts. There was a negative side,
of course. At the end of the project, the con‑
tractors packed their bags and took their
knowledge with them. Only those who’d
worked with the hired-help had actually gained
anything.
But why is training seen as such a ‘no-go’
area? In the deadline situations that haunt our
business like the Ghost of Banquo, time costs
more than money - and cashflow equals com‑
pany survival. In the days of make or break,
there never seems to be enough of either to
spend on training.
When I handled banking systems in the
70s, ‘training’ meant six-months away in a
three-star hotel. The thought of such high ex‑
penses linger on in the minds of management ‑
and fear of the ‘off-sitetraining-budget’ syn‑
drome tend to block all but the absolute essen‑
tials. But that was yesterday. Modern training
methods have cut training time from weeks to
days - and many schools will (if asked) supply
an on-site instructor.

CAREER @¢
DEVELOPMENT

If that still seems too much of an invest‑
ment, many of the better software houses now
supply quality training information on video.
For example, for the cost of half a set of golf
clubs, Softvision providesa first class training
tape on Visual Basic. If you check the software
catalogues, you'll find many others on offer.
One tape can train as many people as required.
Training doesn’t have to cost the earth and
the long-term benefits to the company can
more than balance the expense of hiring a
never-ending stream of contractors.
Although career development is critical to
every graduate software engineer, no-one
wants to move for fun. It’s not career-effective;
too many CV entries showsa restless spirit ‑
and no employer wants to hire a nomad. For
the company, a settled team means continuity
for the next phase of the development. And far
less time is lost ‘breaking in’ the new recruits.
Training makes a team effective. Involvement
gives each member of that team a level of re‑
sponsibility to make the project work. What‑
ever the situation, training is a modest price to
pay for overall success.
&

To advertise, call
Mare Green on 071 287 5000 x3108

Busy Software House needs Analyst - Programmers
Highly paid part and full time work for competent people
Working from Home/ Part time
If you are already employed but have your own high spec PC and can seriously dedicate some time each evening then we will
consider you. This method of working will beparticularly attractive if you have very high skill levels in certain areas (e.g. Windows)
from which we can benefit in short (well paid) bursts.

Full Time Contract
We need at least three full time contractors for a period of one to four months. This can either be at our offices near Guildford
(south west of London) or you can be based at home with weekly progress meetings held at our offices.

Skills Required
We need both standard C and/or C++ with Windows (Borland OWL). Primarily, you need to be very competent with good
commercial experience and definitely able to deliver to agreed standards, schedule and price.
We havea very busy workload which we plan to split up into small to middle sized contracts and look forward to anyone who can
assist us with this.
We are presently expanding with a superb blue chip client base and expect to have yet more work in 1995. Our hope is that we
can meet this work load with a very high grade base of part and full time contractors which we plan to carefully build up.
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C, C++, OOPS CONTRACTS

o

n

t h e soft corporation
Specialists in Software Development Staff Recruitment
OOD/OOP, C, C++, VISUAL C++

C, C++, Realtime

Berks

Long term contracts available now for Analysts,
Systems Designers & Coders with 2yrs exp of
C, C++, realtime in a structured environment
(Yourdon pref)
Ref: M4/643/MN

QuarkXTensions

Home Counties

Immediate development opportunities on PC
using XTensions for new Mac systems.
Ref: M4/94846/BJ

UNIX, C++,00D

M4 Corridor

New product development opportunities for
graduate Software Designers with min 2 yrs
C++ with Unix & Windows. Immediate start.
Ref: M4/94220/AB
For further information about any
of these or other development opportunities,
please contact Keith Bulmer on
081 948 5922 or fax your CV on
081 332 1369.
KPG 2 The Green, Richmond,
COMPUTER
Surrey TW9 1PL.
S U P P O R T
Emp. Agy SE9281
SERVICES

e
ALL LEVELS

As the market for Object Oriented skills gathers pace we have a number of clients designing
systems in diverse application areas including: Multi-media, DTP, Telephary, LANs, Electronic
publishing, On-line information Feeds, Finance and Banking in both a UNIX and DOS
environment.
Positions available vary from traditional + Programmer/Software Engineer and
Analyst/Programmers to Designers/Senior Software Engineers in the overall strategic direction
for end-user organisations.
£17-£35K + benefits
REF: SC/01/EXE

ALL LEVELS

WINDOWS ORX-WINDOWS/BANKING

Three city clients require windows skills at any level. Other relevant skills are SQL server,
Transact, SQL, UNIX, VMS or MS-DOS, C, C++, Open Client (DB and Net library), MFC, Open
interface and APT. Exposure to analysis, developing user interfaces and rapid development
techniques. Full training in Middle Office/Production and Front Office Systems including:
Financial and Management Accounting, Treasury, Equity, Fixed Income and Derivatives.
£20-£25K + Banking benefits
REF SC/02/EXE

ANALYST PROGRAMMERS

C AND C++ PROGRAMMERS

Excellent opportunities exist for bright graduates with one year + experience. Personal
background requires a solid understanding of the project life cycle and a commitment to high
quality coding. You will be trained in all aspects of Investment Banking, relational databases,
4GLs and Object Orientated Design. A good opportunity for asecond career move.
£17-£25K + Banking benefits
REF: SC/03/EXE

SYBASE/INGRES/VMS/C

1-3 YEARS £25-£30K + BONUS

Excellent opportunities for Graduates with 1-3 years experience to join aBanking Organisation.
Training will be given in the Derivatives/Financial Instruments market. Motivated self-starters who
want to take on responsibility in aprogressive organisation where skills are rewarded on merit.
OTHER PLATFORMS/DATABASE CONSIDERED.
REF: C/O4/EXE

INGRES/ORACLE/SYBASE/OOD AND OOP

ALL LEVELS

KPG

Additional experience of: SQL, Forms, C and C++ required. We currently have client companies
including Management Consultancies, Systems Houses, Systems Vendors, Bank and Finance
clients looking for candidates with: Relational Database design, Database tuning, Systems
Administration, DBAs, Pre/Post Sales and solid programming knowledge and expertise. Please
call to discuss your particular requirements.
£18-£40K + benefits
REF: SC/O5/EXE

L I M I T E D

Software House and End Users in Finance, Banking, Manufacturing, Commercial, Scientific and
Government application environments require excellent C skills. Both Windows development
skills W/3, SDK, NT, X-Windows and Visual Basic or strong C, C++ solid operating systems and
good application knowledge are again much in demand. Software development experience is the
key, and being able to deliver high performance, high quality, well specified software
incompetitive time scales. Opportunities vary from small to large software companies involved in
expert systems, GUIs, Image Processing, GIS, EIS, Communications, Networking and Object
Orientated Databases. Graduates through to senior software engineers/team leaders are
required. Please call to discuss.
£14-£35K + Benefits
REF: SC/O6/EXE

C/C++/VISUAL BASIC - UNIX OR MS-DOS

UNIX/VMS/MS WINDOWS/NT MFC

DEVELOPERS

ALL LEVELS

A degree in computer or natural science, two years solid C programming experience and a
sound understanding of UNIX, VMS or MS-DOS are required to work on large scale programs
with user interaction. You will need an intelligent problem solving approach to work and be a
quick learner to programmer software in an X-Windows, Windows SDK or NTenvironment, port
software to different systems and liaise with customers to drive through product improvements.
Excellent career opportunities for the right candidates.
£16-£28K
REF: SC/O7/EXE

Let your C++ and Windows experience

flourish, developing leading edge CD-ROM
and on-line database products. Jon a

vigourous, stimulating and growing team in

modern offices in Camden Town, NW London.

Knowledge of GUI design, text processing and
SCO UNIX an added advantage.

Send your CV to:

Marc Green, St Giles House,

50 Poland Street, London, W1V 4AX

LONDON/HOME COUNTIES WINDOWS SDK/NT DEVELOPMENTS
Senior Development Engineers
Analyst Programmers
To £30K +benefits
To £27K +benefits
Strong programming skills in Cor C++ and Windows NT are pre-requisites for these positions.
Experience in some of the following areas is also required: MS-DOS 5.0, MS Windows 3.1,
Windows NT, Windows SDK, MSC 7.0, MFC, Visual Basic, Visual C++ and Microsoft NT. Also
desirable are Windows XUT libraries or networking skills.
REF: SC/O8/EXE

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS-SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
Various Client/End Users, Software Vendors and Software Houses dedicated to strategic
implementation of leading edge technology and integration of applications across different
hardware and operating systems platforms require candidates to degree level with a
scientific/technical development bias and 1-3 years experience. There are two main options:
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT: Continued use of UNIX, VMS, MS-DOS, C, C++, MFC, Windows
(SDK, NTor X-Windows and Toolkits), Networking and Communications with companies offering
technolgy based careers and management responsibility.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT: Using technical based skills already developed, but offering
Opportunites to apply analysis and design skills rather than remain ‘a technical guru’ in various
environments including finance. Please call to discuss your particular career, growth and
potential.
£12-£25K + benefits
REF: SC/O9/EXE
VISUAL BASIC SKILLS MUCH IN DEMAND - PLEASE CALL TO DISCUSS REF: SC/10/EXE
LEEDS - LOW LEVEL C++ WINDOWS COMMS DEV ALL LEVELS
REF: SC/11/EXE
LONDON COMMS SPEC X25, X400 £40-60K
REF: SC/12/EXE

t h e soft corporation
10 Pakeman Street, London N7 6QN
Tel: 071 609 5501 Fax: 071 700 5787
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To advertise, call
Marc Green on 071 287 5000 x3108

VB, C++, FOX Support
Founded in 1975, Microsoft» has
become the worldwide leader in
software for personal computers. The
company offers a wide range of
products and services for business
and personal use, each designed with
the mission of making it easier and
more enjoyable for people to take
advantage of the full power of
personal computing every day.
Microsoft is committed to making it easy
for our customers to get the best from
their PC systems through the right
combination of software and service.
Personal computer usage is growing
ever more diverse, and IT managers,
business PC users, students, home
computer enthusiasts and many other
kinds of user all have widely differing
service needs and expectations.

While recognising that specific
requirements are as varied as our

customers themselves, we are
committed to ensuring that every
Microsoft customer has access to
first-class services to match those
needs.

The Developer Team
In the Developer Support Team we
provide support on all Microsoft
Developer Tools products. Our work is
extremely varied, ranging from
straightforward queries to complex
developer cycle issues. We_ pride
oursleves on our expertise, not only with
Microsoft products but in all aspects of
the developer tool environment, and we
apply this knowledge on a daily basis
supporting our customers.
Due to continuing success in this area we
are increasing the number of
individuals substantially over the next twelve
months. We will be looking for a range of
skillsets throughout the year as shown.

Profile -Developer Support
e@ Minimum two years in-depth
experience in one or more of the
following areas is essential:
Microsoft C++@, Visual Basice,
Foxproe or in software development
in an equivalent product
Excellent interpersonal skills
Highly motivated
Focused on teamwork
Experience in a problem solving
environment would be an
advantage
e
Ideally qualified as a Microsoft
Certified Professional
e@ Strong customer service focus

If you meet the above requirements and
are interested, please send your CV
quoting reference MS013/EXE to:
Recruitment Services, Microsoft Ltd.,
Microsoft Place, Winnersh Triangle,
Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 5TP, or for
more information call us on 0734 270416.

Microsoft
Making it easier

UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
VBasic/VC++/Access/
SQL Server
London

C++/00D/Unix Developers

Alllevels
To£45,000 plus banking bens.

To£50,000 plus bens.

London

Alllevels

Our clientis commited to the replacement of

existing technology with Windows NT, and wil
soon represent one of the most technologically
advanced environments in the City, with avast
array of projects under way. You should have
experience of either VBasic orVC++ and some
database exposure. Knowledge of Excel, Word
and OLEwould bebeneficial,aswould the
apitude to adapt toahighly creative trading
environment. Contact Pau! Lyons.

Oracle v6/v7 A/P’s
West London/City
To£32,000 plus bens.
With renewed confidencein the market wehave
seen a large leap in demand for Oracle based
developers with astrong technical background.
Ifyou can offer 2 plus years Oracle v6/v7, Forms
3.0/4.0 coupled with Pro Cin adevelopment

offer

based role, | can
you two clients where job
satisfaction and long term career prospects are

guaranteed. These are customer facing roles so
good interpersonal skils are essential. In
addition any knowledge of Case Tools and 36L's
would beanadvantage. Contact Colin James.

development. They
are looking for talented
analyst/programmers with experience ofa
major RDBMS, Unix, some knowledgeof C,and
ideally exposure to aWindows front end. They
offerimmediate Sybase/Powerbuilder work,
with external training and full project lifecycle
involvement. Contact Paul Lyons.

Wehave numerous opportunities within the
investment banking/securities industry
towork
onarange of business oriented development
projects.You wil need at least ayears
commercial experience for entry level roles, but
candidates
with XWindows/Motif, RDBMS,
Realtime systems, mathematical aptitude orof
course relevant business skils wil beoffered
roles with significantly greater challenges and
rewards. Contact Pau! Lyons.

Gity
£30,000 plus bens.
Management project where your C++ skils wil
befully utilised.Inaddition knowledge ofGUI’s,
(Motif,Windows, Windows NT, 0S/2etc.),
RDBMS, OOD and OOA across amix ofoperating
systems would beanadvantage. This system wil
beportable and database independent
and
offers aleading edge environment providing
excellent opportunities for career development.
There wil also beachance for specialisation in
the future. Contact Colin James.

Ifworkingatthe cutting edge ofsystems
development excites you, your Sybase,
Powerbuilder skils could bethe stepping stone
to.a bright new future.
This leading systems
house working inthe financialmarkets can offer
anenvironment in which you can shine. Thisis a
brand new development where your 3 plus
years experience wil be put to the test.
Any
knowledge ofinternational banking systems
would beanadvantage but not essential.
Contact Colin James.

Excel Specialists
London

C++ Developers

You wil beworking ona Global Risk

Sybase/Powerbuilder A/P
City
To£35,000

Alllevels
To£50,000 plus bens.
Weare dealing with anumber of roles
for Excel
specialists, with ahigh standard of education
and mathematical aptitude. The roles wil
involve working closely with the traders and wil
becrucial to the success of the business. Contact
Paul Lyons.

FIT FOR THE TOP
Information Technology
Appointments
Pantiles Chambers
85 High Street,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN1 1YG
Telephone 01892 545292.
Fax 01892 517942

CAREER ¢DEVELOPMENT
JOB

JOB
C/Visual C++

C/.Windows/SDK

LOCATION
S. London

SALARY
To £25K

This market leading financial software
house is seeking two additional
Programmers to work on the development
of new products. Suitable candidates will
have solid C programming skills in addition
to good experience with the Windows SDK.
Our client is increasingly using C++ and
therefore experience of Visual C++ and the
MFC will be an advantage. The successful
candidates will work in a stimulating
environment with the opportunity for
excellent training and career development.

JOB
C/C++

LOCATION
Berks

SALARY
To £25K

A fast growing, energetic Software Publishing
House, is looking for aC/C++ Developer to
join its professional and committed team.
Candidates should have a minimum of two
years solid C development experience, backed
up by a sound knowledge of C++. Any
exposure to the Windows API or OLE 2.0
would be advantageous, but is not essential.
The successful candidate will be working in a
state of the art technical environment for an
organisation that recognises hard work and
results.

REF:EXE/40

JOB

Client/Server application development
software for mainstream business
applications. Currently, they are looking for
three Developers with strong C and/or C++
skills. Any exposure to Windows would be
advantageous. Candidates must be bright,
capable of learning the latest technologies
and possess excellent communication skills.
Successful applicants will be involved in
whole project cycles and can expect to be
using the latest development tools.

REF:EXE/42

JOB

Unix Support Consultant

Visual C++

L O C AT I O N
Herts

L O C AT I O N
Middx

Opportunities to work in such a stimulating
technical development environment rarely
come along. We are seeking a bright, highly
competent C++ Programmer to work
alongside like-minded individuals,
developing a new generation of
communications products. Ideally, you have
at least six months Visual C++/MFC
experience, but Visual C++ training will be
given to exceptional candidates with
experience of other C++ compilers.
Working in a young friendly environment,
the successful candidate will enjoy the
social as well as the technical aspects of this
position.

This is awonderful opportunity for aUnix
technical support specialist to expand
his/her skills. The job role is that of
European Customer Support, embracing
responsiblity for testing/porting new
software releases to European Unix
platforms and the provision of
training/technical consultancy. Candidates
will have a minimum of two years Unix
(preferably with some systems
administration), aswell as knowledge of
networking and PC’s. Any experience of C
or SQL programming, VMS or Novell
would be advantageous. Opportunity for
European travel, so any knowledge of a
European language would be useful.

SALARY
£20K-£24K

REF:EXE/43

SALARY
£18K-£27K

Our client is a fast growing developer of

REF:EXE/41

JOB

C++ Programmer

LOCATION
S. London

LOCATION

SALARY
To £25K

Yorkshire

A leading developer of communications and
networking solutions is currently looking for
two Developers with Visual C++/MFC
skills. Applicants should be educated to
degree level and must have at least one
years postgraduate experience in C and
C++. Any knowledge of communications
would be useful. Candidates must be able to
demonstrate an ability to keep learning the
latest technologies. Excellent career
prospects and challenging development
projects. are on offer.

REF:EXE/44 |

REF:EXE/45

CONTRACT VACANCIES - UK WIDE
Sybase SQL Server

City

Windows NT

Consultant
Visual Basic/C++

6 months

Manchester Soft Engineer
Oracle 6/Forms*3

6 months

Surrey

Programmer
Unix/C

6 months

W. Mids ‐‐ Programmer
Apple Macintosh

3 months

City

6 months

Developer

City

Developer
Windows NT/C
Middx
Programmer
MS-Windows/SDK/C

Developer

3 months

Embedded/Real Time Systems

Herts

Soft. Engs x2

3 months

City

Visual C++
London Analyst Programmer

6 months

6 months
4 months

X-Windows/C

C/DOS
W. London Programmer
C++/Visual Basic

Surrey

C++/VB/Finance
Developers

3 months

Surrey

Soft.Eng x2

6 months

Windows/C++

Developers

3 months
REF: EXE/46

Logistix Recruitment Limited
Lamb House, Church Street
Chiswick Mall, London W4 2PD

Tel: 081-742 3060
Fax: 081-742 3061

London _ Project Leader

Visual C++
W. London Programmer

3 months

VB/C/SQL

W. London _ Progs x3
3 months
Visual C++/MFC
Kent
Software Engineer
6 months
MS-Windows/Banking
City
Consultant
6 months

Ingres/Unix/C

Yorks

6 months

6 months
REF: EXE/47

We have a large number of PERMANENT
and CONTRACT opportunities
throughout the UK. Please call one of o u r
consultants for further information o r,
alternatively post/fax a CV to us and we
will contact you at a convenient time.

S. London Anal. Progs
6 months
Borland C++/Multi-Media
S.London
Soft. Eng
3 months

London

City

C++/Multi-Media
Developer
Visual Basic v3

3 months

Programmer
VB/MS Access/WAN
City
Software Engineer
Visual Basic/MS Access
City
Programmer
Visual Basic/C++
London
Developers
Windows/Visual Basic
West Mids Programmer

6 months
3 months

6 months
6 months
3 months

REF:EXE/48

Logistix

CAREER ¢DEVELOPMENT
Essex

Software Artists

to £25,000

This young dynamic developer of graphics software is
seeking enthusiastic engineers who want more than
‘just another’ programming role. You need at least
twelve months indepthMSWindows and C++
experience and have the wish and ability to develop
‘state of the art software either in a team environment
or one m a n projects. Preferably you will have
experience of some of the following Windows SDK,
OLE, Database design, and Win32. Future projects will
lead you into Windows NT and Chicago.Ref: AW3500

DOS-BIOS
South West

to £24,000

An exciting opportunity exists for Software
Engineers with at least 3 years PC software
development experience. You will be developing
leading edge real-time data management software
working within a small dedicated team. You w i l l
have graduated with a good degree and have
indepth understanding of MS-DOS at device driver
and interrupt level. You need also to be fluent in C
ad 80*86 assembler and have the ability to deliver
quality software on time. Good opportunities exist
to progress to other environments such as Windows
NT and Novell Netware.
Ref: AW3506

MS Windows SDK/C++
Surrey

to £23,000

Expansion within this specialist multimedia
developer necessitates the recruitment of high calibre
Software Engineers. You need to have twelve months
post graduate experience including MS Windows
SDK and C++. You will be developing state of the art
graphics applications and future development will
lead you into Windows NT.
Ref: AW3502

Visual C++, G D I Shrink-Wrap Products

City

3

C, DOS, Real Time
London

to £23,000

This developer of real time communications
software for the sports industry is seeking well
qualified Development Engineers. You need to
have achieved a 2nd class degree minimum and
have indepth MS DOS and C experience coupled
w i t h exposure to Yourdon methodology. You will
be developing software which w i l l produce up to
the minute information and images worldwide.
Ref: AW3503

Digital Audio/Video Effects
London

£open

Cambs

My client requires 2 exceptionally talented software
designers to join a team developing novel PC based
image processing/inspection systems. The right
candidates will have excellent academic qualifications,
a m i n i m u m o f 2 years C++ and Windows 3.1
experience and be capable of holding their o w n in a
very small and high calibre free thinking company
environment. One of the m o s t challenging
opportunities currently available.
Ref: MJ3507

1st Class

Datacomms/Graphics
UK Wide

to £30,000

If you have a 1st Class or 2.1 degree and are
interested in atechnically challenging (software or
hardware) careerwe need to talk. There is n o w no
need for you to be stuck in a job where you are
under utilised, underpaid or just uninterested. I
have a large number of high calibre companies who
would be very interested in meeting you to discuss
how they can benefit your career.
Ref: MJ3504

For more information please call Mike Jenkins or Adrian Wagstaff 0442 231691 days or
0908 222909 eves/wkends quoting the relevant ref no. Alternatively send your cv to:

Executive Recruitment Services
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead Herts HP2 7RX or fax cv to 0442 230063.

ECM recruits for clients in the “Superleague” ‐ Small & Medium sized High‑
growth Companies, Leading-edge Consultancies & Research Organisations ‑
who offer technically challenging, well-paid career opportunities.
We seek graduates and experienced engineers with BSc (1st/2.1), MSc or
PhD ina scientific discipline and relevant Windows, C / C++, OO Software
design experience.

These are typical current vacancies ‐ call for more:

YOUR CAREER IS YOUR FUTURE

HELPING YOU GET THERE IS OURS
AsIT Recruitment Specialists, we provide a focused service for Computing Professionals seeking a
career move. We work predominantly with Systems & Software Houses, Consultancies, Software
Product Developers and other IT Suppliers.

TYPICAL POSITIONS
Software Engineers/Programmers
System Analysts/Designers
Team Leaders/Project Managers
Consultants/Technical Support Specialists
TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

G U I DESIGN / TELECOMS / NETWORKS

£14,000 - £ 3 0 , 0 0 0

Blue-chip companies ‐ excellent working environments, small teams, design
responsibility and freedom to prove your worth. Must have previous
experience of coding Windows applications (3.1 / NT or X / Motif), ideally in
C or C++.

£16,000 - £25,000+

You have gained solid Windows coding experience, but feel that your
current skills are undervalued. We have many vacancies! Coding in C or
C++, opportunities exist in 3D modelling, Imaging, GIS, Graphics, DTP,
Intelligent Instruments, Multimedia, Signal Processing .. .

I N T E L L I G E N T D ATA B A S E S

A I , Windows3, C++
Imaging Start Up

to £30,000

Real time video in WINDOWS, 30G byte real-time
systems, object oriented design and development,
sophisticated GUI front ends. Sounds amazing
doesn't it? Well it is! If you are a young, bright
software or hardware engineer, have C or C++
experience from an audio or video background and
equally importantly, have a real enthusiasm for
video/audio systems or techniques this is the
company for you. A highly creative atmosphere
within a thriving ground-breaking company for
right minded people.
Ref: MJ3505

c++ / WINDOWS

WINDOWS 3.1 FRONT ENDS

£Open

Developing high class multi-media products for a fiercely competitive industry demands exceptional software
designers. Add to that the latest software techniques and tools on a variety of the most current platforms and
you havea very exciting demanding and challenging role. You must have experience of developing Visual C++,
Ref: MJ3501
GDI software for shrink-wrapped products in a demanding commercial environment.

“SUPERLEAGUE”
SOFTWARE
a

To advertise, call
Mare Green on 071 287 5000 x3144

to £25,000

Consultancies & Software Houses designing complex Financial / MIS / GIS
applications seek experience in Sybase, Oracle or Ingres along with C / C++
and Windows skills.

For further information regarding these anda host of other top opportunities
please call ECM on 0638 742244 quoting ref: 1014. Alternatively send your
CV by fax 0638 743066, e-mail topjob@ecmsel.co.uk or mail to:

E C M SELECTION L I M I T E D

The Maltings, Burwell, Cambridge CB5 OHB.

UNIX, DOS, WINDOWS, OSF/MOTIF
C, C++, 4GLs, ADA, Assemblers
RDBMS, CASE, RAD, OOA/OOD
LANs, WANs, COMMS, X.25/400/500

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
™ ~~Communications, Graphics, Distributed Information Systems
©
Industrial, Scientific, Space/Satellite, Defence, Avionics
@ ~~Commercial, Financial, Insurance, Manufacturing, Distribution
OUR PROMISE

To provide you with a professional, informed service of the highest quality, and treat your
application in the strictest confidence. Wewill NEVER submit your CVto a client without your prior
knowledge and permission.
If you want to know more about how we can help you call Amanda Marsden or Paul Fenton.
Alternatively send or fax your CVand wewill contact you at atime convenient to you.

PlaniT Associates
Lothlorien House, Silchester Road, Little London,
Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG26 5EX
Telephone: 0256 851411 Facsimile: 0256 851512

CAREER eDEVELOPMENT

A S H ASSOCIATES

CLIENT/SERVER

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Computer Consulting Services Corporation (CCS), an 11 year old international
firm, seeks Information Technology professionals. The move towards rightsizing
in America is gaining momentum and CCS’s clients, including internationally
known management consulting firms and vending companies, are developing
exciting systems using the latest technologies available.
The current opportunities to work in major development projects throughout
the USA are tremendous for suitably qualified and enthusiastic individuals.
Current requirements include:
*

e e e e e|

OOP AND GUI'S

DATABASES

NATURAL/ADABAS
Programmers
to
Systems Analysts

f| o n e
| SYBASE
‐

CONSTRUCT
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SAPRIR3
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aplus

SQL SERVER

POWERBUILDER
| OLE

‐

unre

To advertise, call
Mare Green on 071 287 5000 x3108

C++, UNIX
SMALLTALK

WINDOWS NT
| VISUAL BASIC

MEE|

DBA’s, CASE,SQR

|

Financials
Manufacturing

|

_

FORMS, MENU etc.

£20K CAR (BERKS) S/W Engineer, Degree, 2 yrs ’C’ +Windows-SDK, GUI Design, H/W Interfacing.
£20K (SW LONDON) S/W Engineer, Degree & 3yrs Pascal, C, Methodologies, Navigation & Control.
£15K to £30K (W.LONDON) S/W Engineers, Degree + tyr to 10yrs C, Windows-SDK, XVT, SQL, MAC
£15K to £23K (N.LONDON) S/W Enginrs, Degree 2. + 1to 3 yrs C/DOS, Satellite Comms & GUI Design
£12K to £25K (BERKS) S/W Enginrs, 1yrs+ C, UNIX, MS-DOS, RDBMS, SQL, Information Systs Des.
£18K to £24K (OXFORD) S/W Engineers, 5yrs C/C++, PASCAL, YOURDON, Windows,
Instrumentation Systems.
£12K to £20K (BERKS) S/W Engineers, Degree + 1yrs Visual C++, Windows SDK, ORACLE & UNIX.
£18K to £23K (OXFORD) Programmers, 2yrs +C, 1yr Windows/Visual Basic, SWHouse, Client Contact.
£30K (HERTS) S/W Enginr, Degree, Syrs OS/2, Presentation Manager & C++, Major New Development.
£22K (MIDDX) Analyst Programmer, Degree, 3yrs VAX/VMS, DEC FORMS, Fortran, C, Info Systs.
£15K (WILTS) S/W Enginr, Degree, 1yrs Visual C++, Windows-SDK, Computer Interfacing, Telemetry.
£22K (MIDDX) Programmers, Degree, 1yrs Visual C++, Windows-SDK, Graphics Applications.
£23K (SURREY) S/W Enginr, Degree, 5yrs C/C++, Unix, PC’s, VME Systems, Methods, Team Lead.
£25K (CAMBRIDGE) S/W Engineers, Degree, MSc, 3yrs+ C& Assembler,
Signal Processing, H/W Appreciation.
£25K (SURREY Application Engineer, Degree, MSc, 3yrs+ C, 80X86, 2D/3D Graphics & H/W Design.
£25K (SURREY) S/W Engineers, Degree, 1yrs+ C, 2D/3D Graphics, Multi-Media, CD-ROM, AUDIO.
£25K (W.LONDON) Analyst Programmer, Degree + 2yrs ORACLE, Visual Basic, Commercial SWHouse.
£20K (SURREY ATE Programmer, tyrs +FACTRON Experience, Other ATE may substitute. URGENT
£25K (DORSET/OXFORD) Programmer, Degree + Defence Industry exp, C++, Visual C++, Windows.

WE A LW AY S HAVE A R E A L NEED FOR SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS W I T H THE FOLLOWING S K I L L S
and Programmer/Analysts w i t h relevant experience. We o ff e r 18 month
(renewable) contracts. Our remuneration packages include salaries (or hourly
rates), medical and dental insurance, visa costs, return airfares and relocation
allowances.
Interviews are conducted throughout the year by our Associate Chad Stolper.
Please post or fax your CVto him at:

Prescot C o m p u t e r Recruitment
33a Lauderdale Drive, Richmond, Surrey TW10 7BS
Tel: 081 948 0729 Fax: 081 332 6055
&

COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES CORPORATION
160 Summit Avenue, Montvale, NJO7645, USA

[ij

[_winpows-sDk x-winnows[i UNix_|

CCS needs Consultants, Project Leaders, Systems Analysts, Analyst/Programmers

|MS-DOS[i

K E R
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C P X25,
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P ,

O R A| INFORMIX
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Call us today to discuss your next move
TEL: (0425) 475480 or FA X : (0425) 480807
ASH Associates (TOGA), Technical Recruitment Consultants,
First Floor, 39-41 High Street, Ringwood, Hants, BH24 1AD

Sani u t e r
Analyst/Progs

S.East

A number of major End/Users, Software Houses and
OEM’s are currently engaged in leading-edge project
development; they currently require bright Software
Developers with a good degree, with C, C++, Windows
SDK, NT OO X-Windows to join dynamic project teams.
Opportunity to learn n e w_ techniques including
Foundation Class, OLE etc.

£15-24,000 + Benefits

Progress Skills

London/S.East

If you are a Graduate with 1-4 years Progress/Unix
experience, there are excellent career opportunities on
offer. 3Software Houses are producing key n e w products
in the areas of Distribution and Warehousing, Project
Management and Accounting Systems. Please call to
discuss further.
£15-23,000

OOD, Smalltalk, C++

A l l Levels

The market for OO skills is developing rapidly; we have
many clients developing applications in different areas ‑
Multimedia, Banking, Document Storage systems,
Communications etc. Also experienced Specialists for
Consultancy roles. Applications are welcome from MSc or
Phd postgraduates w i t h relevant technical skills.

£17-35,000

Front-End Development

Midlands

Current opportunities for Windows SDK applications
developers within a Financial environment. Strong
C/Windows SDK essential, C++ preferred. Opportunity to
work in NT/OLE environment.

£18,-24,000 + Benefits

Oracle/Sybase

We currently have Banks, Financial Houses and Software
Vendors interested in Oracle or Sybase, together with skills
such as C, SQL, Forms and DBA experience. Major clients
are seeking areas of expertise: Database Design and
Tuning, System Administration, Unix, Pre/Post Sales
Support. Please call for further details, and to discuss your
particular requirements.
£17-30,000 + Benefits

Windows SQL, Visual Tools

A l l levels

There is an increasing demand for Windows SQL and
Front-End Tools within Client/Server environments. If
you have Gupta, SQL Windows, Visual Basic or similar
Tools, please contact to discuss your next move.

£16-25,000

Computer Connect L t d
12a Eccleston Street, London SW15 9 LT

Phone: 071 730 113 Fax: 071 730 16 27 EVE: 081 292 4065

CAREER ¢DEVELOPMENT

Marc Green

on

071257 5000x3108

Windows/Network Management
Herts

PC DEVELOPERS
VISUAL C++
City

£Excellent

to £26K
Global data networking compnay are seeking to expand their Network Management Group.
This group is responsible for developing state of the art applications for configuring and moni‑
toring networks and network devices. They are seeking a SOFTWARE ENGINEER to work
within the WINDOWS PRODUCT group to develop and integrate software for Windows based
applications. This is an exciting opportunity with an International company committed to UKR
& D. Ideally you should be Degree qualified, and as well as your MSWINDOWS experience,
knowledge of any of the following would be an advantage:- Cor C++, OOD, Networking, Net‑
work Management. Please call for more info.

C, C++, Unix, OOA/OOD
£16K-£28K

Midlands

Great opportunity for six Software Engineers and Senior Software Engineers to join a very suc‑
cessful Company working in the areas of Network Management. The company can offer you
first class development facilities (as many SUN Sparcs as you can eat!!) and an excellent on‑
going training programme. They will shortly be moving to brand new purpose built ffacilites,
easily accessible to the main communications routes. Please call for more info.

Graphics Software

opportunities call now for more details.

RDBMS with OMNIS 7
City
to £22K + Bens

£15K-£21K

Midlands

Software house specialising in graphics products are seeking three creative individuals with a
passion for software development work on planned new projects based around WINDOWS
based products. You will be working in C++ and C under MS Windows and MS DOS, in su‑
perb premises ina lovely part of the country. The company relies heavily on its software engi‑
neers and you will be treated accordingly with excellent benefits and the respect you deserve.
Call for more info.

Image Processing

Leading city institution developing a wide
range of Windows based applications is
preferably
looking
for
analyst
programmers with Sybase Omnis 7
experience - although any RDBMS with
Windows based database will be of
interest for cross training.

Leading Company specialising in Real Time Image Processing, Image Generation and Graph‑
ics. They design and implement high quality systems for a large number of customers through‑
out the world. We are seeking ‘switched on’ engineers with skills in any of the following:- C,
C++, OOD, OCCAM, INTEL processors, Transputers (any flavour) and TMS series. You will
be working with an enthusiastic and innovative peer group who help create a work hard play
hard culture.
For further information, please contact PAUL
Es
a O Nn eS
JONES or PAUL SLOUGH on 0442 870770
i
at any time, or write to us with your CV.
r e s o u r c i n g

C INGRESS SQL

Highfield House, 26 Lower King’s Road,
Berkhamstead, Hertfordshire HP4 2AB

City

Surrey

to £25K

c£28K

You should be working in a Unix or MS Windows environment
with 2-5 years experience preferably with a good degree. With these
skills our client can offer you the opportunity to acquire financial
markets applications experience. (note: Gaining this experience
could lead to a huge increase in your market value in 2-3 years
time). City based.

1-3 years experience on Unix (preferably SUN), and exposure to
telecoms, C A D or PC packages desirable. Some programming in C
will be undertaken. M4 corridor or Oxfordshire.

Just what you’re looking for. You’ve got 2-5 years C (preferably in
comms though not essential), but you really want to work in C++,
on leading edge projects. Our client is a highly successful
datacomms manufacturer working on a new AT M project and need
t w o quality developers.

Suit ex-Developer, upgraded and n o w with human interface
features. You have probably developed in C or another H L L for
about two years, working in data/telecoms and have done some
support. Occasional Eurotravel, + excellent company culture.
Similar opportunities are available in other application areas
including: GUI, R/T Graphics, GIS and mobile radio.
Call us now for a better j o b future.

Amboseli.

Tel: 0734 664971
Fax: 0734 269209

1 Woodstock Street, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 3JU
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Fancy a day at the beach?

EXFn rs

Things have been swimming along tickety-boo
up here in the high-powered, shoulder-pad wear‑
ing, gigabyte-toting dare-devil world of software
development soap opera. Particularly well since
a mysterious phone call shattered the fragile
peace that is a pre-coffee morning in the office.
We're talking real coffee here of course: the
treacle like substance that accrues in percola‑
tor pots after two to three hours of quiet but
persistent bubbling. It’s rumoured that the
cleaners sometimes adda little special some‑
thing to the concoction, kind of like dead rats
in scrumpy. No one believes this of course be‑
cause you’d be able to tell: it'd smell better for
a start. Dealers on the streets of LA would
blanch if they were asked to carry real coffee
amongst their assortments of life-endangering
substances: there are some acts that are just too
low to stoop to. But like the weak fools that we
are, our spirit gives in to the flesh. Oh, some
may come out with excusing stories ((...well,
yeah of course there wasa lot of it around when
I was a kid. But I just kind of sniffed it, y’know,
for the aroma. I never really inhaled though’.)
There’s more caffeine in one cup than you’d find
in a halls of residence within which the enter‑
prising Dean had franchised a 24 hour Pro-Plus
Stop shop during the last week of finals.

Try to think of that last paragraph as less of
a digression: more of a sub-plot. A telephone
call it was: not to the newsdesk hotline as one
might imagine, but to the private line (truly
this informant was in the know) of our erst‑
while newshound Vicky ‘hold the front page’
Cooper. Vicky would like to be working for a
tabloid newspaper expounding on subjects
more relevant and useful to the world we're liv‑
ing in today, such as what kind of tights Prin‑
cess Di considers de rigeur at present and Ten
Things You Didn’t Know About John Major's
Optician. Previous attempts to get the editor to
include a regular feature ‘Operating Sytems of
the Rich and Famous’ have proved unsuccess‑
ful so far, but you never know.
Anyway, Vicky, always looking for that elu‑
sive ‘scoop’ leading to better and brighter
things, was understandably elated when the
curiously husky-voiced caller on the other end
of the phone announced his intention of im‑
parting some seriously gob-smacking info. Ob‑
viously a story of such a volatile nature could
not be imparted over the phone, the mysteri‑
ous caller continued, but suffice to say that cer‑
tain evidence had come to light which linked
the directors of one of the larger software com‑
panies to a priveliged organisation in an inci‑

cliffs@dotexe.demon.co.uk.
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System Science II

Xitech
Zinc
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dent involving two bald-headed eagles under
dubious circumstances.
The only catch, Mr Mystery added, was
that unfortunately, due to the volatile nature of
such an exclusive it was vital to maintain the
highest level of security. Under no circum‑
stances should she attempt to rendezvous at
‘the drop’ alone. Neither could sucha situation
occur in the city: riddled asit was with counter
intelligence groups (for example, The Sun,
which counters intelligence ona daily basis).
Ideally, the caller suggested (here his voice
crackeda little: obviously the strain of such
high-level politics) an office outing of some
sorts. Was such an excursion possible to ar‑
range? ‘You betcha shorts it is’ Vicky cried
(rather excitedly) and hastened to the bank to
front an all-expenses paid bonanza to Brighton,
with as much frivolity as possible in order to
confuse and delude any would-be assailants.
It's planned for this Friday and everyone’s
looking forward to it very much. The editor,
however, is looking forward even more to the
journey back when he can show Vicky his
press clipping of Louis V Gerstner Jr present‑
ing the Royal Ornithologist’s Society with a
cheque for £20,000 towards the conservation of
America’s Rocky Mountains birdlife...
M
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When it comes to client/server

ee

application development in
Windows, PowerBuilder is king.
PC Magazine, U.S.A.

7

PowerBuilder is without a

Y

NWN

doubt a tool worth mastering, a.
soclear that book shelf space and
be prepared for some effort!
E X E , U.K.

PowerBuilder Desktop
provides individual developers

with an entry point that allows a
smooth transition to true
Enterprise wide client/server.
Client/Server Guide, France

PowerBuilder accelerates the
development of client/server
applications.
PC Windows, Germany

4

AD

At least there
Is something
they all agree on.
PowerBuilder
The v o t e for PowerBuilder is unanimous.
Now, building on the proven success of
Powersoft’s award winning PowerBuilder
Enterprise, PowerBuilder Desktop offers
everything you need to succeed in the world

ofclient/server.
Here are just some of the reasons why it’s
winning:
Comprehensive Windows programming

environment
SQL Smart Data Windows offering fully
functional RDBMS applications without

coding SQL

Full Windows support including OLE, DDE and DLL
Built in 32-bit Watcom™ SQL database
Royalty free deployment (deployment kit is free
upon registration)

All this for only £190!

All Powersoft's products are
user friendly and applications can
he easily created. USsoftware
developers consider
PowerBuilder the best
client/server development tool.
Linea EDP, Italy

PowerBuilder
is a winner.
PC World, Sweden

Weprefer PowerBuilder
because of the tool's low price,
better documentation and large
humber of enhanced drivers to
enterprise database systems.
PC World, Denmark

Scaling up

There’s also great career news for PowerBuilder
Desktop developers. You can scale up easily to
a t e a m development environment with
PowerBuilder Enterprise, enabling re-use of
skills and existing development work on
larger, more complex projects.
But client/server needs to empower

everyone in the organisation, from the
professional developer to the end-user.
Powersoft’s scalable tools do just that.
All Powersoft’s tools, including end-user
reporting solutions, PowerMaker and
PowerViewer, use a common object
technology, enabling innovative, affordable
applications to be created, shared and built
upon throughout the organisation.
Over 100,000 people are doing it

Over 100,000 people are building applications
with Powersoft’s family of products and with
several hundred technology partners, you can
feel confident that Powersoft is the right
client/server choice for you.
To be p a r t of i t , call:
Corporate Software
QBS Software Limited

System Science Limited

081 478 0047/8
081 994 4842
071 883 1022

PowerBuilder Desktop is an ideal

tool for database development.
PC Magazine, U.K.

Powersoft
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